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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation will argue that the founding and the existence of the 

Southern Song was not because of the emperor's willingness to accept the Jins" 

terms, but in spite of the emperor's attitudes. It was the general's successful 

resistance against the Jins that made it possible for the survival of the Southern 

Song. 

However, the founding of the Southern Song was never Han Shizhong's 

ideal. What he strove for was to defeat the enemies and to liberate the captured 

emperor and ex-emperor and to oust the Jins out of the Central Plain. 

The conflict between General Han Shizhong and Emperor Gaozong was 

focused upon the latter's goal of maintaining the reality of the Southern Song 

and realizing the former's ideal. The conflict intensified as the emperor 

quickened his pace of making peace with the Jins at the time when the Southern 

Song's military forces were in the offensive position. The emperor's efforts to 

restrict Han Shizhong within his own track, strengthened by the efforts of the 

imperial court to recover the national tradition of putting the military under 

civilian control, deprived Han Shizhong of the opportunity for the realization of 

his ideal. Finally, the general was forced to hand in his military power and live 

like a hermit, picnicking along the beautiful West Lake of Hangzhou, the capital 

of the Southern Song. 
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nSITRODUCTION 

Like the historians of the Yuan dynasty (1280-1368), who wrote the official 

history for the Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279), many modern scholars of 

the Song dynasties tend to regard the Southern Song as a resurgence of 

Chinese civilization. Some scholars even considered it as a period which can be 

compared with the Renaissance in Europe.^ Naturally, Emperor Gaozong 

(r.1127-1162), the first emperor of the dynasty, was regarded as the initiator of 

the resurgence. Emperor Gaozong "embarked on the restoration (re-insurgence) 

with only a few thousand troops and never had a large army of his own."^ Was it 

the Emperor's willingness to accept the reality of his rule and the "humiliating 

peace terms" with the JIns (1115-1234) in the north that made it possible for the 

existence of the Southern Song? 

This dissertation will argue that the founding and the existence of the 

Southern Song was not because of the emperor's willingness to accept the Jins' 

terms, but in spite of the emperor's attitudes. It was the general's successful 

resistance against the Jins that made it possible for the survival of the Southern 

Song. When the Jin ^ cavalry swept the Central Plain, occupied Kaifeng ^ 

the capital of the Northern Song (960-1127),and captured Emperor Qinzong 

(r.1126-1127)and Huizong iSc % (r.1100-1126), Gaozong's father, how 

' Jacqucs Gcmct. .1 History of Chinese Civilization, pp.297-347. 
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could the Southern Song survive? When Emperor Gaozong was forced to cross 

the Yangtze River with a small boat, his life was endangered. Later, when the 

two rebellious generals put him under house arrest, the Emperor again did not 

even know whether he could save his own life. Moreover, in 1129, the Jins' 

crossing the Yangtze River pushed the emperor into exile on the ocean. In this 

desperate situation within which its ruler had no safe place to stay, the emperor 

must have thought that China had been destroyed. It would only be a matter of 

time before the Jins would occupy all Chinese territory. After the Jins plundered 

and burned the temporary capital of the Southern Song, they declared that they 

had finished the task of conquering China. However, on their way back to the 

north, the arrogant Jins were stopped at the Huangtiandang Lake H near 

the Yangtze River by General Han Shizhong (1089-1151) for over 40 days. Only 

with the help of a Chinese merchant and after suffering great losses both in 

human life and materials, could the Jins manage to escape to the north. 

Enlightened by the failure, the Jins realized that the existence of the Southern 

Song would be a hard fact that they had to deal with more seriously. 

This was the famous Battle of Huangtiandang Lake. It was a turning point of 

the Southern Song not only because the Jins learned a good lesson from the 

battle, but also because that Emperor Gaozong started to realize that the Jins 

could be defeated and the Southern Song could exist. 

" James T. C. Liu. China Turning Inward, p.84. 
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If we say that it was Han Shizhong's battle of Huangtiandang that gave the 

Emperor's hope of defending the Southern Song, then it was Han Shizhong's 

contribution in the protection of the Liang Huai region that made the 

Emperor believe that the Southern Song could be defended from the Jin's 

ambition of extermination. In those turbulent years, Han Shizhong also made 

great contributions to maintain the stability of the nation by suppressing the coup 

d'etat in the imperial court and wiping out bandits and mutinies in the country. 

The Jin military pressure on the Southern Song caused divisions among 

both civilian and military officials in the imperial court. In the political vortexes of 

the imperial court, the foreign policy towards Jin, formulated by Emperor 

Gaozong and some civilian officials, was contrary to Han Shizhong's fighting will. 

Therefore, there were contradictions and conflicts between "using soldiers and 

fearing soldiers" throughout the early period of the Southern Song.'* 

Emperor Gaozong's goal was to maintain the territory of the Southern 

Song. Serving this goal, his foreign policy towards the Jin was to seek the Jin's 

mercy, allowing him to rule to the south of the Yangtze River. However, the 

emperor clearly realized it would be politically wrong if he made it clear that he 

would like to make a peace deal with the Jins in the critical time when his 

generals and soldiers were fighting for the survival of the nascent dynasty. So, 

^ In the early years of the Southern Song, there were three main battle fields in the fighting 
against the invasion of the Jins; Jiang Han tLM and Chuan Shan iill^. Strategically, Liang Huai 
was most important, for it was the important passageway to Linan the capital of the 
Southem Song. 



he called on the nation to rally around him and to fight against the Jins in public 

and pretended himself to be the leader of the anti-Jin invasion. However, as his 

real intention was to make a peace settlement with the Jins, Emperor Gaozong's 

support for Han Shizhong's military campaign against the Jins became 

conditional. It depended on the Jin attitudes towards the peace negotiation. If 

the Jins showed their desire to negotiate with the Southern Song, the emperor 

would discourage or restrict Han Shizhong's fighting against the Jins. When the 

Jins refused to negotiate, the emperor would encourage and support Han 

Shizhong to fight against the Jins. 

However, the founding of the Southern Song was never Han Shizhong's 

ideal. What he strove for was to not only to defeat the enemies and to liberate 

the captured emperor and ex-emperor and to oust the Jins out of the Central 

Plain, but also to restore the original territory of the Northern Song, including all 

Chinese lands north of it including the Yanyun area. These Territories were lost 

during the Five dynasties (906-960 AD).® 

The conflict between General Han Shizhong and Emperor Gaozong was 

focused upon the latter's goal of maintaining the reality of the Southern Song 

and realizing the former's ideal.® The conflict intensified as the emperor 

' Zliao Lisheng "Jingkang. Jianvan jian gezhong minjian wuzhuang sliili .vingzhi dc fen.\i. 

" The Yamiin Area was ceded b>- Shi Jingtang to Qidan. See Jing-shen Tao Zhongguo Jingu shi. 
't'HifiSr^p.14. 

It should be pointed out that Han Shizhong was not alone in combating against the Emperor Gaozong's 
plan or making pcace nith the Jins. General Yue Fei was also a great general who did his utmost to 
oppose the peace treat)-. It was due to his effort against the peace deal, Yue Fei was murdered. Due to the 
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quickened his pace of making peace with the Jins at the time when the Southern 

Song's military forces were in the offensive position. The emperor's efforts to 

restrict Han Shizhong within his own track, strengthened by the efforts of the 

imperial court to recover the national tradition of putting the military under 

civilian control, deprived Han Shizhong of the opportunity for the realization of 

his ideal. Finally, the general was forced to hand in his military power and live 

like a hermit, picnicking along the beautiful West Lake of Hangzhou, the capital 

of the Southern Song. 

The realization of the maintaining Southern Song territory shows the Jins' 

willingness to accept the reality of the Southern Song. It reflected the fact that 

the Jins realized that it was impossible for them to annex the Southern Song. 

From this fact we know that Han Shizhong and the other generals' fighting was 

the key element in Jin's strategic calculations. In other words, the Jins' 

acceptance of the Emperor's offer of peace was not on the basis that the 

Emperor was willing to make peace with the Jins, but on the basis that the 

Southern military forces had become an insurmountable barrier to their ambition. 

In the process of the founding and consolidating of the Southern Song, the 

emperor used Han Shizhong's ideal. When General Han Shizhong found out 

that the emperor turned his life-and-death fight for his ideal toward remaining the 

Southern Song, he took action, attempting to push the Emperor to fight for the 

limitation of space. I will not discuss further about Yue Fci. As for Yue Fei's resisting to the peace, sec 
Deng Guangming SPr"IS. Yue Fei Zhuan pp.252-264. 331-389. 
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ideal. Han Shizhong's efforts, such as disobeying the Emperor's orders and 

sabotaging the peaceful negotiations with the Jins, made the Emperor realize 

how dangerous to the imperial power the military generals could be. This 

realization, no doubt, hastened his pace and strengthened his determination to 

make peace with the Jins at any cost. Han Shizhong's moves almost broke the 

Emperor' plan of making peace with the Jins, and further stimulated the 

Emperor's belief that the military had to be controlled by civilians. Han Shizhong, 

Yue Fei and other generals were removed from their military leadership position. 

Han was put aside together with his ideal. The Southern Song remained. 

However, the general never gave up his ideal until his death. 

This study does not intend to present an integrated biography of Han 

Shizhong, the hero in the anti-Jins" invasion of the Southern Song in this 

dissertation^. I would like, rather, to discuss Han Shizhong as a historical figure 

seen in the context of the founding of the Southern Song. For this purpose, I will 

examine his military achievements and their significance to the founding of the 

Southern Song. Finally, I will give my own explanation of how and why Han 

Shizhong's ideal was transformed by the emperor, supported by some civilian 

officials, into the effort of the founding of the Southern Song. 

It should be made clear that I intend to present Han Shizhong's great 

contribution to the founding of the Southern Song as the partial purpose of this 

Zhao Ming ct al, "Han Zhizhong Muzhi Kaobian " Huadong Shida Xuebao 
1983. No.l. p. 59. 



dissertation on the basis that the general's great contributions to the founding of 

the Southern Song have not been systematically examined. Actually, his military 

achievements have been obliterated for the purpose of excessive praise of Yue 

Fei (1103-1142), another great general of the same period.® 

Xu Jijun "Shoujie Yuefci yanjiu .vueshu taolun hui zongshu 
in Zhejiang Xuekan 1987, No. 2. p. 162. In order to eulogize Yue Fei, Han Shizhong's 
military achievements even was attributed to Yue Fei. One of the most conspicuous example 
was provided by Wei Ruilin and Liu Zhongping fj^•(•'7-. In their book, Zhongguo Sixiang 
Shi (Liming Wenhua Shiye Gongsi HfWlStftl Taiwan. 1979), they 
regarded Yue Fei as the hero in the Huangtiandang battle. See their book, p.240. Wu Tai 
has provided a very concise examination of Yue Fei, see "Yue Fei de Kangjin Oouzheng he 
Song Gaozong, Qin Gui de Panmai Xingjing" in 
Songchao Shihua (Beijing Chubanshe, 1987), pp.191-200. However, even historians 
who have written the Biography of Yue Fei, also admitted that Han Shizhong was the one who 
"has longest record of military services and the highest prestige among the three generals [Han 
Shizhong, Yue Fei and Zhang Jun 5Rft). See Deng Guangming Yue Feizhuan 
(Renmin chubanshe. 1983), p.338. 
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PART ONE THE UNCERTAIN YEARS AND THE RISE OF HAN 
SHIZHONG 

Chapter 1 

The Political and Military Situation Before the Founding of the 
Southern Song 

The period from 1127 to 1130 saw the Southern Song in a critical moment. 

The political situation had changed considerably. The Northern Song dynasty 

(960-1127) had been destroyed by the Jins, an emerging power in Northeast 

China. In the ensuing tumultuous circumstances, Song military forces were 

repeatedly defected under the tremendous military pressure of the Jins. Many 

military men in the south surrendered to the Jins and used their expertise and 

technologies to help the Jins.® Other soldiers became bandits. 

However, the turbulent years provided an opportunity for General Han 

Shizhong, "who could find little to uplift him in the peaceful days."^° It was in this 

dynastic crisis that Han Shizhong became a great general and a fighter of the 

Southern Song. In those violent years he gradually assembled an army with 

great potential striking power and developed from a low rank officer into a great 

general, upon whom the Southern Song's destiny depended. 

' Jing-shen Tao, S'uzhen Shilun. p. 124; JS. juan 79. the Biographies of Li Qiong Li Cheng 
Xue Wen Kong Yanzhou ?L J##. Zhong Zhongfii 5Rand Zhang Zhong>-an SR't' 

Robert Rublman. Traditional Heroes in Chinese Popular Fiction, p. 152. 



1. The Rise of Jin 
18 

Nuzhen ii:M, the people who established the Jin dynasty, originated from 

Heishui Mohe (Black Water) Tribe of the Tang Dynasty (618-908)/^ 

Since the fifth and sixth centuries, they had lived in the lower reaches of the 

Heilongjiang River and Songhuajiang River valleys and in the 

Changbai Mountains In the eighth and ninth centuries they belonged to 

the Bohai Kingdom established by Limo Mohe HI In the 920s 

the Liao M (907-1 125) eliminated the Bohai State and the Nuzhen became 

dependent on the Liao. In order to weaken and disintegrate the Nuzhen, the Liao 

moved several thousand great Nuzhen families to the south of the East Liao 

River if M and registered them into Liao's households. Those Nuzhen, called 

Shu Nuzhen (Civilized or Southern Nuzhen), were controlled by the 

officials appointed by the Liao imperial court. 

Over 10,000 Nuzhen households remained north of the Limojiang River 

Those Nuzhen organized various tribes ranging from a thousand 

households to several thousand households each. Those tribes which chose 

their chiefs by themselves, were independent. Although they were under the 

rule of the Liao Empire, they did not register in Liao's household registration 

'' The Jurchen in Twelfth-Century China—A Study of Sinincization by Jing-shen Tao provides the best 
examinations in any languages of the Jin's rising to a big nation so far. 

Huihian. 'yaan 3. p.1-13. 
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system. They were called Sheng Nuzhen (Uncivilized or Northern 

Nuzhen). 

In the early eleventh century the Wanyan tribe of the Sheng Nuzhen 

lived in Anchuhushui (Nowadays Anchuhushui is around the Ashen 

River to the southeast of Harbin i»o WM in Heilongjiang Province.) The 

members of the tribe were engaged in fishing, hunting and farming. They 

learned and mastered the technology of making charcoal and iron-smelting. As 

its population grew and its technologies of production were more developed than 

other tribes, the Wanyan Tribe became the most powerful tribe among the 

Sheng Nuzhen tribes. The imperial house of Liao appointed as Regional Military 

Commissioner of the Sheng Nuzhen area the chief of the Wanyan Tribe. The 

Wanyan Tribe accepted the position but did not register in the Liao household 

registration system. The tribe increased its territory and strengthened itself by 

using the Commissioner's administrative power. By the end of the eleventh 

century, the Wanyan Tribe had conquered the Wuguobu, (the Five Nations 

Area) (Nowadays it is to the east of Yilan County of Heilongjiang 

Province and to the west of the Wusulijiang River .%f)cM) and the various tribes 

along the Hulan River as well as the tribes in Niguta and Dunhua 

of Jilin Province The tribe had extended its control to Ashucheng 

MMiA (nowadays it is the Buerhatuhe River in Yanji City of 

Jilin Province). By this time, the Wanyan Tribe had unified the forty-seven 
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tribes, and its power had reached the Sea of Japan to the east, the Tumen 

River and the Yalujiang River valleys in the southeast and beyond 

the Heilongjiang River to the north. 

Since the reign of Liao Tianzuo Emperor (r. 1101-1121), the Liao 

dynasty had put pressure on Sheng Nuzhen. In addition to horses, Haidongqing 

Eagles and other local products, the Liao imperial court forced the Sheng 

Nuzhen to sell products cheaper to them and often arrested the Sheng Nuzhen 

without any sensible reasons. The court often sent Yinpatiashi ^®to 

seek beautiful women within the Nuzhen tribes. Therefore, all Nuzhen tribes 

complained about these demands. They united around Aguda ^"#^1 (1068-

1123, Wanyan Min ^M^osthumous title, Taizu), showing their will to oppose 

the Liao Empire by forming armed forces.^® 

The Wanyan Tribe had long prepared to wage a war against Liao. When 

Yingge (1053-1103, Jinmuzong ) succeeded the position as the 

chief of the tribe, he ordered Huandu IfcfP (?-1113) to make preparations for 

fighting the Liao.^^ In 1112 Aguda refused the order to dance at the fish banquet 

hosted by the Liao Emperor. After he returned from the banquet he started the 

'' Dajin Jilt ^ HSIl, juan 3. 
'' Benmo. juan 1-13. 
' ̂  Yinpai Tianshi was an oflicial title. Literally it can be translated as The Official with the Siher Card. 
During the Liao D>-nast>- (907-1125) and Jin D>nast>' (1115-1234). the officials would carr\- golden or 
sih er cards with the emperors' names when they did some errands, such as sending the court letters. Sec 
Cai Meibiao. ed.. Zhongguo Lish Dacidian-Liao. Xia. Jin and Yuan 't' » 5 > 
(hcrcafer abbrc\iated as Cai-cidian). p.443. 

Huibian.}\m\ 3. pp. 10-11. 
' JS. juan 68. Huandu Zhuan. p.2-9. 
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war against Liao. In the ninth month of 1114, Aguda marched towards 

Ningjiangzhou . (Nowadays it is to the west of Fuyu City in Jilin 

Province.) At this time, the Tianzuo Emperor of Liao was hunting in Qingzhou 

M'M. (Nowadays it is to the northwest of Balinyouqi of Inner Mongolia). 

When he learned of it, he did not regard Aguda's forces seriously. Therefore, the 

emperor only sent Gao Xianshou the Haizhou Cishi to defend 

Ningjiangzhou (Nowadays Haizhou is in Haicheng of Liaoning 31^ 

Province). In the tenth month Aguda occupied Ningjiangzhou.^® 

In Huining, ( # is to the south of Acheng in Heilongjiang Province), 

in the first month of 1115), Aguda claimed himself to be the emperor of the Jin 

Dynasty (1115-1234). In the ten year period between 1115 and 1125, the Jins 

waged a series of battles against Liao, and finally captured Emperor Tianzuo, 

the last emperor of Liao, and eliminated the Liao dynasty in 1125. 

2. The Demise of the Northern Song (960-1126) 

The imperial court of the Northern Song learned that Wanyan Aguda 

had established the Jin empire in 1115 and waged a war against 

Liao. Emperor Huizong Wl ^ considered it a good opportunity to unite with the 

Jins in the fighting against the Liaos. By making Jin as an allied country, the 

Northern Song could defeat the Liaos and recover the lost sixteen prefectures in 

north China, including the region of Yanzhou (present-day Beijing) and 

Ben/no. juan 2.  pp.38-41. 



Yunzhou (the region to the North of Shanxi lii® and Hebei which 

had been ceded by Shi Jingtang to Liao during the five dynasties 

(907-960).'® 

Therefore, with the support of the emperor, the powerful eunuch, Tong 

Guan ItJt (1054-1126), , sent Gao Yaoshi and Ma Zheng .HiJc, Wuyi 

Dafu f a low ranking officer,^® to cross the sea to Liaodong from 

Dengzhou (Penglai in Shandong Province iLl*) under the pretext of 

buying horses. In reality they negotiated a Song-Jin alliance against Liao in 

1118. 

Ma Zhi (?-1126), a man living in Yan offered Tong Guan a strategy 

for taking the Yanyun area when the eunuch was in Lugou 1M.M. Delighted 

by the strategy, Tong Guan changed the man's name to Li Liangsi and 

took him back to Kaifeng ^ It. According to Li Liangsi, Emperor Tianzuo of the 

Liao dynasty was ambitious and unashamed of his licentious behavior. 

Therefore, the imperial court was politically corrupt. The Jins hated the Liaos to 

the bone. Li Liangsi recommended that if the Northern Song military landed in 

Denglai and formed an alliance with the Jin, and attacked the Liaos in 

cooperation with the Jins, then the Northern Song would be able to recover the 

" Sec Jing-shen Tao's Zhongguo Jingushi. 
"" It was the t\vent>-third rank of inilitar>- officer, see Deng Guangming ed, Zhongguo Lish Dacidian-Song 
Dai 4" (hereafer abbre\iated as Deng-cidian)... p.272. 

Otto Franke and Toyama Gunji have pro\ided two detailed account of the process of the alliance 
betw een Jin and the Northern Song. See Otto Franke, Geshichte des Jinesichen Retches, ^•ol. IV. 1948, 
pp. 198-203 and To> ama Gunji. Kinch oshi kenkyu. Universit>' of Kyoto. 1964. pp. 12-13. 
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never-forgotten Yanyun area. His recommendation pleased Emperor Huizong 

greatly, who bestowed the imperial family name "Zhao ^ " on Li Liangsi.^ 

Emperor Huizong entrusted the matter of forming an alliance with the Jins 

to Tong Guan. After that the Northern Song carried on a series of activities to 

maintain their unity with the Jins. Now, in the eyes of Song politicians, the Jin 

empire became a natural ally against the Liaos, and hopes of recovering the lost 

territories with the assistance of Jin began to be entertained in the Song capital. 

In 1119 the Jins sent Li Shanqing Suoduo (Sadu iftit), Boda 

tAii and others as ambassadors to the Northern Song imperial court with a 

national letter of credence, northern pearls and other gifts.^^ In the second month 

of 1120 the Northern Song sent Zhao Liangsi as an ambassador to Jin 

and formulated a plan to attack Liao from both sides. In the ninth month, the Jins 

sent Sala SEiW, Halu and others to the Northern Song. Then, the Northern 

Song sent Ma Zheng MA to go to Jin with a national letter of credence, 

accompanied by Halu. Finally, in the ninth month of 1120 Zhao Liangsi signed a 

treaty with the emperor of Jin. This treaty was called the "Maritime Alliance."^^ 

The main provisions of the treaty were; 1. The Northern Song and Jin would 
jointly attack the Liao Empire. The Jins would attack the prefectures and 
counties to the north of the Great Wall and occupy Dading Superior Prefecture 

(Southwest of Ningcheng County in Zhaowuda Meng in 
the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region); while the Northern Song would attack 
the prefectures and counties to the south of the Great Wall and occupy the Xijin 
Superior Prefecture of Yanjing (the present Beijing). No military 

"" Benmo, juan 4. p.79; Huibian. juan 1, pp.3-4 and juan 4. pp.2-5. 
^ Huibian. imn 2. p. 12 and juan 4. pp.4-5; Bcnmo. pp.80-96. 
* ' For the alliance, see Benmo. '^van 142.. pp.4431-4502. 
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forces of the two nations would be allowed to cross the Great Wall. 2. After the 
demise of Liao, all Chinese territories as well as the Chinese who had been 
under Liao's control would be returned to the Northern Song, and the territory 
of Liao to the north of the Great Wall would belong to Jin. 3. The Northern Song 
would switch the annual payments of silk and silver, formerly paid to Liao, to Jin. 
4. Either side would not be allowed to negotiate peace with Liao on its own. 5. 
After the Northern Song took back its Yan-Yun area, it would establish a trading 
market and trade with Jin. 6. If one side would delay in deploying its military 
forces, the other side was given the right of not to implement the treaty. 

After the signing of the treaty, some ministers of the Northern Song raised 

their opposition to attack Liao. For them, it would not be beneficial to the 

Northern Song to destroy a weakened foreign nation and to have a strong one 

for its neighbor.^® They said that the Northern Song should not attack Liao and 

be the Jin's neighbor. They believed that after the demise of Liao, Jin would 

"break the treaty." Thus it would be perilous to the Northern Song.^^ 

According to the Maritime Alliance between Song and Jin, the Northern 

Song would send troops to attack Yanjing and Datong The sixteen 

prefectures would become Northern Song territory. Before the treaty, the Jins 

had occupied Liao's Eastern Capital (Liaoyang City of Liaoning Province 

the Upper Capital (the present Nan Boluo Cheng of the Balin 

•" Huibian. juan. I. 132; DaJinguo Zhi chapter 37. p281; Changbian. 416/15a-14b; Dajian 
Diaofa Lwh^juan I. 6a-l2i. The negotiations between Jin and the Northern Song started as 
earl> as 1116 when Jin became a threat to Liao. For a general accoimt. see Otto Franke. Geshichte des 
Jinesichen Reiches. vol. IV. 1948. pp. 198-203 and Toyama Gunji. Kinch oshi kenk>-u. Uni\ersit}' of 
Kyoto. 1964, pp. 12-13. Also see Herbert Franke. Treaties between Sung and Chin. pp.58-69. 

Ifuihian. juan 1. pp.6-l4. 
" Huibian. juan 1. pp.6-14; Changbian. juan 94. 
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Zuoqi of the Inner-Mongolian Region) and, shortly after the treaty, the 

Central Capital and Western Capital.^® 

After the treaty, the Northern Song imperial court assembled massive 

military forces in the Northwest and prepared to attack Liao. Yet, at this time. 

Fang La (?-1121) rebelled in Zhejiang and the imperial court had to 

send Tong Guan to lead 100,000 soldiers to suppress the rebellion. The 

rebellion was not suppressed until the fourth month of 1121. Only in 1122, when 

the Jin forces had occupied the large area of Liao to the north of the Great Wall, 

did the imperial court of the Northern Song start to realize that if it did not occupy 

the Yanyun area immediately, it would never be able to recover the lost 

territory.^ Therefore, Emperor Huizong ordered Tong Guan and Cai You 

(1077-1126) to march towards the north to attack Liao.^^ 

Tong Guan looked down upon Liao. In his mind, to occupy Yanjing was as 

easy as blowing off dust, for it was defended by the remnants of a routed army.^^ 

However, Northern Song military forces could not take Yanjing. As soon as 

Northern Song military forces entered the battle ground, they were defeated by 

Yelu Dashi (1094-1143), the Liao general. Several days later, the 

imperial court sent Liu Yanqing WjH # (1068-1127) to lead two hundred 

thousand soldiers to the north to assist in the military action. However, Liu was 

Benmo. pp.63-73. 
Changbian.juan 42, pp.7-i2 and juan 43. pp. 1-24. 
Changbian. juan 94. 
Ihiibian. 'yv^n 6. pp. 1-4. 



so timid that he hurriedly set fires on his own camps and escaped to the south, 

hearing that the vanguards suffered a setback. Liao forces pushed on in the 

flush of victory. As a result, a huge amount of military supplies and materials 

were lost.^ 

The Northern Song suffered continuous military failures. Tong Guan was 

badly frightened and secretly sent representatives to ask the Jins to come to the 

south and attack Yanjing. Having longing for Yanjing for a long time, the Jins 

Immediately seized the opportunity and sent their forces to the south. By the end 

of 1119, the Jins had occupied Yanjing. So far, the Jins had occupied all five 

capitals and the majority of the territory of the Liao Empire.^ 

The continuous failures of the Northern Song in the war between the 

Northern Song and Liao revealed to the Jins the military weaknesses of the 

Northern Song. After they occupied Yanjing, the Jins decided not to fulfill the 

treaty.^ When the Northern Song sent ambassadors to negotiate with the Jins 

about the affairs related to the implementation of the treaty, the Jin emperor 

arrogantly told the Song ambassadors that he had heard that when Liu Yanqing, 

the only great general of the Northern Song, led one hundred and fifty thousand 

soldiers to fight against Liao, his forces were routed as soon as the war started. 

SS. juan 472. Cai You Zhuan 
Huibian, juan 11. pp.4-7. 
Bennto, p. 73. 
Benmo. pp.86-92. 
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He then told the ambassadors; 'Therefore, Song is not worth mentioning. We 

have entered Mount Yan and it belongs to us. How can Song get it?"^ 

After many negotiations, Jintaizu promised to return the six 

prefectures to the Northern Song, including Shun J(S, Tan W., Zhuo 

Jing ill and Jing M:. However, the Northern Song did not get the six prefectures 

for free, but paid a high price. The pre-condition was that the Northern Song had 

to pay Jin four-hundred thousand units of currency annually. In addition, it also 

had to pay a million min ^ (strings)^'^ as tax money for Yanjing. After the 

Northern Song accepted the demand, the Jins plundered Yanjing and the other 

six prefectures. Having captured the young, strong, and beautiful women, the 

Jins returned to the north.^ After paying such a high cost, the Northern Song 

only received several empty towns, where "only foxes were living."^ 

Yanjing and the nearby prefectures turned out to be a heavy burden to the 

Northern Song, for it had to send many officials and huge military forces to 

defend the area. In order to provide grain and salary to those civilian and military 

personnel, the imperial court sent over several hundred thousand dan ^ of 

grain from Hebei Shandong lUIK and Hedong In addition to the 

grain, clothing and other military supplies had to be sent there. The heavy 

Changbian, juan 46. pp. 19-20. 
^ It is eqi\'alent to one million guan It. A guan equals to 1.000 cash. 

Changbian. iuan 46. pp. 15-27; Huibian. juan 16. pp. 1-13. 
Huibian, juan 16. 
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burden forced the farmers and soldiers to rebel.In 1124, Wang Fu i?^1079-

1126), the prime minister, sent a memorial to the emperor, suggesting that the 

military supplies and soldiers sent to the Yanyun area should be provided by the 

whole nation, and not just by the above areas.''^ 

One disaster after another happened to the imperial court of Northern 

Song. At the time of the domestic rebellions, the Jins planned to invade the 

south. From the Northern Song failure in the battle against the Liaos and during 

the negotiations with Song on the returning of Yanjing, the Jins had seen the 

Song military incapabilities. Thus, after the Jin captured the last Emperor of the 

Liao Dynasty in 1125, they turned to the south and launched a military invasion 

on a large scale.^^ 

The Jins divided their southern forces into two armies; the Western Army 

and the Eastern Army. The Western Army, led by Wanyan Zonghan (1080-1137, 

Nanhan ), started from Datong :fcl^, while the Eastern Army, led by 

Wanyan Zongwang (7-1127, Wolibu the second son of Aguda, started 

from Pingzhou W-M and marched towards the south via Yanjing The 

Western Army was blocked by the military and civilian forces of the Northern 

Song for a long time. When the Eastern Army reached Yanjing, the Northern 

In Junzhou on the northern bank of the Yellow River, Zhang Oi fSifi led 50,000 soldiers. 
Gao Tuoshan led so 300,000 famiers in Taihang Mountain, in Yunzhou of 
Shandong, Li Taizi led a forces of over 10.000 soldiers. Sun Lie led over 100,000 
soldiers in Jinan IfFW and Zhang Xian in Yizhou had over 100.000 solders. See Chen 
Jun Jiuchao Biannian Beiyao . juan 29, Huibian. juan 219. 
" Huibian. juan 3 L 

Benmo. juan 6, p. 105. 



Song forces, which were sent to defend the area, surrendered, therefore, it could 

march straight towards the south."*^ 

Having learned the information and realizing that he could not assume the 

responsibility to lead the nation in the fight against Jin's invasion. Emperor 

Huizong issued a self-blaming edict and abdicated in favor of his son in the 12th 

month of 1125. Zhao Heng Huizong's son, ascended the throne and 

became Emperor, known as Qinzong (r.1126-1127)."** 

In the spring of 1126, the Jin forces crossed the Yellow River and encircled 

Kaifeng ^ After they completed the strategic arrangement, the Jins 

demanded the following of the Northern Song; 5,000,000 taels of gold annually, 

50,000,000 taels of silver, 1,000,000 bolts of outer garment textiles in various 

colors, 1,000,000 bolts of silk for under garments, and 10,000 each of horses, 

cattle and mules, and 1,000 camels.'*^ An imperial prince was sent to the Jin 

camp as hostage. The Northern Song cession of the three prefectures and 

residents of the three zhen 01 (towns), including Taiyuan Zhongshan ^ iJLi 

(nowadays Ding County ^ If in Hebei Province Mdt), and Hejian The 

Jins requested the Northern Song to send back "those vagrants from the north 

Htiibian. juan 25. pp. 12-!3. 
Ifuihian. juan 26. 
Huibian, juan 29. pp.8-9; Herbert Franke. "Treaties between Sung and Jin." in ETUDES SOS'G: In 

memwriam Etienne Balazs. p.71. 
Huibian. iaan 29. pp.8-9; Herbert Franke. "Treaties bct\veen Sung and Jin. in ETUDES SOS'G: In 

mermoriam Etienne Balaza" pp. 68-78. The te.xt of the Sung oath-letter is preserv ed in Da Jin Diao Fa 
tfe^^'uan 1. 23b-24b: Huibian. '\aan I. 289-290; Da Jin Quo Zhi by Yuwen 

Maozhao ^ jtRBB. chapter 37. pp.282-283; Changbian. 512/18b-19a. 
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[who turned] south, and also rebels and fugitive officials, artisans, musicians and 

[others from] the Hundred Families."'*^ 

The Jins threatened that, unless the Northern Song met their demands, 

they would not lift the surrounding of Kaifeng. However, by this time, some 

important towns and cities to the north of the Yellow River were in the hands of 

the Northern Song soldiers. Learning that the Jins had surrounded Kaifeng, the 

Northern Song military forces, which were stationed in Shanxi 1^®, hurriedly 

marched towards the east to protect the capital and to rescue the emperors. At 

the same time, the people from the countryside and urban areas also 

automatically formed forces and rushed to rescue Kaifeng. Seeing the situation, 

Jin military commanders were thinking of withdrawing from Kaifeng."*® 

The Northern Song imperial court agreed to Jin's demands. The emperor 

decided to cede the three zhens 01 (towns) to Jin.'*® However, the people of the 

three zhens organized forces by themselves and fought against the Jins. By the 

second month of 1126, Han Bull still could not occupy the three zhens, even 

though the emperor had promised to give the three zhens to the Jins.^ When 

this information reached the Northern Song imperial court, the matter of whether 

' Huibian. juan 29. pp.8-9; Herbert Frankc. "Treaties between Sung and Jin. " in ETUDES SOS'G: In 
mermoriam Etienne Balaza. p. 70 

Bennio. p. 137. 
Huibian.'}\ian 36, p.7. 

juan 40, p. 10 and juan 43, p. 14. 
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the Northern Song should cede the three zhens to Jin became an issue of 

endless debating among the senior officials.^' 

The Western Army, commanded by Nianhan, occupied Taiyuan in the ninth 

month of 1126. In the tenth month the Eastern Army joined the Western Army 

and marched towards the south together. The Jins encircled Kaifeng for a 

second time.^^ At this time, Li Gang (1083-1140) and other civilian officials, 

who maintained that the Northern Song should fight against the Jins, had been 

removed from their positions.®^ The forces, which came to rescue Kaifeng from 

other parts of the country, had returned to their own places and other forces, 

which attempted to come to Kaifeng, were also stopped by the imperial court 

under the pretense of a lack of grain.®^ As a result, after the imperial court found 

that the capital had been encircled by the Jins again, it realized that there were 

only about eight thousand soldiers, including the emperor's personal guards, 

that could be mobilized to fight against the Jins.^ 

Emperor Qinzong found that there was no choice but to surrender to the 

Jins. After receiving the letter of surrender from Emperor Qinzong, the Jin 

emperor dethroned the Northern Song emperor and degraded Emperor Qinzong 

and ex-Emperor Huizong to the status of commoners.®® 

ibid., juan 42, pp.6-10. juan 42. pp.6-10. juan 43. p. 14 and juan 62. pp. 1-12. 
/bid. juan 65. p. 14. 
ibid., juan 55. pp.6-7. 
Ibid., juan 65. p. 15. 
ibid, and juan 66. pp. 1-2. 

^ Benmo. juan 7, p. 141. 
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On the ninth day of the first month of 1127, the Jin army entered Kaifeng 

and captured Emperor Qinzong, his father and approximately three thousand 

imperial family members living in Kaifeng according to the genealogy tree of the 

imperial family and put them into Jin military garrisons.^ With the help of some 

surrendered civilian and military officials of the Northern Song, the Jins searched 

for gold, silver, silk, books, pictures and antiques in and outside of Kaifeng. ^ 

On the first day of the fourth month of 1127, Jin soldiers escorted 

two-thousand Northern Song imperial families, the imperial family relatives and 

some civilian and military officials to the north, including Emperor Qinzong and 

ex-Emperor Huizong,. They also sent to the north ceremonial and musical 

instruments, Huntianyi M (the earthquake detector), copper figures, 

national maps, female servants of the imperial palace, actors and actress, 

artisans and prostitutes. The Northern Song was formally destroyed.®® 

3. The Situation after the Demise of the Northern Song 

After the Jins destroyed the Northern Song, the chaotic conditions 

prevailing to the north of the Yangtze River prevented them from permanently 

incorporating these areas into their empire. A large area, including the southern 

^ As for Emperor Qinzong and E.\-emperor Huizong's life in the north as capti\ cs. see Tongjian. juan 
149. pp.4639-6670. 

juan 23. "Qinzong Benji p.423; Huibian '\aa.n 81, p.4. 
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region of the Yellow River and Shanxi W, was still under the control of the 

Northern Song. In Hedong MfK and Hebei Mdt, the Jin forces only occupied the 

two highways leading to Kaifeng. The Jins did not possess the power to occupy 

the grand area and only occupied Taiyuan and other six juns 

(Commondaries) in Hedong and Zhending as well as other three juns in 

Hebei. The civilians and military men in the other juns were still defending their 

towns. The people in the Central Plain were forming organizations to fight 

against the Jins. In this situation the Righteous Forces became important forces 

in the struggle against the Jin's invasion.®® 

The following were some large Righteous Forces: 1. Bazi Army A^M. 

After the invasion of the Jins, Wang Yan (1090-1139), the Commander-in-

chief of Hebei Headquarters of Suppressing and Offering Amnesty to Bandits, 

led some people to fight the Jins in the Taihang Mountains :fe:fTilJ. They had a 

great reputation in the Lianghe (Hedong and Hebei) region, where the people 

responded and supported them actively. Through several hundred battles, they 

pinned down the southern progress of the Jin forces.®^ 2. Hongjin Army (the Red 

Scarf Army) SI rfi ̂  was another force with significant influence. The force fought 

the Jins in the Jincheng and Changye areas at first, and later they 

spread to Hebei and Shanxi They defeated the Jin forces many times, 

Benmo. juan 6. pp.l35-l39; Huibian, juan 27. p.6; Kao///. juan 1. pp.34-35 and juan 2. p.37. 
As for the acti\ities of the Righteous Forces in the Southern Song, sec Huang Kuanchong If It X. 

Xansong Shidai KangJin de Yijun Lianjing Chuban Shiye Gongsi. 1988. 
Huihian. ']\ian 113, pp. 11-12. juan 114. p.2. 
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therefore, the Jins utterly detested them and sent large hatchments to suppress 

them, but the more the Jins suppressed, the larger the Red Scarf Army grew.®^ 3. 

Wumashan yijun (the Righteous Army In the Wuma Mountain) 

(nowadays in the territory of Zanhuang County in Hebei Province). Zhao 

Bangjie a wuyidafu and Makuo (?-1152), a military 

officer in Baozhou , were the heads of the forces. Later, they supported a 

man, who claimed to be Prince Zhao Zhen as their main leader. Under 

the influence of Prince Zhao Zhen, the forces increased to over a hundred 

thousand soldiers and produced a tremendous influence in Hebei and Shanxi 

4. Liangshanpo Shuijun (the armed force in Liangshanpo Lake) 

also attacked the Jins seriously. They were led by Zhang Rong 

and became a main force in the fighting against the Jins after the Jin forces 

invaded the Central Plain. They made the Liangshanpo their stronghold and 

fought the Jins in Huidong Finally, the people of the Yanyun area who 

fought behind the Jin forces also waged constant uprisings. As a result, they 

played a supporting role in the operations against the Jins. In order to control 

Lianghe, the Jins had to keep their main forces attacking Hezhong M + ( 

nowadays Yongji of Shanxi liiffi^), Hejian (nowadays Hejian of Hebei 

Vao/u. juan 47. p.854. 
It was the thim -fourlh rank of militan' oQlcer. See Deng-Cidian. p.272. 
//ui/fian. juan 90-. pp.l2-I3; juan 125, pp.l2-13 and juan 175. p.5. 
Zhang Boquan had a detailed description of the naval force. See his book. J/ns/ii Jianbian. pp. 116-117. 
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MJb Province) and Zhongshan (Ding County in Hebei Province), the 

important strategic areas of Hedong and Hebei. 

In the fourth month of 1127, Zongwei the Jin Left Deputy Marshal, 

withdrew.®® Zong Ze (1060-1128), the Deputy Marshal, led his forces to 

Darning where he learned that the Jins had captures Emperor Qinzong and 

ex-Emperor Huizong. Zong Ze attempted to intercept the Jin's route of retreat. 

However, other forces supposed to rescue the emperor did not come.®^ 

By this time the Jinjun (the Central Army) of the Northern Song had 

been defeated and had few soldiers left. All of the other military forces, which 

came to rescue the emperor, also either disbanded or escaped. Facing this 

critical situation, the officials and subjects of the Northern Song hoped to 

establish a consolidated political power, which could concentrate the leadership, 

and to unite all military forces to mobilize the national resources in the struggle 

against the Jins' invasion. 

Yaolu. juan 4. p.82. 
ibid., p.93. 
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Chapter Two 

The Establishment of the Southern Song and the Jin's Invasions 

When the Jins encircled Kaifeng, Emperor Qinzong heard that many 

Northern Song subjects automatically formed forces to fight against the enemies. 

He sent some men to break the Jins" ring of encirclement and to send a secret 

letter wrapped in a wax ball to Prince Kang 0 the ninth son of ex-Emperor 

Huizong, who was on a mission to Hebei and was not in the besieged city of 

Kaifeng.®® This letter appointed Prince Kang as the Commander-in-Chief of All 

National Military Forces. The emperor ordered him to gather all imperial military 

forces as well as those formed by the people in Hebei and Hedong to march 

towards Kaifeng fighting day and night and to rescue the Emperor and ex-

Emperor. Emperor Qinzong also appointed Zong Ze the Governor of 

Cizhou, and Wang Boyan (1069-1141), the governor of Xiangzhou , 

as deputy marshals.®® 

On the first day of the twelfth month of 1126, Prince Kang established his 

office of the great marshal of all national military forces in Xiangzhou .^° He 

gathered the soldiers and men led by Liu Hao the Commissioner of the 

Vao/u. juan I. p. I. 
)Vjo/m. juan 1. p.22; //u/d/an. juan 70, p. 12. 
Sfiengzheng. juan 1. p.2. 
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Bureau of Military Affairs, the soldiers who came to rescue the emperor sent by 

Xinde Prefecture (present-day Xingtai County in Hebei Province), 

the soldiers who came to assist Taiyuan sent by Darning Prefecture, 

and the routed soldiers from Taiyuan, Zhending iE^ Prefecture ( Zhengding 

jE^ County in Hebei Province) and Liaozhou (nowadays Xiyang 

County in Shanxi lLi ffi Province). Prince Kang divided the ten thousand soldiers 

into five armies, which became his basic forces/^ 

However, instead of sending his forces to rescue the capital. Prince Kang 

ordered the local officials of the nearby prefectures, including Huang Qianshan 

(?-1130), the governor of the Hejian Prefecture and Zong Ze, to 

lead their forces to Darning On the sixteenth day of the twelfth month of 

1127 Prince Kang led his five armies to march towards Daming. Meanwhile 

Liang Yangzu from the Xinde fa® Prefecture and other officials from 

some prefectures of Hebei came to join him. Liang Yangzu's forces, the 

strongest forces, were comprised of ten thousand soldiers and one thousand 

horses, and included some commanders and officers, such as Zhang Jun 

(1086-1154), Miao Fu (?-1129), Fan Bao and others.^ 

In the last ten days of the month. Prince Kang held a meeting of the main 

officials to discuss the strategic plan. There was a debate between the two 

deputy marshals. In Zong Ze's opinion, they should lead the forces to rescue 

' Huibian. juan 71. pp.6-7. 
' Yaolu. juan I. p.31. 



Kaifeng. In the eyes of Wang Boyan, Kaifeng was encircled by one-hundred 

thousand Jin soldiers. Therefore, Prince Kang's forces, which were thrown 

together with different troops, could not even think about rescuing Kaifeng.^^ 

Prince Kang also did not believe that he had adequate military forces to break 

the ring of encirclement around Kaifeng, therefore, he did not entertain Zong 

Ze's suggestions. In order to get rid of him. Prince Kang ordered Zong Ze to lead 

the newly organized five armies to march towards Dezhou nowadays 

Puyang County in Henan Province to rescue Kaifeng. Meanwhile, he 

led Liang Yangzu's forces to withdraw to Dongping PrefectureJlt^ in the first 

ten-day period of the first month of 1127. 

Having learned that Emperor Qinzong and ex-Emperor Huizong had been 

captured by the Jins, Prince Kang ordered Zong Ze not to attack the Jins in 

order to avoid a total disaster. In the last ten-day period of the second month of 

1127, Zong Ze arrived at Nanhua ( nowadays Dongming County in 

Shandong Province ilj*). At the same time. Prince Kang arrived at Jizhou 

(nowadays Juye SS County in Shandong Province).^® 

A new political center was imminent. The civilian officials and military 

officers urged Prince Kang to assume the role as the new political center to lead 

the nation's fighting against the Jin invasion. On the first day of the fifth month of 

' Huihian.juan 72, p. 13. 
- ibid... juan 73. pp.8-9; i'ao/u.juaa 5. p. 120. 
' }(!7o/m. juan 1. p.22-23. 
'' Huibian. juan 83. p.2. 
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the same year, the Prince of Kang 0 £ was enthroned as the new emperor in 

Yingtian Northern Song's southern capital (nowadays in the southern part 

of Shangqiu County WR, Henan Province Li Gang was appointed as 

the prime minister/® In the sixth month, on the recommendation of Li Gang, 

Zong Ze was appointed as the Temporary Governor of Kaifeng 09 It 

was at this time that Han Shizhong and other generals in Hebei and Shanxi 

such as Wang Yuan (1077-1129), Liu Guangshi (1089-1142), 

and Zhang Jun 36^ (1086-1154), led their troops to Guide to support the 

emperor. 

Emperor Gaozong established the Imperial Defense Command, which 

would assume the responsibility for commanding all forces of the Southern 

Song. He appointed Huang Qianshan #, the deputy prime minister, to be 

the concurrent Commissioner of the Imperial Defense Command, and Wang 

Boyan the Joint Manager of the Bureau of Military Affairs, to be the 

concurrent deputy Commissioner of the Imperil Defense Command. Wang Yuan 

was given the position of the Commander-in-chief.®^ 

Receiving the news that Emperor Gaozong had ascended the throne, the 

Jins realized that they had to nip Emperor Gaozong in the bud. Therefore, they 

Gaozong asccndcd the throne on the first day of the fiflh month in the second year of Jingkang 
^ifland the first year of Jianyan. 1127: f/u/bian. juan 101. 
^ yao/u. juan 5. p. 120. 

ibid., juan 6. p. 155. 
Shengzheng, ivan 1. p.5; Yaolu. juan 4, p. 109. 
I'ao/u. juan 5. pp. 123-124. 
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Started three large scale Invasions, attempting to eliminate the newly born 

political center in its embryonic stage. 

f. The Jin's First Invasion of the Southern Song 

After the demise of the Northern Song, the Jins, having realized that it was 

hard for them to incorporate the territories under their control into the Jin empire, 

implemented the policy of using the Chinese to control the Chinese and set up a 

new Chinese dynasty under Zhang Bangchang S (1081-1127).®^ Yet, the 

majority of the civilian and military officials of the Northern Song did not support 

Zhang Bangchang. After the Jins withdrew to the north, the people demanded 

that Zhang resign and enthrone a member of the imperial family. However, all 

members of the imperial family in Kaifeng had been captured by the Jins except 

for Prince Kang and Empress Dowager Meng the Empress of Emperor 

Zhezong (r. 1086-1100). Feeling the pressure, Zhang Bangchang during the last 

ten-day period of the fourth month of 1127 voluntarily resigned the throne to gain 

the favor of Gaozong.®^ 

Huibian. iuan 84, pp.5-8; Shengzheng.ixan I. p.2-3. 
The pressure came from Prince Kang and Lu Yihao BERA. the minister, and other Northern Song 

ofllciais. See ffuibian. juan 90. pp. 1-13. juan 91. pp.6-7 and juan 93. pp. 1-2. 
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Using this event, Zhang Bangchang's forced to resignation from the throne, 

as an excuse®^, the Jins resolved to annihilate the Song empire once and for all. 

Wanyancheng, the Jin Taizu agreed with Wanyan Zonghan's 

( also was called Nianhan Idea and started their first invasion of 

the Southern Song in 1127.®® 

In the twelfth month of 1127, the Jins gathered huge military forces in 

Yanjing and divided their forces into three groups; the Central Army, the Eastern 

Army and the Western Army. The Central Army, the main forces, led by Wanyan 

Zonghan, the Left Deputy Marshal, started their invasion through Shanxi 

Henan and Shandong iLiJlt.®® Zongwei crossed the river at Heyang. 

Wanyan Zongfu (1096-1135) and Wanyan Zongbi (7-1148), 

his younger brother attacked Shandong from Cangzhou 

On the twenty-seventh of the same month 1127, the Central Army, led by 

Wanyan Zonghan, started from Yunzhong (nowadays Datong :;^l^ in 

Shanxi lUW Province) and attacked Henan through Taiyuan The main 

forces of the Middle Army gathered in the north of Heyang ( nowadays to 

the south of Meng ^ County in Henan Province.) Yinshuke Ift (1072-1140, 

Zhang Bangchang was opposed by his own ministers and Prince Kang's forces. Therefore, under the 
pressure came from both in and outside of his regime, he had to resign from the throne. He stayed in the 
position only 33 davs. He resigned on the ninth dav of the fourth month of the second vear of Jingkang. 

Huibian. juan 114. pp.2-3; JS. juan 74. "Zongbi Zhuan." pp. 1-8. 
juan 11 to juan 15; Houbian, \\xan 105 to 106; Zhongxing Xiaoji juan 2 to juan 3; 

Huibian. iuan 114 to juan 117; DaJinguo Zhi juan 5. Song Shi Benji 24. 25 and 
Jinsht Benji ^ juan 3 had a very clear record of the first invasion of the Southern Song by Jins. 
* Yaolu. juan 11. pp. 248-249. 
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Nichuhe head of the ten-thousand households, was sent to cross the 

river. After occupying Heyang, the main forces of the Central Army crossed the 

Yellow River and occupied Sishui ( Sishui Town in Henan Province), 

where they made preparations to attack Kaifeng.®® 

In Yanshi jSSF, Yao Qing the Southern Song General, fought to his 

death. Sun Zhaoyuan the Prefect of Luoyang the Western Capital, 

escaped to the south after he learned that Yanshi had been taken by the Jin 

forces. Therefore, Wanyan Zonghan occupied the Western Capital.®® By the first 

month of 1128, the Middle Force had taken Ruzhou (Linru in Henan 

Province), Junzhou (to the northwest of Jun County in Hubei 

Province), Fangzhou 0'>H (Beifang County in Hubei Province), Dengzhou 

Tangzhou (Tanghe in Henan Province) and Caizhou 

(Runan in Henan Province).®® 

Kaifeng, the Eastern Capital, was the outpost of anti-Jin forces and an 

important base for supporting the anti-Jin fighting force in the Lianghe area. 

After he was promoted to be the Mayor of the East Capital and in charge of 

defending Kaifeng, Zong Ze mobilized all forces, including the peasants, 

known as the Righteous Forces, to participate in defending the Eastern Capital. 

He made good use of the Righteous Forces in the Lianghe areas and 

established connections with them. He also built strongholds around the city wall 

'''' Ibid., juan 11. pp.248-249; Huibian, juan 114. p.5. 
ibid., juan 11. p.249. juan 12. pp.268-269. juan 13. pp.281-282: Huibian. juan 114, p.6. 
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of Kaifeng. After five months a solid defending line was formed outside of 

Kaifeng.®^ 

After crossing the Yellow River and having occupied Qingzhou 

Wanyan Zonghan led his main forces of the Middle Army in a march towards 

Kaifeng, attempting to take it. Having divided his forces into two groups, he led 

one group to make a diversionary attack to the north of Kaifeng, which was 

solidly defended by the Song forces. Then he sent Yinshuke to lead the Jin 

forces in a march towards the south to cut off the connections between Kaifeng 

and other prefectures in the southern parts of Henan. He also ordered a part of 

the Eastern Army, cooperating with the main force of the Western Army, to 

attack Kaifeng from both the east and west.®^ 

In order to meet the approaching attack from the Eastern and Western Jin 

Armies, Zong Ze sent Liu Yan and Liu Da Wii, a Commander-general, to 

lead thirty thousand soldiers and two hundred fighting carts, respectively, to 

support Huazhou (Hua County in Henan Province nowadays) and 

Zhengzhou (Nowadays it is a city of Henan Province).®^ 

In the first month of 1128, the Central Army of the Jin forces marched from 

Zhengzhou to Kaifeng. Liu Yan fought the Jins bravely in Banqiao to 

the west of Zhengzhou, finally defeated the Jin forces and recovered Yanjin 

i{uibian. ']\ian 115. pp.7-9: }'ao/u. juan 12. pp.264-265. p.268. 
" Yaolu. juan 14. pp.299-302. 

juan 72. "Yishuke Zhuan." p.3; Yaolu. juan 11, p.257 and juan 74. " Zonghan Zhuan." pp.4-8. 
Yaolu. jaan 11. p.257 
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(nowadays Yanjin County in Henan Province) and Zuocheng ( nowadays to 

the southeast of Ji County in Henan Province).®^ 

In the second month, when the Jin Middle Army attacked Kaifeng, Li 

Jingliang Yan Zhongli H + and Guo Junmin JPftK, the commanders, 

sent by Zong Ze to fight against the Jins, were defeated.®® Following the victory 

with a hot pursuit, the Jins dispatched their troops to attack Huazhou Zong 

Ze sent General Zhang Wei to lead 5,000 crack soldiers to assist Huazhou. 

Zhang Wei started a surprise attack on the Jin forces with several groups of 

10,000 soldiers. As a result, the Jin forces suffered a great loss. At this time, 

Zong Ze sent Wang Xuan the commander, to support Zhang Wei with five 

thousand soldiers. Consequently, they repulsed the Jins' attack. Huazhou was 

protected despite the great expense of the Song military forces.®® Since then, 

the Jins adopted the strategy of using small groups of their soldiers to harass the 

Southern Song military and wreck their activities. In the third month the Middle 

Army set fire on and plundered the West Capital and drove the people in 

Luoyang f&Pi, Xiangyang Zhengzhou Caizhou and other areas 

to the north of the Yellow River. Zonghan stationed some generals and soldiers 

along the river and took the main forces to return to Shanxin.®'' The Middle 

Army's invasion ended. 

Yaolu. juan 12. p.271. 
ihid..iuan 13. p.292 
ibid., juan 13. p.287. 
JS. juan 73. "Zonghan Zhuan," pp. 1-8. 
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The Eastern Army, led by Wanyan zongfu (Ele Hun ),®® the 

Right Deputy Marshal, and Wanyan zongbi (Wuzhu his 

younger brother, aimed to occupy Shandong iJLi*. Together with the Central 

Army, the Eastern Army attacked Lizhou (Huimin S K County in 

Shandong Province). In Lean ( Guangrao in Shandong nowadays) 

they defeated Ma Kuo's forces of 2,000 soldiers.'°° In the first month of 

1128, the Jin forces took Weizhou ( nowadays Weifang in Shandong 

Province) and Qingzhou WiHj (nowadays Yidu MIP in Shandong Province.) In 

the second month the Eastern Army returned to the north, leaving the main force 

to open up wasteland. 

Meanwhile, the Western Army, led by Wanyan Loushi (1077-

1130),^°^ the Commander-in-chief, and Salihe the Deputy 

Commander-in-chief, invaded Hezhong Fu (Yongji County in Shanxi 

iJLiffi Province). As the Song forces defended the west bank of Pujin (to the 

west of Yongji County in Shanxi Province), the Jin forces could not cross the 

river. Therefore, on the thirteenth day of the twelfth month, the Jin forces 

crossed the river at the Longmen (the ferry of the Yellow River between 

Hancheng in Shanxi Province and Hejin in Shanxi lljM 

Province). The Jin forces marched down along the river. Qu Fang the 

^ His other name is Eli Duo Woli Wen Ecr Duo and Zong Fu 
His other name includes Wuzhu and Zong Bi 

')V7o/«. juan 13. p.292. 
JS-. juan 19. tf ^te». p.2. 
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Military Commissioner in charge of defending the river, was defending 

Hancheng, but when learning of the arrival of the Jin forces, he escaped with his 

troops. As a result, Hancheng was taken by the Jins/" 

Pushing on in the flush of victory, the Jins entered Tongzhou (Dali 

County in Shanxl 1?^® Province), and then marched towards Yanan ( 

in Shanxi Province). On the ninth day of the first month of 1128, they 

occupied Yanan iiSc Prefecture, Huazhou (in Shanxi 1^?? Province) in the 

south and Shanzhou 1^^ (in Henan Province) In the east, where Wang Xie i 

the Military Commissioner in charge of Hedong, deserted the town and escaped. 

The Jin forces turned west to attack Yongxing (Changan -^^), where all 

the guarding soldiers had been sent to XIngzal ^f flE and only a thousand 

remnants of a routed army together with the elderly stayed In the town. Tang 

Zhong JSfi: of the Yongxingshi was shot to death. Fu Liang If the 

former Deputy Military Commissioner, surrendered to the Jin forces. Thus the 

town was taken In the second month of 1128.^°® 

After occupying Changan, LoushI marched towards the west and took 

Fengxiangfu Suprerior Prefecture ( County in Shanxi Province) on the 

twelfth month of 1128. Li Fusheng the Military Commissioner In charge 

His other name is Luosuo 
He also was callcd Salihc 
fiu/d/an.juan 114, pp.5-6. 
/bid. juan 114. pp.7-11 and juan 115, pp. 1-4. 
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of Qinfeng, surrendered to the enemy/°® The Jin forces then attacked Xihe 

Circuit Zhang Shen 3^^, the Military Commissioner in charge of Xihe, 

sent Liu Weifu mmm, the Army Supervisor -in-chief, to lead two thousand 

cavalries to fight the enemies. The Jin forces were defeated at Gongzhou 

(nowadays Longxi Ri® County in Gansu Province) and withdrew. Zhang 

Shen ordered Zhang Yan ?§jR, the Longyou Protector-in chief, to pursue and 

attack the enemies. Zhang Yan made an arrangement with Qu Duan ft 3ft, the 

Command of Jingyuan to meet at Fengxiang US, and then attacked the 

Jins. Zhang Yan came to the Wulipo (now to the west of Fengxiang 

County in Shanxi Province) and found that Qu Duan had not come. Zhang 

Yan was ambushed and died in the fighting. Therefore, the Jin forces turned 

north to attack Jingzhou (in Gansu Province). Wu Jie ^ the vanguard 

appointed by Qu Duan, defeated the Jins in Qingyu Ling (now to the 

southwest of Jingchuan of Gansu Province.)^°^ 

By this time, the Central and the Eastern Armies had already withdrawn to 

the north. The hot summer was approaching. Therefore, in the fourth month, the 

Western Army also withdrew to the north. The first invasion of the Southern 

Song by the Jin forces did not achieve its strategic purpose. 

Huibian, juan 115. p.8. 
ibid., juan 116. pp.2-3; Yaolu. yuan 15. p.321. 
ibid., juan 115. p.8. 
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The fact that the Southern Song imperial court escaped to Yangzhou and 

the Righteous Forces in the North did not want to fight for the Southern Song 

any more after Zong Ze died encouraged the Jins' ambition to destroy the 

Southern Song/°® They decided to invade the Southern Song again.^^° Since 

Zong Ze had built a very powerful force by uniting the imperial army with the 

Righteous Forces, he had successfully defended the Eastern Capital and 

destroyed the Jin plan to invade Jianghuai it ft using the support of the masses 

in the Lianghe areas. The Jins' first invasion of the Southern Song did not 

realize its goal. In the seventh month of 1128, Zong Ze died of a subcutaneous 

ulcer on his back. His death led to the second invasion of the Southern Song by 

the Jins."' 

Wanyan Cheng set the principle of the second invasion, which was 

to pursue and capture Emperor Gaozong in order to destroy the political power 

of the Southern Song.^'^ In order to realize this goal, the Jins decided that they 

would simultaneously attack the Southern Song from the east and the west. 

' Shengzheng. juan 3. pp. 136-137. 
'" ' As for the second invasion of the Southern Song by Jins. see Yaolu. juan 16 to 20; Huibian. juan 117 
to 123; SS, juan 25. 

Yaolu. juan 16. pp.336-337; Huibian. juan 117. p.6. 
' J S .  juan 74, "Zonghan Zhuan." pp.5-6. 
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After Zong Ze died, Du Chong (7-1140) was appointed as the Regent 

of the East Capital to succeed Zong Ze.^" When he arrived at the Eastern 

Capital, Du Chong reversed Zong Ze's policies. Unlike Zong Ze, Ou Chong did 

not give powerful support to the Righteous forces.""* The leaders of all 

Righteous Forces were disappointed and ordered their forces to leave the 

capital. Subsequently, the solid defending line built by Zong Ze was greatly 

weakened."^ 

In the eighth month of 1128, the Jins divided their forces into three armies. 

Wanyan Cheng ordered Zonghan to be the commander-in-chief. Wanyan 

Loushi to command the Western Army, and Poluhuo to be the 

Army Supervisor. Zonghan led the Central Army and Wanyan Zongfu 

led the Eastern Army. The Central Army and the Eastern Army, the main forces, 

aimed to eliminate the anti-Jin forces in the Lianghe area, regarded 

Yangzhou as the main target, and pursued Emperor Gaozong. The Western 

Army was supportive, trying to tie up the Southern Song forces in the Northwest 

and to prevent a surprise attack from the remnants of the Liao iSt forces. 

Therefore, it would attack Yanan 

Hearing that the Jins would invade the Southern Song, the imperial court 

organized an emergent defense of Jianghuai |I?t. The imperial court ordered 

Yaolu. juan 16. p.340. 
Jing-shen Tao. "Nan Song liyong siianshuizhai dc fangshou zhanlue " 

p.35; "Nan Song Xinwang Zhen Kang Jin Shimo " In Bianjiangshi Yanjiuji 
Songjin shiqi Taibci. 1971. pp.21-32. 
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Han Shizhong, the left general, to lead his forces from Pengcheng (Xuzhou 

In Jiangsu fllP Province) toward Dongping (Dongping in 

Shandong ill Jlc Province); and Zhang Jun the Commander of the Central 

Army, to lead his forces to move to Kaizhou ( nowadays Puyang fRRi in 

Henan Province) from Kaifeng in order to block the south route of the 

Jins/*^^ At the same time, Huang Qianshan and Wang Boyan made preparations 

for the withdrawal of the imperial court to the south."® 

In the eighth month of 1128, under the leadership of Loushi, the Western 

Army crossed the Yellow River through Jiezhou (nowadays Jie I? County in 

Shanxi iJLj W Province). After taking Danzhou firjH (Yichuan it ill in Shanxi 

Province), the Jins marched towards Yanan in the north. The main forces 

marched towards Pu iS (it is also called Hezhong Fu Nowadays it is 

Yongji County in Shanxi UU® Province). Then they invaded Tong ( Oali 

County in Shanxi Province) and Hua H (Hua County in Shanxi I^M 

Province). Early in the eighth month, the Jin forces took the region in the 

Northeast of Weinan County in Shanxi Province."® 

From the thirteenth day to the twentieth day of the ninth month, the Jin 

forces occupied Yongxing and Pucheng (in Shanxi 1^® Province). 

On the twelfth day of the eleventh month, they occupied Yanan Fu They 

"• }V7o/w. juan 16. pp.340-341. 
JS. juan 74. Zonghan Zhuan. pp.5-6. 

" //w/A/a/j. juanl 19. p.6. 
}'oo/w. juan 20. p.398. 
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marched further north and crossed the Wuding River at Suide 

(nowadays Suide County in Shanxi Province) and invaded Jinningjun 

Prefecture (nowadays Jia ® County in Shanxi 1^® Province). Zhe Keqiu 

the governor, sent forces to assist the Jinningjun. Lou Shi caught Ke 

Qlu's son and forced Ke Qiu to surrender. Ke Qiu surrendered the Lin iRi^ 

(Shenmu in Shanxi Province), Fu (Fugu in Shanxi 

Province) and Feng M (situated to the north of Fugu in Shanxi 

Province) to Jins. Jinning was taken by the Jin forces on the twenty-third day of 

the third month in 1129. Xu Weiyan , the defending general, was 

captured but refused to surrender and died. The Western Army occupied most of 

the prefectures in Shanxi 

The Eastern Army, led by Wanyan zongfu (Elehui), attacked the Wuma 

Mountains £,^lLi in Qingyuan Fu ( Zhao M County of Hebei 

Province). The Song forces were defeated and Zhao Zhen the Prince Xin 

ffi escaped and was captured by the Jins.^^^ Then after occupying Jizhou 

'" J-S". juan 72. Loushi Zhuan. pp.3-4. 
//u/A/an. juan 120. pp.7-8. 
Jing-shen Tao. "Nan Song Xinwang Zhcn Kang Jin Shimo " In Bianjiangshi 

Yanjiuji iA^^W%%~Songjin shiqi Taibei, 1971. pp.2I-32; S5. juan 25. p.457; )V7o/m. juan. 
17. pp.354: Shcngzhcng, juan 3. pp. 117-125. I have noticcd thai Qu Chaoli JSHJi. a graduate student of 
late Professor Deng Guangming, tried to deny the fact that Prince Zhao Zhen fought the Jins in 
Wumashan. However. I think the e\idence he quoted in his paper. "Liang Song zhijiao Xinwang Zhao 
Zhcn Xingshi Kao: Yu Meiguo Yaii Sangna Dame Jing-shen Tao Jiaosou Shangque 

^ can not prove his statement that 
Zhao Zhen was not in Wumashan. He based his argument on a work of questionable. Jingkang Baishi 

(Unofficial Histor>- of Jingkang). He reasoned that in the 8th month of 1128, after the 
Wumashan was taken by the Jins. Zhao Zhen was found sta>ing with his father, the captured c.\-Emperor 
Huizong . Professor Tao has pointed out that he might have been captured by the Jins in Wumashan. It is 
reasonable to assume that Zhao might have been recapturcd by the Jins. Qu's second argument is 
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(Ji M County in Hebei Province) and defeating Ma Kuo the Jins who 

were stationed in Beijing (Darning in Hebei Province), came to support 

Wumashan, where Wanyan zongfu joined the Central Army. He occupied 

Puzhou (nowadays Pu County in Shandong ilj3fc Province) and Kaide ^ 

% (Puyang in Hebei Province). In the eleventh month the Jins took 

Xiangzhou (Anyang in Henan Province) and occupied Qing W 

(Yidu in Shandong Province), and Wei 31 (in Shandong Province). The 

east prefectures were all taken by the Jin forces. 

In the ninth month of 1128, upon learning that the Eastern Army had 

already started its attack, the Central Army, led by Wanyan Zonghan (Nianhan 

ite?), crossed the Yellow River at Liyang IHfii (nowadays between Jun ^ 

County and Hua County in Henan Province). The Jins surrounded Chanzhou 

Ot'>H for thirty-three days and took the city. Then, Wanyan Zonghan led his 

troops to attack Puzhou Yao Duan the general of the Southern Song, 

made a surprise attack on Wanyan Zonghan's camp under the cover of the 

night. Wanyan zonghan barely escaped being captured. The civilian and military 

unsounded as well. According to him. "In the 8th month of 1128. the same month w hen Wumashan was 
taken by the Jins. Tianshi ffl K. Zhao Zhen's wife. ga\e birth to a daughter, therefore. Zhao Zhen had 
stay ed besides his wife." The problem here is that Qu assumed Zhao Zhen and his wife li\°ed a normal life. 
Tlie basic fact was that Zhao and his wife, together with other imperial members and relatives, were 
captivcs of the Jins. They surv ived under the Jins' torture. In the situation w hen Weishi. Emperor 
Gaozong's mother, was forced to sleep with the Jin ofllcial. Tianshi liad little chance to escape the destiny 
of being abused by the Jins. As a result, the fact that Tianshi gave birth to a daughter cannot be used to 
pro\-e that Zhao Zhen was not in Wumashan. where he led the Song people to flght the Jins before the 8th 
month of 1128. The women, especially, the women in the imperial court were abused by the Jins. See 
Zhou Jundai " Hui Oin Beixi Lu. 

Huihian. yaan 118. p. 12. 
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men in the town fought the Jins for over a month. Finally, the Song forces were 

exhausted and the town was taken by the Jins.^^^ 

The Central Army continued to march to the east. In the twelfth month the 

Jins took Dongping (in Shandong ilillt Province.) and Xiqing Prefecture 

(to the west of Ziyang County in Shandong Province). In the first 

month of 1129 Zonghan led his forces in a march towards Yangzhou in the 

south to pursue Emperor Gaozong. After the Jins occupied Xuzhou 

Zonghan sent Balisu and Yelumawu to lead ten thousand 

cavalry soldiers to cross the Huai River at Sizhou fHiWI (nowadays Xuyi 8f in 

Jiangsu Province) and rush to Yangzhou. 

At this time, Han Shizhong was defending Huaiyang ?£ fit (to the east of 

Pei County in Jiangsu Province). Worried that Han Shizhong would block 

the route of his forces, Nianhan personally led the main forces to attack Han 

Shizhong at Shengxian ( Shandong Province). Han Shizhong withdrew to 

Xuqian (Jiangsu) and Muyan (Jiangsu). In Muyang, Han Shizhong left 

his forces and ran to Yancheng (in Jiangsu Province), therefore, Huiyang 

and Muyang were captured by the Jin forces.Nianhan sent his troops to 

attack Chuzhou (Huaian in Jiangsu Province), where Zhu Lin the 

governor of the prefecture, surrendered the town to the Jin forces. 

ihid. 
' JS. juan 74. Zonghan Zhuan. pp. 1-8. 

Yao/u. juan 20. p.399. 
ibid. 
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Having learned that the Jin forces were approaching, without notifying 

Huang and Wang, Emperor Gaozong led Wang Yuan 3E^, the Commander-in-

chief of the Imperial Defense Command, and Kang Lu iJfJS (7-1129), the 

eunuch, from Yangzhou to Guazhou (to the South of Jiangdu it IP in 

Jiangsu Province), where the Emperor crossed the Yangtze River by a small 

boat and arrived at Zhenjiang.^^^ Before he crossed the Yangtze River, Emperor 

Gaozong did not forget to send Jin a letter of surrender, in which he begged the 

Jins to allow the existence of the Southern Song. In the letter, he addressed 

himself as the Emperor of the Great Song. Having received no reply, Emperor 

Gaozong wrote another letter. Thinking that the title of the emperor of Great 

Song might offend the Jins, in the second letter, the Emperor voluntarily called 

himself as the Prince of Kang. However, the Jins ordered him to surrender 

without conditions. Emperor Gaozong refused the order. Wanyan Zonghan 

ordered Tallinn, Zongbi, Biota and Ma Wu to attack the Southern Song.^^® 

Nihechu's forces, aimed at pursuing Emperor Gaozong, captured Xuzhou 

and Sizhou (Xuyi Bf B& in Anhui Province) in the first month of 1129.'^® 

On the third day of the second month, the Jins captured Tiachangjun Prefecture 

^#1? (in Anhui Province).The vanguard cavalry of the Jin forces led by Ma 

Wu arrived at Yangzhou. Hearing that Emperor Gaozong had escaped to the 

}V7o/m. juan 20. p.390. 
juan 74. pp.6-7. 

}Vjo/u. juan 20. pp.390-391. 
S'S. Gaozong bcnji. p. 460. 
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south in a small boat, he led his forces in a march towards the Guazhou ferry (to 

the north Zhenjiang County in Jiangsu Province). However, they could not find a 

boat there. It was heavily raining. Therefore, the Jins had to give up because of 

the heavy flooding and muddy roads. Then, after having plundered Zhen Jt and 

Tai # (nowadays Yizheng County and Tai # County in Jiangsu Province), 

the Jins returned to the north on the nineteenth day of the second month. 

During the second invasion of the Southern Song, Zonghan pursued the 

Emperor in the east and attacked Yanan in the west for half a year. However, the 

Jins did not realize any real achievements on either eastern or western fronts. 

On the eastern front, the Jins pursued Emperor Gaozong, but were stopped by 

the river. On the western front they occupied the Yanan area for a short period 

of time, but they then had to give up the five circuits in Shanxi. 

3. The Jin's Third Invasion of the Southern Song 

During the second invasion of the Jins, Emperor Gaozong escaped to the 

south of the Yangtze River. The Jin forces reached Guazhou ./E. ;H| and saw the 

river. However, they returned to the north since they lacked the means for 

crossing the river. The enemies' not crossing the river but their touching upon 

the north bank of the river made Emperor Gaozong realize two things: first, he 

Tflo/w, juan 20. pp.390-39l. 
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should not build the capital in Jiankang, which was by the river, and second, the 

defense of the river was important to the empire's safety. 

The situation once again reminded the Emperor of Sun Zi's warning that an 

emperor's choice of a military commander might be the most critical decision he 

makes. As Huang Qianshan and Wang Boyan did not make preparations for 

the defense of Yangzhou, Emperor Gaozong had to remove them from the 

positions of Prime Ministers. 

Scared by the last attack, Emperor Gaozong made the defense of the 

Yangtze River the national priority. He appointed Du Chong as the Mayor of the 

Temporary Imperial Abode in Jiankang and gave him the supreme power of 

being in charge of defending the Yangtze River. The Emperor appointed Zhu 

Shengfel (1082-1142) as the Commissioner in charge of defending 

PIngjIang and Xiuzhou Prefectures, with the responsibility of defending the lower 

Yangtze area of Suxlu 0.^, and appointed Lu Yihao (1071-1139) as the 

Pacification Commissioner of the East Circuit of the South of the Yangtze River, 

with the responsibility of defending the middle Yangtze area of Jiankang itJ^. 

The Emperor also appointed Zheng Zizhi IP55^:21 to defend the upper Yangtze 

area from Chlzhou MiW (Guichi JIM in Anhui Province) to Jingnan Prefecture 

(Jiangllng in Hubei Province), and Lin Zhiping as the 

Commander in charge of defending the sea coast, to defend the sea coast from 

MichacI I. Handel. A faster of If 'ar: Classical Strategic Thought, p. 154. 
Iluibian.ymn 123. pp.2-3. 
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Taizhou (in Jiangsu Province) to Hangzhou At the same time, 

Emperor Gaozong formulated the retreat plan. On the one hand, he asked 

Empress Dowager Longyou lead imperial relatives and retinues to 

Qianzhou (Gan It County in Jiangxi Province) from Jiankang, but, on 

the other hand, he left for Hangzhou/^ 

Partly because the Jins hoped to attract more military and civilian defectors 

from the Southern Song and partly because they lacked the trained personnel 

with which to exploit these regions for their benefit,the Jins employed the 

strategy of setting up a puppet country. In the second month of 1128, when the 

Jin forces withdrew to the north, they appointed Liu Yu (1079-1143?), a 

native of Hebei who had served the Song in various offices, as the Pacification 

Commissioner of Jiangdong tLyK, Jiangxi U-M and Huainan ft Then the 

Jins prepared for the third invasion of the south. 

In the eighth month, the Jins mobilized a hundred thousand soldiers from 

Yanyun and Heshuo and appointed Wanyan Zongbi as the 

commander-in-chief to start the third invasion of the south. The purpose of this 

invasion was to capture Emperor Gaozong. 

Ibic/.. juan 120. p.8. Juan 132. p.3 and juan 134, pp. 1-8. 
Herbert Frankc and Denis Twitchett, The Cambridge History of China. Vol. 6. Alien regimes and 

border states. 907-1368. Cambridge Univcrsit>- Press. 1994. p.230. 
When Liu was Prefect of Jinan (Shandong), he surrendered to Jin in 1128. In the end of 1129. he was 

appointed as emperor of Great Qi. Huibian. juan 130, p.8. 
" As for the third in\ asion of the Soutiiem Song by Jins. see Yaolu. juan 24 to 31: Huihian. juan 130 to 
138: SS, juan 25 to 26. 
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Similar to the previous two invasions, the Jins divided their forces into three 

armies. The Middle Army was the main force and was directly led by Wan 

Zongbi. Its main task was to cross the Yangtze River and destroy the political 

center of the Southern Song. The Army was composed of over 1,000 soldiers 

from Nuzhen Bohai WiM and Hanjun The Eastern Army and the 

Western Army were supportive of the Central Army. The Western Army, led by 

Loushi M "M, the Campaign Commissioner of Shanxi, attacked Changan, aiming 

at protecting the main force from the right side and also pinning down the 

Southern forces in Sichuan and Shanxi Provinces. The Eastern Army, led by 

Wanyan Chang % M B (7-1139, Talan ti tH), the Left Army Supervisor, 

aimed at eliminating the Southern forces in the eastern region of the capital first, 

and then marching towards the south to attack Chuzhou M W, thus protecting 

the left wing of the main forces. 

In the sixth month of 1129, the Middle Army marched towards the south and 

occupied Cizhou ;H| (a county in Hebei Province). Su Gui P5|.the governor 

of Cizhou, surrendered to the enemy.^^ In the ninth month, the Jin forces took 

Cao W and Dan ^ Prefectures (counties in Shandong Province). Shortly 

thereafter, the Jins occupied Nanjing ^ ̂  (Shangqiu ^ in Henan 

Province), where Ling Tangzuo ^ M the minister In charge of the defense 

ffiiihian. juan 132, pp.4-8. 
Ihid.. juan 130, pp.4-5; Yaolu, jiian 24. p.503. 
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of the city, was captured. In the tenth month, the Jins crossed the Huai River 

at Bozhou ^ ^ and attacked Shouchun # #. Ma Shiyuan H ilt, the 

defending official of Souchun, surrendered and welcomed the enemies into the 

city.'"'^ 

Having learned that Emperor Gaozong had withdrawn to Jiangzhe 01 

and Empress Dowager Longyou had withdrawn to Jiangxi U. H, the Middle 

Army decided not to enter the city, but instead to pursue the Emperor and the 

Empress, respectively.^''^ Knowing that Empress Longyou was staying in 

Hongzhou ^ '>H (Nanchang ^ § in Jiangxi Province) in the tenth month, 

Zongbi ordered Balisu to lead some forces to march towards the west and to 

cross the Yangtze River at Guangzhou (nowadays Huangchuan ?j|jl[ in 

Henan Province) to follow up Empress Dowager Longyou. They soon occupied 

Huangzhou Hf '>H in the south, where Zhao Lingcheng M the Manager of 

the Prefecture, died in the fighting. Seeing that there were few vessels along the 

bank of the Yangtze River in Huangzhou, the Jin forces tore down residents' 

houses in order to use the materials to make rafts with which they could cross 

the river. Wang Yishu the Deputy Commissioner in charge of Jinghu 

^1?% Prefectures along the Yangtze, escaped by boat.^"" 

"" )V7o/m, juan, 28. p.554. 
//m/6;V7/7. juan 132. p. 12; Yaolu. juan 28, p.564. 

"" }V7o/m. juan 28. p.565. 
I[uibian. iuan 133. pp.2-8; Yaolu. juan 28. p.565. 

' }V7o/j/. juan 28. pp.565-566. 
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After crossing the river, the Jins marched directly through Daye (Daye 

in Hubei Province) towards Nanchang ^ . At that time, Liu Guangshi, the 

Deputy Commissioner of the Imperial Defense Command, was stationed in 

Jiangzhou tL ^ (Jiujiang A U. in Jiangxi Province.) Having learned that the Jin 

troops were invading Huangzhou, Liu sent Wang De i the Commander, to 

block the enemies at Xingguojun Prefecture H H ¥. Receiving the news that 

Wang De was defeated, Liu Guangshi withdrew to Nankangjun Prefecture ^ 

¥ ( Xingzi M in Jiangxi Province) in a hurry. 

Following the occupation of Hezhou in the early tenth month, the 

Middle Army led by Wanyan Zongbi decided to cross the river at Caishi 3^^ 

(nowadays Dangtu in Anhui Province). However, it was blocked by 

Guo Wei the officer in charge of defense of Taiping Prefecture. The Jins 

were defeated five times. Seeing no way they could break through, the Jins 

turned to Cihuzhen (nowadays to the north of Maanshan City In 

Anhui Province), where they were defeated by Guo Wei's forces. Then they 

moved to Majiadu MMWi (to the north of Cihuzhen) and crossed the river 

there. 

When the JIns occupied Hezhou , Du Chong, Mayor of Jiankang, 

ordered military officers to evacuate noncombatants and to hide provisions and 

livestock in Huainan. He did not place troops on garrison duties to the north of 

ffuihian. juan 133. p.8; Yaolu. juan 28. p.566. 
}bo/M. juan 29. p.572; Yaolu. juan 29. p.574. 
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the Yangtze River. His main forces were stationed around Jiankang, and 

therefore the defending forces on the south bank of the river were not strong. 

Late in the eleventh month when the Jins moved to Majiadu and crossed 

the river there, the naval forces of the Southern Song intercepted the enemies. 

However, they could not stop the Jins from marching forward. Du Chong sent 

Chen Cui Yue Fei Liu Jing f f IS, Qi Fang iS:^r and Gu Cheng MA, 

the Commander-in-chief, to block the enemies, and Wang Xie ii'^'to lead 

thirteen thousand soldiers as reinforcements.^^ After the Jins crossed the river, 

the soldiers of the Southern Song fought against them, while Wang Xie suddenly 

led his forces in an escape to the south. Under his influence, the Southern Song 

soldiers lost their will to fight. Therefore, the Jins crossed the river.^'*® 

Following their victories with a hot pursuit, the Jins occupied Lishui (in 

Jiangsu Province) on the eighteenth day, Taiping (Dangtu 'S' ^ in Anhui 

Province) on the nineteenth day and Jianping (Langxi in Anhui 

Province) on the twenty-third day. All strongholds in the periphery of Jiankang 

were occupied by the Jin forces. On the twenty-seventh day, the Jin forces came 

to Jiankang. Li Yue the Minister of Census Bureau, and Chen Bangguang 

the defending official, surrendered to the Jin forces; consequently, 

Wanyan Zongbi entered the city.^®° 

" //u/A/a/j. juan 135. p.2. 
ibid., juan 134. pp. 14-15. 

juan 29. p.578. 
Huibian. yaan 135. p,2; }'oo/w. juan 29, p.580. 
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After the Jins crossed the river, Du Chong led three thousand soldiers to 

escape to Zhenzhou ( Yizheng in Jiangsu province) in the 

night. Han Shizhong, at that time, was stationed in Zhenjiang. Learning that 

the Jins were attempting to cross the river at Caishi, Han Shizhong ordered his 

soldiers to store all war materials on the boats and to withdraw to Jiangyin 

(Jiangyin in Jiangsu Province).'®^ 

In the eleventh month, the Jin forces arrived at Hongzhou and Wang Zixian 

£ ^ iK, the official in charge of defending the city, deserted and escaped to 

Fuzhou fid '>H (Linchuan GK Jll in Jiangxi Province).^®^ 

The Jin main forces which chased Empress Longyou continued to march 

towards the south and invaded Jizhou W iHj (Jian W ^ in Jiangxi Province), 

where Yang Yuan the Prefect of the Prefecture, discarded the city and 

escaped away. Empress Dowager left Jizhou and arrived at Mishi. In order to get 

rid of the Jins she went to Qianzhou ^ through Wanan If The Jin 

forces withdrew to the north because they could not see any opportunities to 

capture the Empress Dowager and worried about being ambushed by Southern 

Song forces. 

The Jin forces returned to the north by way of Hunan, for they were worried 

that their route of retreat would be cut off by Liu Guangshi's forces. The Jins 

' Huibian. juan 134. pp. 13-14. 
'--Ibid. 

ibid., juan 135. p.6. 
roo/M,juan29. p.577. 
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took Yuanzhou ti M (Yichun !i! # in Jiangzi Province) in the eleventh month of 

1129 and Tanzhou M ^(Changsha # ^!P in Hunan Province) in the first month 

of 1130. Soon afterwards, they returned to the north by way of Jingmen JW 

(in Hubei Province) in the second month of 1130.^®^ 

After the fall of Jiankang, Emperor Gaozong was worried about the Jins' 

pursuit and went to the sea to prevent being captured by the Jin forces, following 

Lu Yihao SEIfS suggestion.^®® The Emperor ordered Zhou Wang JAM, the 

Jointly Manager of the Bureau of Military Affairs, to be the Pacification 

Commissioner of Liangzhe to defend Tongjiang ( Wu ^ County in Jiangsu 

Province), and Guo Zhongxun Wf+t®, the Deputy Commander-in-chief of the 

Imperial Command, to be the Deputy Pacification Commissioner of Liangzhe to 

defend Yuezhou (Shaoxing MM in Zhejiang Province), together with Xin 

Qizong the Commander-in-chief of the Imperial Command. The emperor 

ordered Zhang Jun the Commander-in-chief of the Right Army of the 

Imperial Command, to be the Commissioner in charge of Zhedong and protect 

the Emperor and his entourage. 

In the twelfth month, Wanyan Zongbi learned that there were massive 

forces in Pingjiang and Xiuzhou (Jiaxing MM in Zhejiang), which were areas 

with many rivers and lakes. Realizing that the Jin cavalry could not take 

advantage of the region, Wanyan Zongbi decided to directly attack Linan 

''' juan 31. p.608. 
ibi(/..juan 29, p.578. 
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attempting to capture Emperor Gaozong. For this reason, on the seventh day of 

the month, he led the mainforces to march towards the south to take 

Guangdejun Prefecture Meanwhile, he assigned another force to march 

towards Changzhou (Wujin in Jiangsu Province) in order to pin down 

the Southern Song forces that were defending Pingjiang On the eighth 

day the Jin forces took Anji (in Zhenjiang Province) and attacked Linan on 

the fifteenth. Kang Yunzhi the Pacification Commissioner of Zhexi, 

deserted the town and escaped to Zhe Mountain 

Having learned that Linan had been occupied by the Jin troops. Emperor 

Gaozong decided to leave Mingzhou ( Yin County il^li in Jiangsu 

Province). On the nineteenth day, he sailed from Mingzhou, through Dinghai 

(Zhenhai 0,^ inZhejiang Province), to Changguo SH (Zhoushan 

Island in the outlet of Yongjiang in Zhejiang Province).On the twenty-

fourth day, the Jin forces invaded Yuezhou and Guo Zhongxun IPf+^, the 

Pacification Commissioner of Zhedong, deserted the town. Li Ye the 

governor of the prefecture, surrendered; thus, the Jins occupied the 

prefecture. 

On the twenty-ninth day, the Jin forces came to Mingzhou. Zhang Jun 3^^, 

the Commissioner in charge of Zhedong, sent Liu Bao WST, Yang Yizhong 

Huibian. iuan 134, pp. 1-8; Yaolu. juan 29. pp.579-580. 
' Yaolu.'yuan 30. p.584. 

ibid., juan 30. p.585. 
Huibian. yaan 135. p.7. 
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Tian Shizhong and Zhao Mi to meet the enemies head on. 

Li Zhi the Manager of the Imperial Palace, led his naval forces to assist 

them. Liu Hongdao fH ̂ iS, the manager of the prefecture, also led the soldiers 

of his prefecture to join the fighting against the Jin forces. The Southern Song 

military forces defeated the Jins.^®^ However, on the third day of the first month 

of 1130, Zhang Jun, Li Zhi and Liu Hongdao, worried that the Jins would attack 

Mingzhou again, deserted the town. As a result, the residents attempted to 

escape and the Jins entered Mingzhou. 

Having learned that Mingzhou had been taken by the Jin forces. Emperor 

Gaozong, together with prime ministers and ministers, planned to go to Wen M 

(Yongjia in Zhejiang Province) and Tai (Linhai in Zhejiang 

Province) by sea. On the twenty-sixth of the same month, the Emperor sailed to 

the south from Cangguo g 

Learning that Emperor Gaozhong was in Wenzhou, the Jin forces marched 

towards the south to pursue the emperor. After they followed him for three-

hundred // the Jins still could not seize the emperor. On the twenty-third day 

of the month, they reached Qitou. Coincidentaliy, a heavy storm arose when 

/A/W.. juan 135. pp.7-8. 
"'"/A/V/., juan 135. pp.8-9. 

Ibid., juan 136, p. 1. 
juan 136. pp. 1-2. 

One li equals to onc-lhird mile. 
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Zhang Guangyu the Commander of the fleet, led his boats to attack the 

enemies. Puluhun then led his naval troops to the north. 

In the second month of 1130, realizing that his forces could not reach their 

goal of capturing Emperor Gaozong and Empress Dowager Longyou and 

worrying that his escape route would be blocked by the Southern Song military 

forces, Wanyan Zongbi decided to return to the north early. 

Because the Jins plundered so many properties and materials, they could 

not transport them on land; therefore, they shipped them via the Grand Canal. 

The Jin forces occupied Xiuzhou ( Jiaxing MM in Zhejiang Province), 

Pingjing (Suzhou in Jiangsu UK Province) and Changzhou IfltM 

(nowadays Changzhou in Jiangsu Province), and prepared to escape through 

Zhenjiang and Guazhou to the north. Before they left for Linan, the Jin 

forces set fire on Mingzhou on the third day of the fourth month. 

By this time Han Shizhong had led his forces from Jiangyin 01^ to 

Zhenjiang On the thirteenth day of the same month, Wanyan Zongbi led 

his troops to the north via Su and Xiu, for he was afraid of his escape route 

being cut off by Han Shizhong. On the eighteenth day, the Jin forces took 

Xiuzhou. Zhao Shiyi j^drW, Military Supervisor of the Prefecture, died in the 

battle. Scared by the Jin forces, Zhou Wang ^M, the Pacification 

Commissioner of Liangzhe was then stationed in Pingjiang discarded 

juan 136. p.! andp.6. 
Ibid., juan 137. p.2. 
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his troops and escaped to Lake Tai icfW. Seeing that Zhou Wang was running 

away, Yang Dongye the Governor of Pingjiang, also escaped. 

Therefore, on the twenty-third day, the Jin forces entered the town.^®® On the 

tenth day of the third month, the Jin forces attacked Changzhou where 

Zhou Qi the defending official, abandoned the city and ran to Yixing 

On the fifteenth, Wanyan Zongbi withdrew to Zhenjiang. It was there that 

the Southern Song soldiers, led by Han Shizhong, gave him a heavy blow. He 

suffered the greatest disaster since he started to invade the south. 

Ibid., juan 137. p.5. 
ibid, .juan 137. pp.5-8. 

' " Ibid.. Huibian, juan 137, p. 10. 
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Chapter Three 

The Rise of Han Shizhong 

As a self-made man, Han Shizhong started his career as a professional 

soldier during the Northern Song period.From an ordinary soldier he rose to 

be a great general, whose troops became one of the main forces of the Southern 

Song military forces.^^ Althouth a humble social origin and lacking a good 

education, he nontheless evolved from being an ordinary officer to become 

one of the great generals upon whom the fate of the Southern Song depended. 

1. Han Shizhong's Military Achievements in the Northern Song 

Han Shizhong was born into a poor family in Yanan of Shanxi on 

the twenty-third day of the twelfth month of 1089.^^^ In 1105, at the age of 

seventeen, he was recruited as a soldier into the local military troops. He 

fought against the invasions of China by Xixia (West Xia) in Yinzhou 

' ' Herbert Franke ed.. Sung Biographies. Franz Steiner Verlag. Wiesbaden. 1976, pp.373-376. 
' " "Muzhiming," in //u/A/fln Juan 218, pp. 1-10. 
' ^ According to Dongnan Jiwen He was a heavy drinker of «ine. Lacking an attitude to 
respect Law, he was called Rascal Han (Po Hanwu 91931). See Yanxinglu. 
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IR'>H He was well-known in the forces for his courage and was promoted to a 

low rank officer according to his military achievements.^^ 

The year of 1119 saw Han Shizhong's military talent for the first time. A 

town of the Northern Song was surroundered by the enemies. The general who 

was defending the town had exhausted his entire reserve of strategies. Han 

Shizhong recruited a dare-to-die corp. There were two-hundred soldiers who 

wanted to join the corps. Han Shizhong told them, "I don't need this many." He 

only chose eighty among them. He asked each soldier to hold an ax. Then he 

ordered each soldier to sneak into the enemies' camp and to steal the 

drumsticks. Under his order, the soldiers used stones to distract the guards of 

the enemies. The guards returned to the camp to report the abnormality. 

Simultaneously, Han led his corps to follow the guards and to rush into the 

camps. The enemies were shocked by the surprise attack and escaped in 

disorder. 

In the eleventh month of 1120, Fang La :^Jia waged a rebellion in Muzhou 

Cai Zun and Yan Tan MiS., the generals in Muzhou, led 5,000 

soldiers to suppress Fang La; however all of them were killed by Fang La's 

' ' Deng Guangming. Han Shizhong .Vianpu. p. 10. 
' " According to Shijiang. Han Shizhong \\-as recruited into the local militarv at the age of eighteen. 
'"''S'.S.juan364. p.11355. 
' Yaolu. juan 162. p.264i. "Mnzhiming." in Huibian. juan 218. pp. 1-10. 
' "Zhongxing Zhijin Renuu in Zhuzi Yulei juan 132. 

As for Fang La's rebellion, see Qingxi Kougui ( Rongzhai Yishi) Song Shi 
Jishi Benmo juan 54; Huangsong longjian changbian Jishi benmo St 

juan 141. pp.4421-4430: Su Jiamiian and Li Chupu ed.. Songdai Sand .Vongmin Oiyi 
Shiliao Huibian tfi. (Zhonghua Shuju, 1963). pp. 121-124. 
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forces/®® On the twenty-first day of the month, Emperor Huizong issued an edict 

to appoint Tong Guan MM as Pacification Commissioner of Jianghuai and 

Jingzhe 01 Tan Zhen Sfl# as Commissioner-in-charge of Defense and 

Wang Bing £# as Commander to suppress the rebellion. Han Shizhong was 

ordered to follow them. 

Han Shizhong followed Wang Bing to Hangzhou and met Wang Yuan 

a general, on the Yan Bridge IS in the Northern Gate of Hangzhou.At that 

time, Fang La's forces were approaching. Wang Yuan was terribly afraid and 

did not know how to handle the situation. Han Shizhong told Wang Yuan, "Now 

the bandits are strong and have occupied good positions. How can we beat them 

if we do not use strategies?" Wang Yuan angrily asked, "Now who dares to use 

strategies?" Then he said to Han Shizhong, " I would like to see you use 

strategies rather than have to listen to your beautiful words." Han Shizhong 

requested that Wang Yuan allow him to lead his troops to attack the bandits. 

Wang Yuan ordered Han Shizhong to write a military pledge. The next day, Han 

Shizhong picked up more than twenty courageous soldiers and ambushed his 

soldiers under the Yan Bridge. When the bandits went onto the Bridge, the 

soldiers suddenly rushed out. The bandits were dispersed and fled in disorder. 

Han Shizhong led his forces to pursue and attack them. Seeing that Han 

Shizhong had won a great victory, Wang Yuan gasped in admiration, "Han 

Shy. juan 931. "Taopanmcn Three," Fang La, pp.6913-6914. 
Ibid 
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Shizhong is a hero who can beat ten thousand men."^®^ After that the residents 

in Hangzhou changed the name of the Yan Bridge to the Bridge of Victory/®^ 

Han Shizhong followed Fang La to the Qingxi Valley All generals 

who surrounded the valley had exhausted their reserves of strategies, for the 

cave was on a cliff. From a woman living in the mountain Han Shizhong learned 

the location of the outlet of the cave and then went up to the cave along a valley. 

He broke through brambles and thorns and walked along several // of dangerous 

and difficult path. Seeing him rushing into the cave, all bandits were panic 

stricken. Han Shizhong captured Fang La and his die-hard followers in the 

185 cave. 

In 1122, the imperial court sent various military troops to fight the Liao, 

attempting to recover the Yanyun Area However, all troops were defeated. 

Han Shizhong and five cavalrymen encountered the enemies on the bank of the 

Lutuo River 31 ftM. At that time two thousand cavalrymen of the Liao were 

approaching. The five cavalrymen were frightened. Han Shizong ordered them 

to stand on the top of a hill and tried to gather the routed soldiers, yet, all of 

them had been badly wounded. Therefore, Han Shizhong ordered the wounded 

soldiers to be shipped to the other bank of the river and to cheer for him by 

beating drums. Then Han Shizhong alone rushed to the enemy. All of the 

"Zhong^\•u\vangbei." in Huizhu Sanlu. p. 104 
Ibid. 
ibid. 
ibid. 
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soldiers beat drums and cheered for him. The enemy was frightened by the 

surprise attack and escaped in disorder. 

In 1125 bandits spread quickly in Shandong and Hebei. Following Wang 

Yuan Han Shizhong suppressed them and achieved great successes. He 

killed the bandits who were committing crimes on water in Daming and 

defeated the strong bandits in Tang # Village. According to his achievements 

he was promoted as Bingyilang Then he followed Liang Fangping 

as a division commander, to suppress the bandits in Shandong iJjlK. Han 

Shizhong suppressed the bandits in Shangdong one by one. He crushed Yang 

Tianwang the bandit who led a force with several groups of ten 

thousand men that plundered in Linyi B6?/f, in Hanwangdian Village 

He also suppressed Zhang Xian in Qingshe Liu Talang in 

Shuigu Mountain, Gao Tuo in Wangxian Mountain MfilJLLi, Jia Jin 

Mii in Jilu Mountain HilSdj and Xu Talang in Ju M. Each of them had 

over ten thousand men. Every time Han Shizhong would attack the bandits 

ahead of other generals. Xu Dao ^il, a bandit in Yizhou , had a force of 

over fifty thousand men. At that time there were only less than 50,000 soldiers 

in the imperial army. Han Shizhong led fifty soldiers to attack the bandits. He 

killed the head of the bandits and others escaped in disorder. After Han 

Shizhong quelled the bandits on the Eastern Sea, all bandits in Shandong were 

186 ••2hong\\'uwangbci." in Shijiang, p. 104 
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suppressed. Han Shizong returned from Jinan in triumph. As a result of his 

achievements in Shandong, he was promoted.'®® 

Emperor Qinzong ascended the throne in 1126. Han Shizhong was 

following Liang Fangping and defending Xunzhou Seeing that Liang 

Fangping was not prepared for meeting the enemies when the Jins were 

pressing on the border, Han Shizhong warned him; 'The Jins are coming now. 

We should make preparations for the defense of the river. If the river falls, our 

nation will be in danger. Can we afford to ignore it?" Liang Fangping was 

angered by Han Shizhong's warning and ordered him to lead only thirty 

cavalrymen to reconnoiter the enemies. Han Shizhong returned and reported to 

Liang the Jins movements. However, Liang did not believe him. When the 

enemies approached Tunzi Bridge Liang Fangping escaped. Since the 

commander had run away, the imperial armies dispersed. Han Shizhong was 

surrounded by Jin cavalrymen. He bravely broke the ring of encirclement. 

Setting fire to the bridge, Han Shizhong returned to the capital.'®® Hearing of 

Han Shizhong's return. Emperor Qinzong called him to the imperial palace to 

ask him about the fighting against the Jins. Han Shizhong reported the situation 

It was a title of a low rank officcr. Before 1112. it was called Xitou Gongfeng guan Sec 
Dcng-Cidian, p.283 and p. 116; Zhongyt uwangbei. p. 105. 

SS. juan 364. p. 11356; ZhongM imangbei. p. 105 
Zhongwmvangbei. p. 105. 
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in detail. On the basis of his achievements, Han Shizhong was promoted to 

Wujie dafu 

In the first month of 1127, when the Jins crossed the Yellow River, Emperor 

Qinzong issued an edict  to order al l  mi l i tary forces to rescue the capital .Han 

Shizhong was appointed as Commander and was under the command of Li 

Gang the Regent of the Eastern Capital. 

At that time Zhang Shizheng the commander of Shengjie Army 

was defeated by the Jins and escaped to Daming :k.^. There, Li Gang 

had him executed. Zhang's subordinates were angry and incited the soldiers to 

mutiny. Soon they gathered over fifty thousand men and moved to Shandong. 

They plundered many villages and cities on their way. Li Gang sent Han 

Shizhong to lead five hundred soldiers to suppress the rebellion. At the same 

time, Han Shizhong was stationed in Daming. When reaching the Zihe River, 

Han Shizhong divided his troops into four groups and blocked the escape route 

by inserting caltrops. Han told his soldiers; "If you march forward you will 

achieve military awards. If you withdraw, you will die. If anyone is timid and 

withdraws, the soldiers behind him have the right to kill him."'®^ Therefore, 

everyone fought bravely to the end. During the night, Han ordered his soldiers to 

make a surprise attack on the mutiniers. The mutiniers were frightened by the 

It was a rank of militarv- ofliccr and was called Zhuang Zaishi iff Liuzai Shi and 
VVcnsishi before 1112. See Cidian. p.272. SS. Qinzongji. p.422; Zhongwuwangbei. p. 105; 
"Muzhiming." in Huibian. ivan 218. p.3. 

"Qinzongji." p.423. 
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attack. Han Shizhong killed Li Fu the head of the mutinious troops. The 

others escaped in disorder. Han Shizhong hotly pursued and fiercely attacked 

them. Several thousand dispersed soldiers of the mutinious troops ambushed 

and shot their arrows at Han and his soldiers. There was no time for Han 

Shizhong to put on his armor. He mounted a horse and rushed to the enemies. 

Since the arrows were flying like raindrops, Han Shizhong was shot in four 

places; his arm, fingers, lips and nose. Han Shizhong took the arrows out of his 

body and broke them in half. He marched forwards and killed six enemy leaders. 

The enemies started to escape again. 

Realizing that "psychological operations were also an important ingredient 

for the success of a counter-insurgence effort Han Shizhong subdued 

mutinied soldiers, bandits and robbers with psychological strategy. Han 

Shizhong pursed the mutinied soldiers to Suqian where they still had over 

10,000 men. Thinking that they had run far enough away and it was impossible 

for Han to catch up with them, the mutinied soldiers drank and played with 

seized women. However, to their surprise, Han alone broke into their camp and 

cried out, 'The imperial army has come. Lay down your weapons and take off 

your armors quickly. Then I can guarantee that you will be safe and we can 

Zhongwmvangbei. p. 106, Li Gang Liangxi Ouanji juan 28. 
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achieve successes together."^®® The mutinied soldiers were scared and knelt 

down in front of Han Shizhong. At that time, a man handed Han Shizhong a cup 

of wine. Demounting from the horse, Han Shizhong accepted the cup and drank 

it in one gulp. Seeing his calm demeanor, all of the rebels surrendered. By 

dawn, the rebels found that Han Shizhong did not have many soldiers and 

started to regret their decision. Nevertheless, it was too late, for they had laid 

down their weapons and removed their armor.'®^ 

For his achievements, Han Shizhong was promoted to be the 

Commissioner for Military Training in Guozhou When the news of 

victory reached the capital, the Emperor awarded Han Shizhong armor and 

weapons and appointed him as the Commissioner for the Military Training in 

Danzhou. His forces were ordered to be stationed by the Lutuo River.'®® 

2. Han Shizhong's Military Achievements in Southern Song 

In general, there is a tendency for the rise of military men when a nation is 

threatened by foreign invasions. The Jin elimination of the Northern Song and its 

Intention to capture Emperor Gaozong pushed Han Shizhong into the spotlight 

of the Southern Song. During the early period of the new dynasty, Han Shizhong 

"^i).S'.juan 364. p. 11357. 
ibid. 
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rose to be a great general and his forces became the main force on which the 

Southern Song destiny depended.^®® 

In the spring of 1127, the Jins burned Kaifeng and took Emperor Qinzong 

and Emperor Huizong to the north as captives. The political power of the 

Northern Song was destroyed. At this time, Prince Kang was moving from 

Yangzhou (Anyang in Henan Province) to the Eastern Area of the 

capital aiming to rebuild the political power of the Northern Song dynasty. 

Han Shizhong hurried to Jizhou (Junye of Shandong Province to 

show his support of Prince Kang's ascending the throne.^°^ 

At that time there was no grain and few troops in Jizhou. When the Jins 

pressed upon the town, every one was scared.^°^ In this critical juncture, Han 

Shizhong fought with all his might against the Jins at Xiwangtai The Jins 

partially withdrew. The next day the Jins resumed their attack. Baima Sanlang 

the Jins' marshal, led several tens of thousand soldiers to attack the 

town. Han Shizhong only had 1,000 solders. When the enemies approached, 

Han Shizhong rushed towards them by himself. He killed Bama Sanlang. His 

soldiers pushed on in the flush of victory. The enemies escaped in disorder. 

Nanjing was rescued from the Jin siege. The residents of Nanjing lined the 

Zhong\tuwangbei. p. 106; Shijiang: Huibian. juan 218. p.3. 
Zhou Baozhu. "Nansong dui jin hezhan douzheng zhong de zhudao pai vu Zhao Ding 
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streets to welcome Han Shizhong. They burned incense in the streets and many 

of them were moved to tears.^°^ 

In the fourth month of 1127, Zhu Shengfei the Academician of the 

Imperial Palace and the Deputy Manager-in-chief in Eastern Capital and the 

Governor of Yingtian Prefecture, came to Jizhou At that time the Jins were 

attacking Yingtianfu Zhu Shengfei was panic-stricken and escaped in a 

plain suit of clothing. The residents of Yingtian were confused. At this 

conjuncture, Han Shizhong, the Defense Commissioner of Jiazhou MiHi, and 

Yang Jin ^it, a general, led the forces to attack the Jins. Zhu Shengfei 

resumed his administrative duties. The residents began to feel relieved. 

In the fifth month of the same year, Prince Kang ascended the throne in 

Nanjing (Shangqiu of Henan Province). The Southern Song was 

formally established. The Emperor established the Imperial Defense Command 

and appointed Wang Yuan as the Commander-in-chief of the Imperial 

Defense Command and Liu Guangshi as Assistant to the Commander-in-

chief. They would command the Imperial Guards under the leadership of the 

Grand Councilor.^®® The forces of the Imperial Defense Command were divided 

into five armies. Han Shizhong was appointed as the Commander of the Left 

Army of the Imperial Defense Command and the Observe Commission of 

Zhongwuwangbei. p. 107. 
Vaolu.juan 4. p. 109. 
ibid., juan 5. pp. 123-124; Zaji.Jiaji.jun 10. pp.l21-l23. 
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Guangzhou This was Han Shizhong's first position in the Southern Song 

military forces. 

In 1128, following the Southern Song imperial court, Han Shizhong came to 

Yangzhou where he pleaded with the emperor to permit him to march 

toward the north and to fight against the enemies.^®'^ Together with Zhai Xing's 

Righteous Army in Yinyang (Song County in Henan Province), 

Han Shizhong led his troops to assist in defending Luoyang He also joined 

Zong Ze the Regent of the Eastern Capital, in defending Kaifeng.^°® After 

Du Chong +±7+ deserted Kaifeng, the Jin military forces took the city and rushed 

over to Yangzhou, attempting to take Linan 66^. Han Shizhong was in Haiyang 

Military Prefecture (Pei County in Jiangsu Province iL0). Together 

with the Righteous Forces in Shandong lliM, Han stopped the Jins' coming to 

the South. 

Having learned that Han Shizhong was in Shandong, Nianhan the 

main marshal of the Jin forces, mobilized his main forces to attack him. Being 

outnumbered by the enemies, Han was forced to withdraw to the South. His 

troops were defeated in Muyang Only slightly more than 1,000 soldiers 

could cross and escape to the south of the Yangtze River. However, Han 

Shizhong was not discouraged by the defeat, but continued to strengthen his 

Zhongwuwangbei. p. 107; }'ao/i/, juan 5. p. 124; 55, juan 364, p. 11357. 
•" Zhongwuwangbei. p. 107. 

Huibian. juan 117, p. 1. 
Zhongwuwangbei, p. 111. 
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forces by recruiting more soldiers. He even founded a naval force, which played 

an important role in protecting the new dynasty and defeating the Jins' 

invasions. 

In 1129, Han Shizhong was promoted to be the Military Commissioner of 

the Wusheng Army and the Command-in-chief of the Left Army of the 

Imperial Palace.^^° Several months later he was further promoted to be Junior 

Guardian and the Military Commissioner of Zhaoqing Army BB stationed in 

Zhenjiang 

In the same year, the forces of the Imperial Defense Command were 

divided into three armies. Liu Guanshi was appointed as the Deputy 

Commissioner of the Imperial Defense Command and Han Shizhong was 

appointed as the Commander-in-chief of the Left Army of the Imperial Defense 

Command. Both generals' troops became independent forces. Zhang Jun 36^ 

was appointed as the Commander-in-chief of the Right Army of the Imperial 

Defense Command, and his forces also became independent. Therefore, Han 

Shizhong, Liu GuangshI and Zhang Jun all became leaders of independent 

forces and no longer belonged to the Imperial Palace Comand.^^^ This promotion 

was significant to Han Shizhong. After this year Han became a leading general 

in the Southern Song military forces. 

Yaolu. juan 21. p.422. 
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In 1130, Han Shizhong was promoted to be Junior Preceptor.^^^ On the 

basis of his military achievements in suppressing the bandits in Min |3Q and 

Xiang Han Shizhong was promoted to be Defender-in-chief. In 1132 he 

moved his headquarters to Jiankang.^^"* In the same year, Han Shizhong was 

appointed as the Pacification Commissioner of Jiangnan Donglu 

During 1133, Han Shizhong was promoted to be Kaifu Yitong Sansi 

(Commander Unequalled in Honor) and appointed as the 

Pacification Commissioner of Huainan East Circuit, and established his 

headquarters in Sizhou In the ninth month of the same year, Han 

Shizhong was promoted to be Pacification Commissioner of Jiankang, 

Zhenjiang Superior Prefecture 0^^ and Huainan East Circuit, and established 

his headquarters in Zhenjiang.^^'^ 

In the first month of 1135, Han Shizhong was promoted to be Shaobao 

(Junior Guardian).In the third month of 1136, Han Shizhong, was further 

promoted to the position of the Pacification Commissioner of Jingdong and 

Huaidong He was awarded the tittle of Yangwu Yiyun ^ 

(Promoting the Martial Ethos and Aiding the Prosperity of the Empire) and was 

given the additional positions of the Military Commissioner of the Henghai 

)'ao/M. juan 36. pp.678-679. 
/hie/., juan 55. p.969. 
Shengzfteng. juan 12. p.524; SS. juan 364. p. 11363; Yaolu. juan 58. p. 1011. 
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Wuning and Anhua Armies.^" In 1139, Han Shizhong was given the 

titles of Grand Preceptor^^ and Grand Guardian. He was also awarded the tittle 

of the Duke of Ying Kingdom.^ 

In 1141 after the peace treaty was signed with the Jins, Han Shizhong was 

forced to retire from politics and "was carefully honored at every turn as the 

elder military man."^^^ In 1142, in addition to the titles of Grand Mentor, the 

Duke of the Fu Kingdom, the Emperor gave him the tittle of the Duke of the Tan 

Kingdom In the second month of 1142, Han Shizhong was awarded 

the title of the Prince of the Xianan Commandary 

In the eighth month of 1151 Han Shizhong died. When he was seriously ill. 

Emperor Gaozhong sent an imperial doctor to give him treatment. When 

generals and soldiers came to visit him while he was in bed, Shizhong told them 

that he served three emperors and fought over one-hundred battles for the 

nation. 

Late in the fifth month of 1169, Emperor XIaozong posthumously 

awarded him the title of the Prince of Qi In the second month of 1176, he 
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was given the title of "Loyalty and Martiality."^® In the third month of 1178, 

together with Lu Yihao Zhao Ding and Zhang Jun Han 

Shizhong's name was placed in the temple of Emperor Gaozong.^ 

3. A Top General of the Empire 

Han Shizhong commanded and participated in over 100 battles; however, 

he never boasted about his own military achievements. Han Shizhong's body, 

covered with numerous scars, symbolized his experiences in battle against the 

enemies.^^ 

In the fighting against the Jins, Han Shizhong always promoted his 

subordinates who fought bravely, as a way of encouraging his soldiers' fighting 

will. In Han Shizhong's forces, when anyone, either a general or a soldier, 

demonstrated his bravery in fighting, Han Shizhong would report his 

achievements and award him accordingly. In 1129, Liu Yan fj#, the leader of 

the team of Red Hearts led 100 cavalry men to fight the enemies and achieved 

great victories in the war at Pucheng so Han Shizhong reported his 

achievements to the imperial  court .  Accordingly,  Liu Yan was promoted.Han 

Shizhong memorialized to reinstate post humorously Chen Dong and 

Ouyang Che RWitt, who had been executed in 1129. As a result, both of them 

SIS. "Xiaozongbenji"; Zhongwuwangbei. p. 129. 
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were granted posthumously high rank. The emperor also gave each of their 

families ten qing tH of farmland.^^^ In the tenth month of 1134, upon Han 

Shizhong's recommendation, Wang Quan was promoted to be the Prefect 

of Guizhou In 1135, Zhang Chengxian a court gentleman, was in 

charge of grains and currency for over two years. He did not make any mistakes. 

Han Shizhong reported his achievements to the Imperial court, and therefore 

Zhang was promoted to a higher position. 

With regards to the achievements of his subordinate generals, Han 

Shizhong would report them to the court whether the general was an enemy who 

had surrendered or one of his own close followers. He did not discriminate 

against any of the generals who surrendered. In 1136, Chen Shunchen 

and Zhang Qiong 36^, officers of the puppet State of Qi, led their troops to open 

the gate and welcome the imperial armies of the Southern Song when Shizhong 

led his forces to attack Zhenhuai Military Prefecture Shizhong reported 

their achievements to the court. When his first report, the imperial court did not 

promote them, Han Shizhong reported their achievements again. Thereupon, 

Chen was appointed as the Military Supervisor of the Prefecture, and Zhang as 

the Patrolling Officer of Linan.^^ 

ibid, juan 81, p.1334-1339. 
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In order to have their achievements be noticed by the imperial court, Han 

Shizhong often sent his subordinates who accomplished the achievements to 

report themselves to the court. In the third month of 1135, Han Shizhong sent 

Chen Jue a staff officer and an academician, Zhang Zai a staff officer 

and the recently appointed governor of Jianchangjun Prefecture, ^ and 

Dou Mao mm, a court steward, to the imperial court to report a victory. All of 

them were promoted. 

Since he himself had risen from a farmer's family, Han Shizhong would 

report his subordinates' achievements and get them promoted without 

considering their backgrounds. Cheng Min MM was a farmer's son. In the early 

years of the founding of the dynasty, Cheng Min came to Linan in order to avoid 

the turbulence in his home town. When Han Shizhong blocked the Jin forces in 

Huangtiandang Lake, Cheng Min showed his courage in the fighting. Han 

Shizhong urged the court to award him in order to encourage generals and 

soldiers to fight for the empire. Cheng Min was promoted to the Commissioner 

for Military Training in Zhuozhou In the seventh month of 1140, when 

Han Shizhong attacked the Huaiyangjun, Cheng Min first entered the gate of 

Huaiyang ft After he was wounded in more than thirty places in his body, 

Cheng Min still heroically fought the enemies. Shizhong reported Cheng Min's 

impressive deeds to the imperial court. Therefore, Cheng was promoted to the 

pp. 1641-1642. 
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Prefect of You Commandary iSflP. In the tenth month of 1140, upon the 

recommendation of Han Shizhong, Geng Zhu was also promoted.^^ 

In contrast with his treatment of the subordinate generals, Han Shizhong 

treated his own relatives harshly. In the third month of 1135, Han Shizhong's 

brother, Han Shiliang Hit ft, a commander, achieved great success in his work 

of logistics and gathered many weapons and grains for the imperial forces. The 

day before Han Shizhong reported the achievements to the imperial court, Han 

Shiliang requested that Han Shizhong put his name on the list that would be 

reported to the court. Han Shizhong did not put his name on it. Later the 

Emperor learned of it and he personally put Han Shiliang's name on the list, 

saying that the awarding principle and punishment was the national code. 

Therefore, Shiliang was promoted to the rank of wuyi dafu 

Realizing that a good army comes from strict discipline, Han Shizhong 

strictly disciplined his forces. Harsh punishment was meted out even for 

inadvertent mistakes. Therefore, Han's army was so disciplined that when his 

soldiers marched through farm lands, farmers would hold their hoes on their 

shoulders and line the sides of the road to watch as though it were a festival 

parade.^"^ Due to Han Shizhong's strict discipline, his troops had a very high 

reputation. These highly disciplined troops never committed the slightest offense 

Yaolu. juan 137. pp.2207-2208. 
Ibid., juan 138. p.2224. 
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against the civilians. When his forces moved their camps, the residents did not 

even notice their movements.In the fourth month of 1132, Han Shizhong 

moved his forces to Huaidian His forces was so well mannered that they 

did not disturb the local people at all.^^ In 1133, Emperor Gaozong ordered the 

Imperial Academy to issue an edict praising Han's excellent training of his army. 

At the same time, the Emperor sent Lu Zudao lltliiS, a court steward, to extend 

the Emperor's regards to Han's troops.^'" 

in the training of his soldiers, Han Shizhong stressed fighting skills. He 

personally taught them fighting techniques, such as shooting arrows from the 

back of a running horse and using powerful bows.^^® In order to strengthen the 

fighting capability of his army, Han Shizhong made efforts to improve weapons. 

He Invented the Kedigong Bow the Liansuojia Armor and the 

Suannimou Helmet The Kedigong bow was so powerful that its 

arrows could pierce the skin of rhinoceros and elephants. Just one arrow could 

kill an enemy's horse covered with iron armors. Enemy soldiers were so scared 

that they thought that gods and ghosts were shooting the arrows.^"^ 

As a great general, Han Shizhong always set himself up as an example to 

his subordinates. In war time, he was usually the first one to rush towards enemy 
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lines.^'^ In peace time, he worked shoulder to shoulder with soldiers.^^ When 

his army was building Chuzhou Town, Han Shizhong moved his home to 

Chuzhou and lived in a simple house. He worked as an ordinary soldier and ate 

the same food. In difficult times he would share what he had with others^®®. Every 

time he received awards he would share them with his subordinates.^®^ 

Han Shizhong was very serious about rewarding his subordinates. If any of 

his subordinates had military achievements, he would give them awards 

according to their achievements. In addition, he did not allow any of his 

subordinates to lie about their achievements.^®^ He stopped the practice of a 

military man claiming his military achievements in accordance with the number of 

heads he captured, because this practice had encouraged some soldiers to kill 

innocent people for the sole purpose of achieving awards. 

Han Shizhong would punish anyone in his troops according to the law if he 

committed a crime, whether he was a senior official or a officer with great military 

achievements. In the seventh month of 1137, Han Shizhong sent Chen Jue 

the staff officer, to report his military achievements to the imperial court. 

Chen filled in the report with some names of the officers and soldiers who 

accompanied him to the capital. Han Shizhong learned Chen's deeds and 

impeached him. As a result, Chen did not get any award or promotion but was 

" Huibian. i\ian 218, p. 1-10. 
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reduced to a lower rank.^^ In the eighth month of the same year, Lu Yanjiang 

the Precept of Xiuzhou and the Third General of the Front Army of 

the Headquarters of the Pacification Commissioner in Jingdong m JlCand 

Huaidong was quite arrogant and played the tyrant. He put Han Quan 

a military officer, into prison and did not give him any food. Consequently, 

Han Quan died. Han Shizhong had Lu removed from his position.^®® In the tenth 

month of the same year, Gao Jie the First General of the Right Army of the 

Headquarters of the Pacification Commissioner in Jingdong and Huaidong 

, got drunk and beat an officer, Ju Zhen Sli, a commander, punished Gao 

by flogging him. Gao was angry and cut Ju's fingers off. Han Shizhong removed 

Gao from the military forces.^®® In the twelfth month of 1138, Du Lin the 

Defense Commissioner of Guizhou gave his soldiers unreasonable 

assignments. He sent some soldiers to get firewood for him from the other side 

of the Huai River. All of the solders were captured by the enemies. Han 

Shizhong impeached Du, and thus Du was reduced by two ranks.^^ 

Realizing that the Jin's invasion as well as bandits disturbed people's lives, 

Han Shizhong took the people's interests to heart. He tried every means to 

reduce people's burdens. In the first month of 1132, Han Shizhong took 

Jianzhou from the bandits' control. He ordered soldiers to live outside 

""" Huibian. juan 218. pp. 1-10. 
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rather than inside of the town. He ordered the soldiers to set up flags at the three 

comers of the town and ordered civilians to remain separate from the bandits. 

Han Shizhong gave farmers oxen in order to encourage them to cultivate their 

soil and to help businessmen with their businesses. The residents were so 

moved that they wanted to build a temple for Han Shizhong.^ 

Han Shizhong also encouraged production and facilitated commercial 

development. In 1133, when Han Shizhong was stationed in Jiankang, he 

recruited farmers to open up the wastelands in the north and south banks of the 

Yangtze River. During the first three years farmers were not required to pay 

taxes. After the farmers cultivated deserted lands for five years, if no one 

claimed the right to the land, then the land would belong to the farmers.^®® 

Shanyang lii® (Chuzhou) became an important town after Han Shizhong's 

effort. In 1137, Han Shizhong built Gaoyou Town. The commoners were very 

happy.^®° 

In order to realize his ideal of recovering the lost territory and to rebuild the 

Southern Song into a powerful empire, Han Shizhong even attempted to 

contribute his income to the imperial court. In the first month of 1136, Han 

Shizhong requested the imperial court to reduce his own salary. He said that, 

since the nation was in a difficult situation, he had some savings that could 
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support him and would like to donate all of his income " to the imperial court, so 

that the court can use it to recover the Central Plain.In the fifth month of 

1139, Han Shizhong asked the imperial court to give half of his salary to support 

the national military needs.^®^ 

After he had been removed from his military position, Han Shizhong still 

offered to support the empire with his personal income. In the tenth month of 

1142, Han Shizhong submitted a memorial to the Emperor, in which he wrote, "I 

have an annual income that amounts to more than 10,000 Dan of grains 

from my land, some of which your majesty gave to me and some I bought myself. 

I want to donate the grain collected from my land for three years to the imperial 

court in order to serve as the military granary. " The Emperor did not accept his 

offer.In the first month of 1143, Han Shizhong requested the emperor that he 

hand in to the imperial court the taxes exempted previously from his private 

estate and land.^®® In addition to his salary, taxes and grains, Han Shizhong also 

considered returning his guards and servants to the imperial court. After Han 

Shizhong was forced to retire from the Military Bureau, the imperial court 

assigned 5,000 soldiers to him as personal guards and servants. Han Shizhong 

returned 100 soldiers to the imperial court. 
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On the one hand, Han Shizhong consistently wanted to donate his own 

wealth to the nation. On the other hand, he refused to accept the award of 

property from the Emperor. In the third month of 1139, Emperor Gaozong said 

that since Han Shizhong was not wealthy, he would award him 1,000 qing 

of land in Jiankang. However, Han Shizhong refused this award.^®® In an 

environment with which great generals, like Zhang Jun and Liu Guangshi, tried 

hard to build fortunes, Han Shizhong's behavior was worthy of esteem.^®® 

Due to the above reasons, especially his great military achievements during 

the Jin invasion, he was loved and admired by numerous military men and 

civilians. During his later years, every time he entered the imperial palace, 

people, both old and young, stopped their activities and came over to welcome 

him in order to show their respect for him.^^° 
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Chapter Four 

The Formation of Han Shizhong's Forces 

When he was appointed by Emperor Gaozong as the Imperial Defense 

Command' Left General for Suppressing Bandits, Han Shizhong was a general 

without soldiers. His troops had been defeated and dispersed in Muyang 

In the period from the fourth month of 1127 to the time when he came to Jizhou 

to support Prince Kang 0 i, Han Shizhong had less than 1,000 soldiers. 

However, by 1141, when Han Shizhong was removed from the leading position 

of his forces, he had successfully organized a powerful force with more than 

200,000 soldiers. This chapter will examine how Han Shizhong gathered such a 

powerful army. 

1. Fonner Song soldiers and officers. 

After the demise of the Northern Song dynasty, the former Northern Song 

military forces were dispersed. Therefore, in the early period of the founding of 

the Southern Song, there were many dispersed officers and soldiers throughout 

" ' SS. juan 364. p. 11358. 
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the country. Han Shizhong took the opportunity to strengthen his forces by 

incorporating those soldiers and officers into his own army. 

In 1126, after Li Gang had Zhang Shizheng SSSPiE, the commander of 

Shenjie Army killed about 5,000 soldiers of Zhang Shizheng became 

bandits. Li Gang ordered Han Shizhong to suppress the forces. Han Shizhong 

272 took the opportunity to incorporate those soldiers into his troops. 

Han Shizhong also collected the imperial soldiers who had been dispersed 

in the battle against the Jins. For instance, immediately after the founding of the 

Southern Song, the Jins invaded Heluo MH. Realizing that the battle for Heluo 

was very important to the safety of the Southern Song, Emperor Gaozong sent 

Han Shizhong to support the Song forces in the western region of the capital. At 

that time, Zai Xing (1073-1132), the Commissioner in charge of Jingxi North 

Circuit attacked the Jin camps under the cover of the night. Ding Jin 

Tii, the Patrolling Officer-in-chief in Jingcheng did not join the fight on 

the appointed day, and Chen Sigong the commander, led the rear troops 

to withdraw first; as a result, the Song forces were defeated. Han Shizhong 

gathered all the routed troops and returned to Kaifeng (Bianjing).^^^ 

In the ninth month of 1128, Ding Jin Tii mutinied and led his forces to 

harass Huaixi W. At first, the imperial court ordered Zong Ze to offer 

amnesty and enlistment to the mutineers. After Zong Ze died, Ding mutinied 

" " Zhongwmvangbei, p. 106; Shijiang\ "Muzhiming," in Huibian. iuan 218. p.3. 
-"SS, juan 364. p. 11358. 
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again. At this time, some remaining confederates of Ding Jin were in Han 

Shizhong's army. Han Shizhong had them killed. Also, when Duan Si a 

military officer, told Han Shizhong that Wang Quan could be valuable to 

Shizhong. Following Duan's idea, Han Shizhong released Wang Quan while 

simultaneously incorporating Wang's forces into his own troops.^^'* 

In the third month of 1129, Han Shizhong incorporated several thousand 

dispersed imperial soldiers into his forces in Yancheng county In 1129, 

Liu Yan f!i#, a general under Liu Zhengyan #!liE0 (7-1129), led his troops to 

join Han Shizhong's forces.^'^® In 1131 Zhang Yong the Defense 

Commissioner of Yangzhou assembled 5,000 soldiers in Ruichang 

Zhang Jun 5^^ inspected the forces and incorporated some strong soldiers into 

his own troops, while others joined Han Shizhong.^'^ 

In the second month of 1131, Gao Yan's forces the dispersed military 

troops joined Shizhong's forces.^^® In the eighth month of 1131, Zhang Yong's 

forces were defeated and took flight. Some of his soldiers joined Han 

Shizhong's forces.^^® In the sixth month of 1132, Ma You MM killed Li Hong 

and mutinied. In the same month, Han Shizhong incorporated Li Hong's 

forces into his own army.^®° 

" ' Huibian.jmn 118. p.5; Yaolu, Juan 17. p.35I. 
" ^ Yaolu, juan 21. p.435. 
" ® ibid., juan 23. p.485. 
" ibid., juan 46, p.830. 
" " ibid., juan 42, p.766. 
" ' ibid., juan 46. p.830. 

Huibian. jmn 151. p.3; Yaolu. iuan 55. p.974-. 5S. juan 27, p.499. 
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2. Vagrants and Bandits. 

During the last period of the Northern Song dynasty, vagrancy and banditry 

almost became a way of life for those who suffered from the frequent famines 

and other natural disasters. Having no means to making a living, many farmers 

joined bandits and robbers. The Jin's invasion made the situation turn from bad 

to worse. Some soldiers of the dispersed imperial armies also became vagrants 

and bandits. 

While the Jins still remained in China, the Chinese were tortured by the 

foreigners. Nonetheless, the withdrawal of the Jin's troops did not reduce the 

people's suffering a bit, for the vagrants and the bandits took the place of the 

Jins. After the establishment of the Southern Song, Emperor Gaozong realized 

that the bandits constituted a major threat to the stability of the new dynasty. 

Therefore, suppressing bandits became an important challenge to the new 

empire. 

Han Shizhong took this suppression as a good opportunity to strengthen 

his forces. He incorporated vagrants and bandits into his forces. In the first 

month of 1128, Han Shizhong suppressed Zhang Yu and his forces, and, 

as a result, Han incorporated 10,000 men into his troops.^®^ At the same time, a 

juan 12. p.277, SS. juan 27. p.454; Houbian. juan 106; >75^/. juan 15. p.787; Zhongwirwangbei. 
p. 107. 
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bandit named Li Min who had a 10,000 soldiers, showed his inclination to 

surrender. Wang Yuan the commander-in-chief, sent Han Shizhong to 

read the Emperor's edict to the bandits. Learning that Liu Yan fJ0, a leader of 

the bandits, did not agree with Li Min's suggestion of surrender, Han Shizhong 

had Liu Yan killed. Subsequently, all bandits surrendered to Han Shizhong. Han 

obtained 100,000 soldiers by incorporating them into his troops.^®^ In 1130, Li 

Jinyan a convict, was exiled to the south of the Liangnan and was 

set free on his way. Later, he led some bandits to join Han Shizhong's forces.^®^ 

In 1132, Han Shizhong suppressed the bandits led by Fan Ruwei (?-

1132) in Fujian and incorporated the surrendered men into his forces.^®^ In 

the same year, Han Shizhong incorporated the bandit Cao Cheng's WjS forces 

in Guangxi As a result, he acquired approximately 80,000 soldiers.^®® 

3. Other Regular Forces of the Southern Song 

Han Shizhong also made an effort to annex other regular forces into his 

army. The occasions when the Emperor ordered him to fight the Jins or to 

suppress the rebellions and the bandits provided Han Shizhong with 

opportunities to obtain support from other regular forces. The imperial court 

ZhongM uwangbei, pp. 108-109. 
Yaolti, juan 37. p.715. 
Zhongxing Xiao Ji' t ' j u a n  1 2 .  
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usually ordered other regular troops to join Han Shizhong in such an effort. After 

the fighting, those troops were usually ordered to follow his leadership. In 

addition, the Emperor would sometimes award him some troops as prizes for 

Han's military achievements. The imperial court also ordered other troops to join 

him as a reward to his allegiance to the nation. 

In 1126, Liang Fangping who was defending Junzhou 

abandoned his troops and escaped. Han Shizhong adopted the troops of Sun 

Shixun Liang's subordinate general.^®® When Han Shizhong was 

preparing to suppress the coup de'tat waged by Liu Zhengyan and Miao Fu, 

Zhang Chun 35^ (1097-1164) worried that Shizhong's forces might be too 

weak, sent Liu Bao ffUT to lead 20,000 men to join Han Shizhong.^®' After the 

suppression of the coup d'etat, the imperial court assigned Pei Yuan's 

forces to be commanded by Han Shizhong.^®® 

In the ninth month of 1130, the Emperor issued an edict to order Xue 

Cheng a commander, and two thousand of his soldiers to be subordinated 

to Han Shizhong.^®® In the first month of 1131, the Emperor also ordered Gao 

Yan iU#, a commander of Guangshou Command to turn over his forces 

Shijiang-. Houbian. juan 109 and SS\ juan 364. p. 11362. It should be noticcd thai the numbers might 
have been e.\aggerated. 

Zhongxing Xingminglu Zhonghyi Zhuan. . Sun Shi.vun was from Kaifeng. His 
courtes>- name is Zi Dao epat. He was ver>- courageous and good at riding horse and shooting arrows. 
During his early years he was recommended to ser\-e in Liang Fangping's forces and achie>-cd many 
military- aclueN ements. Later he became Han Shtzhong's general and sen ed as the Commander of the 
Front Army (Qianjun Tongzhi 
^ SS. juan 364. p. 11359 and Zhongxing. juan 3. 

juan 24. p.495 and Ifuibian. yaan 129. p.9. 
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to Han Shizhong's command.^ In the eleventh month of the same year, at the 

request of Cheng Mai Sil, the Pacification Commissioner of Fujian the 

imperial court ordered Xin Qizong's forces subordinated to Shizhong 

because Xin had failed to suppress the bandits in Fujian.^®^ 

In the fourth month of 1132, Yan Gao the Commander of Jiangdong 

and his force of 5,000 soldiers was stationed in Showu Military Prefecture 

Yan Gao fabricated an official document to appoint Xiong Zhining 

a leader of the bandits, as the commander of the Front Army. Han 

Shizhong reported the illegal event to the imperial court. The imperial court, in 

turn, reduced Yan Gao's position by two ranks. Han Shizhong acquired his 

troops.^®^ 

Since Han Shizhong had a prestigious reputation, some officers and 

soldiers joined him and voluntarily became his subordinates. In the eighth month 

of 1131, a unit of troops from Zhang Yong Sgffl placed its destiny into Han 

Shizhong's hands.^®^ 

Certain requirements in certain battles provided Han Shizhong with 

opportunities to increase special types of forces. In the second month of 1132, 

Han Shizhong requested that the imperial court provide a navy to assist him 

because there were many lakes and rivers in the area he was defending in 

Yaolu. yian 37. p.706. 
Yaolu. iuan 42. p.766. 
ibid.. \uan 49. 872 and Zhongxing.']\ian 11. 

juan 53. pp.930-931. 



Jiangxi and Hunan. In response, the Emperor issued an edict ordering Zhang 

Chong and Geng Jin ®:5i, the commanders of the naval forces in 

Jiangdong U.M, together with 7,000 soldiers and 5,000 boats, to join Han 

Shizhong.^®^ 

In the fourth month of 1133, the Emperor edicted Ju Shigu the 

commander of the Shenwu Rear Army and Cui Zeng and Li Peng 

the generals of the Imperial Defense Command, be subordinated to 

Shizhong.^®® In 1135, Wang Xie itiihe commander-in-chief of Xixiang 

committed crimes and was removed from his position. The imperial court ordered 

Shen Shijing ^ the commander of the Shenwu Front Army to assume 

his position. Wang's fifteen thousand soldiers were incorporated into Han 

Shizhong's forces.^ 

4. Surrendered Liao and Jin Forces and the "Righteous Forces" 

During the wars between the Southern Song and the Jins some Liao and Jin 

forces surrendered to the Southern Song. Han Shizhong also recruited them into 

his forces. In the sixth month of 1129, Liu Yan W § of the Liao M led his forces. 

Ibid., juan 46. p.830. 
ibid., juan 55. p.974. 
ibid., juan 64. p. 1091. 
ibid., juan 86, p. 1428 and juan 84. p. 1443. 



called the Red Heart Army, to join Han Shizhong's forces.^®^ In the ninth month 

of 1130, the imperial court assigned some surrendered Jin soldiers to Han 

Shizhong's forces.^ In the seventh month of 1140, Wang Shan BEiJU, a captive 

from the Jin forces, and other captives joined in Han Shizhong's army.^®® In 

1140, Li Bao the Regional Inspectot of Zhongzhou and Cao 

Yang W#. Li's disciple, came to Huiyang Military Prefecture from 

Xingren Ht by boat. In Xuzhou they captured over seventy Jin soldiers. 

Then, Li Bao led his forces to Chuzhou jliiHI and joined Shizhong.^ 

Since the area between the Yangtze River and the Huai River was a battle 

ground between the Southern Song and the Jins, the landlords and gentry in the 

region organized their own forces to protect themselves as well as the villages 

and towns. After the consolidation of Southern Song political power, the imperial 

court incorporated these forces into the regular armies. Han Shizhong also 

obtained a portion of such forces. For example, in the fourth month of 1133, Liu 

Gang fiJSH led his forces to follow Han Shizhong. 

After the invasion by the Jins of the Northern Song, in the large areas to 

the north of the Yangtze River, many Chinese who did not want to be ruled by 

foreigners waged uprisings against the Jins. Some of them organized powerful 

juan 129. pp.4-5. 
Zhongxing. jmn 129; Yaolu.juan 37, p.713. 
Vao/u.juan 137. p.2204. 
ihid.. juan 138. p.2218. 
Shy, "Zhiguan H#." 41. p.2. Liu Gang MM was from Zhao.xin County. Si Prefecture. He 

was very familiar with geographical conditions. Under the plea of Xuanfu Si (Pacncation 
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forces, which were called Righteous Forces. After the founding of the Southern 

Song, some of these forces crossed the Yangtze River and joined the Southern 

Song forces. As Du Guangjian has found out, Han Shizhong was most attractive 

to these kinds of forces during the early period of the Southern Song.^ Han 

Shizhong regarded them as a substantial resource with which to increase his 

forces. By 1133, Han Shizhong had increased his army by several tens of 

thousand soldiers by annexing Cao Cheng WJ®, Li Hong Ma You Liu 

Zhong f'J-'S., Wang Fang and other Righteous Forces.^ In the tenth month 

of 1140, he also incorporated, Li Bao the Righteous Force in Hebei, and 

his troops into his army.^ 

Command ) the emperor issued an edict to order he to be subordinated to Han Shizhong. See Yuhai 
juan 139. 

Du Guangjian "Kangji Yijun Shili zhi .\iaozhang tfE in Zeshan banyue 
kan iP## M fj. juan 2. No. 17, p. 19. 

} ao/«, juan 71, p. 1192. 
Huibian. 'yaan 204, pp.9-10. 
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PART II; THE FIGHT FOR THE SURVIVAL OF THE SOUTHERN 
SONG 

Chapter Five 

Suppress the Rebellions 

The military was an instrument of the empire for the exercise of violence 

against the invaders. However, in that critical time, the control of internal 

violence was also assumed to be the responsibility of the military forces. As 

soon as the new dynasty was established, the imperial court found itself under 

fire from all directions. The Jins aimed to conquer the whole of China; bandits, 

robbers, mutinied soldiers and some ambitious generals from the imperial armies 

constituted a great threat to the new dynasty. Because these bandits and 

mutinied military men might disturb the stability of the society, they constituted 

no less of a threat to the new political center than the Jins. Therefore, for the 

imperial court, suppressing them was a matter of life-and-death. 

Suppressing rebellions is in many ways a "precise, almost surgical form of 

event." Given the nature of this form of fighting, the military forces were "faced 

with new and complex problems." These problems existed because "an 

unconventional enemy, elusive and mobile, requires new tactics and 



techniques."^ However, while the nation's fate hung in the balance, Han 

Shizhong showed his great wisdom and loyalty to the imperial court. 
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1. The Coup d'etat Waged by Miao Fu and Liu Zhengyan 

The first serious domestic threat to the new political center came from a 

coup d'etat. Generals Miao Fu and Liu Zhengyan f!)iE0 were in charge of 

the imperial guards, which were mainly composed of the soldiers and officers 

from Youzhou lilW, Yanzhou Lianghe WM and the Central Plain.^ Since 

their home areas were occupied by the Jins, the soldiers and officers had 

suggested many times to Emperor Gaozong that he counterattack Hebei 

however. Emperor Gaozong turned a deaf ear to their suggestions. 

Therefore, on the fifth day of the third month of 1129, Miao Fu and Liu 

Zhengyan took advantage of the disatisfactory among other soldiers, who were 

unsatisfied with the Emperor's policies, and persuaded them to wage a coup 

d'etat against Emperor Gaozong.^^ They killed Wang Yuan Kang Lu 

and the eunuchs who had reached Hangzhou. Then they forced Emperor 

Gaozong to abdicate and put him under house arrest. A three-year-old son of 

the Emperor was placed on the throne. Empress Dowager Meng was assigned 

John B. Hattcndorf. The Limitations of Military Power, pp.92-93. 
Li Jingdc cd.. Zhuzi Yulei juan 127; }oo/m, juan 127. p.4I9. 
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to hold court from behind a screen. They also changed the title of the imperial 

year from Jianyan to Mingshou starting from the thirty-first day of the third 

month.^ 

The coup d'etat shook the whole empire. The people in the capital were 

especially panic stricken. The national military forces which had moved to the 

south of the Yangtze River all turned their attention to Hangzhou and watched 

the development of the event. Zhang Chun 3^?$ in Pingjiang who was 

thinking of how to suppress the rebellion, informed Han Shizhong about the 

coup d'etat.^ 

Hearing the information of the coup d'etat, Han Shizhong was concerned 

about the destiny of the new dynasty. He hurriedly marched his troops to meet 

Zhang Chun in Pingjiang. On his way to Pingjiang, Han Shizhong cried loudly 

after Zhang Chun's agent read Zhang's letter. Pouring wine on the floor to make 

a sacrifice to god, Han Shizhong vowed, "I swear I will never live under the 

same sky as the traitors. 

In the third month, Han Shizhong's troops arrived at Pingjiang. Showing his 

determination to destroy the coup d'etat, he requested that Zhang Chun allow 

him to march towards the capital to capture Miao and Liu and to restore order. 

Shengzheng. iuan 4. pp. 181-188 and Shy. juan 932. pp.22-24. 
}V7o/m. juan 21. pp.411-461 and Shengzheng. yuan 4. pp. 190-191. 
Shengzheng. juan 4. pp. 189-190 and Yaolu. juan 21. pp.433-434. 
Yaolu, juan 21. p.440; SS, juan 364. p. 11359 and Shengzheng. juan 4. p. 197. 

juan21.p.440. 
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Having learned that Han Shizhong's forces had arrived at Pingjiang, Miao 

Fu in the name of the Imperial Defense Command ordered Han Shizhong to stay 

in Jiangyin tLf^. In order to slacken Miao's vigilance, Han Shizhong told Miao 

that he did not have many soldiers but only some remnants. He wanted to go to 

the capital. Miao Fu and his accomplices were greatly pleased and approved 

Han's request to come to the capital.^'^ Pretending to be ill, Han Shizhong 

stopped marching forward and ordered his soldiers to make scaling ladders and 

other equipment.^^^ 

Seeing that Han Shizhong was coming to the capital, Miao Fu took Liang 

Hongyu Han Shizhong's concubine, and Liang ^, her son, hostage. 

Zhu Shengfei recommended to Miao that he should send Liang and her 

son to express sympathy and solicitude for Han Shizhong, thereby, winning Han 

Shizhong's favor. Miao Fu thought it a good idea and sent Liang Hongyu to meet 

Han Shizhong.^^® 

Liang supported Han's action after she met Han Shizhong. Miao Fu sent 

representatives to award Han Shizhong, but Han Shizhong had the 

representatives killed.'^® Then, Miao Fu sent Zhang Yongzai the Military 

ihicL pp.441-442. 
Ibid. 
As for Liang Hong>-u, see Chia-lin Pao-Tao and Wang Xueliang. Military If 'ives in China. 1127-1279. 

Her fighting at the Huangtiandang (see the chapter) made some scholars believ e that she was not only a 
hero in anti-Jin invasion of the Southern Song but also a famous woman hero in Chinese history-. (Sec 
Zheng Shihe "Liang HongjTi Jiguan Kao in Guizhou Shehui Kexue 

1988. No. 10. p. 19.) 
Yaolu. yaan 21, p.448. 
}Vjo/w, juan 21. p.448. 
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Supervisor of ttiHf, to meet Han Shizhong with an imperial edict. Han Shizhong 

told him that "the only condition under which he will not attack Miao Fu is if 

Emperor Gaozong re-ascends the throne. Otherwise, he will fight to the death for 

the Emperor. 

Han Shizhong then led his forces to march towards the capital. Miao Fu 

sent Miao Yu ffihis brother, and Ma Rouji another general, to block 

Han. Mao Yu and Mao Rouji ordered their soldiers to insert trees in the center of 

the river as dear horns, attempting to stop the coming of Han's forces' boats. 

Han Shizhong ordered his soldiers to leave the boats and to fight on the river 

bank. As the roads were really muddy, Han Shizhong dismounted from his horse 

and walked forward on foot. Holding a double-ax in his hands, Han Shizhong 

told his soldiers, "it is time that every one fight for the nation. Anyone who has 

no arrow wounds on his face will be killed."^^® Thus, all of his soldiers fought 

bravely. 

Miao Fu and Liu Zhengyan opened the Yongjin Gate and escaped 

from the capital with 2,000 soldiers under the cover of the night. Han Shizhong, 

together with Liu Guangshi and Zhang Chun, entered the capital and went to the 

gate of the imperial palace. Hearing that Han Shizhong had arrived. Emperor 

Gaozhong was moved to tears.^^® 

ibid., p.459. Han Shizhong burned the edict and said that he only know Jianvan. See Shengzheng. juan 
4. p.205. 

}V7o/m. juan 22, pp.466-467. 
Ibid., p.467. 
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The Emperor told Shizhong that Wu Zhan ^^8, the Commander of the 

Central Army of the Imperial Defense Command, was actively involved in the 

coup d'etat and asked Han Shizhong to arrest him. Han Shizhong then went to 

look for Wu Zhan. At that time, Wu had ordered his soldiers to be on alert and to 

protect him. Han Shizhong told Wu that he wanted to have a talk with him. Han 

Shizhong broke Wu's middle finger when he shook hands with Wu and had him 

killed outside of the gate.^^° Wu's soldiers burst into an uproar. With sword in his 

hand, Han Shizhong cried out, "anyone who dares to fight against me will be 

killed." Hearing this, no one dared to raise his weapon.^^ Han Shizhong also 

arrested Wang Shizxiiu one main intriguer of the coup de'tat.^^ 

The Emperor was delighted to see the suppression of the coup de'tat. 

However, Miao Fu escaped with his forces to Changshan County. Han 

Shizhong told the Emperor that the imperial court should send some troops to 

wipe out Miao Fu's forces. Miao possessed crack troops and was escaping with 

his forces to the area that was close to Ou K and Min If the rebels built their 

base there, it would be much harder, even impossible, for the imperial forces to 

eliminate them.^" Therefore, Han requested the Emperor to allow him to pursue 

Shengzheng.'}\ian 4. pp.221-222. 
Yaolu. juan 22. p.471. 

^^-5'5-.juan 364. p. 11360. 
Yaolu. juan 22. pp.476-477. 
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and to wipe out the rebellious forces. The Emperor permitted Han's request and 

ordered two imperial guard units to help him.^^^ 

When Mao Fu led his followers to Shaxi the imperial armies led by 

Qiao Zhongfu and Wang De (1088-1165) took the opportunity to 

move their troops to Xinzhou Is W in order to capture Miao Fu. Miao ordered his 

forces to return to the region between Heng '4s and Xin (s after he learned that 

the imperial armies were in Xinzhou.^^® Zhou Wang MM, the Commlssioner-in-

charge of the defense of Jiangzhe led his troops to Hengzhou while 

Miao moved his forces to Jiangshan ^Iilj County.'^® Having learned that Han 

Shizhong's forces were approaching, Miao Fu led his forces to Xinzhou fsM. To 

prevent them from escaping into Min |3Q and Guang P, Han Shizhong went to 

intercept them in Pucheng 

At that time, Wang De , the Commander of the Front Army of the 

Imperial Defense Command, who had killed Chen Yanzhang Han 

Shizhong's subordinate general, wanted to fight against Han Shizhong. Han 

Shizhong now thought that his priority was to suppress Miao and Liu. If he fought 

against Wang, he would make more enemies, and thus, he avoided fighting with 

Wang.^^® 

IhicJ.. p.477. 
ibid. 
ibid., juan 23. p.482. 
ibid. 
ibid., juan 22. p.477 and Shengzheng,}uan 5. p.227. 
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At night, Han Shizhong arrived in the north of Pucheng ^ft^, where he 

came across Miao Fu and Liu Zhengyan in Yuliangyi Liu was hiding to 

the north of the river and Miao to the south. Since they occupied the favorable 

terrain, Shizhong's forces had a fierce fight against them. Li Zhongxin and Zhao 

Jiejie, the brave generals, were tightly encircled by Miao's forces. Ma Yanpu 

the Commander of the Right Army, broke the ring of entrapment to save 

them, but was killed. With his eyes wide open, Han Shizhong rushed with a 

long spear into the ring of entrapment. Seeing Han Shizhong, Liu Zhengyan 

turned pale with fright and said to himself involuntarily, "I thought it was Wang 

De. It turned out to be General Han." Han Shizhong ordered his soldiers to 

march forward. Trembling with fear, Liu Zhengyan fell off his horse and Han 

Shizhong captured him.^^® Miao Fu escaped to Jianyang ItPi. Han Shizhong 

followed him and captured him there. Consequently, all Miao Fu's forces were 

annihilated.^ 

2. The Rebellions in the Early Southern Song 

In order to consolidate the imperial authority, the Southern Song imperial 

court strove to eliminate the roving, local bandits which the foreign crisis had 

caused. Han Shizhong played an important role in suppressing not only small 

Yaolu.juan 23, pp.484-485; Shengzheng. juan 5. p.231. 
SS. juan 364. p. 11360; Shengzheng. jvan 5. pp.232-233 and p.243. 
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groups of bandits but also the bandits who had controlled a large force and 

occupied a vast area. Comparatively, the latter constituted a much more serious 

threat to the consolidation of the imperial power. Once the imperial court lost 

control of an area, regaining control of it was not easy because the insurgents 

were "quite adept at population control, using a mixture of persuasion and 

intimidation", thus making the return of the imperial power very difficult.^^^ 

From the beginning of the Southern Song, Han Shizhong had to be 

distracted from his ideal of recovering the north by the necessity to participate in 

the effort of consolidating the imperial power. Just two months after the 

establishment of the Southern Song, Han Shizhong assumed the responsibility 

of suppressing several thousand mutinied soldiers of the imperial armies in Yutai 

M 0.^^^ In the seventh month of 1127, Emperor Gaozong sent Han Shizhong to 

suppress the bandits in Jizhou Pass iLi P. Han exterminated the bandits 

headed by Xie Dadao 71. Because of his great success, Han was promoted 

to the Commissioner of Dingguo Military Prefecture 

In the first month of 1128, when Emperor Gaozong arrived in Huaiyang, 

Zhang Yu a leader of the bandits, informed Wang Yuan that he 

would surrender. Later he changed his mind and planned to order his soldiers to 

loot the residents in the region. The residents were scared, fearing that the 

bandits would plunder the city. At this conjuncture, Han Shizhong, together with 

John B. Hattendorf. The Limitations of Military Power, p.85. 
}'ao/w, juan 7, p. 173 andSS. juan 364. p. 11358. 
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Lu Yihao SES?&, the Vice Director of the Revenue Ministry and the Governor of 

Yangzhou , broke into the bandit camps and explained to them the benefits 

they would receive from the Emperor if they would lay down their weapons. They 

also informed them of the negative consequences if they would refuse to do so. 

Han also had Liu Van 910, the main plotter, killed and twenty-nine lower rank 

officers arrested. Moved by his speech, all other bandits surrendered. Han 

Shizhong incorporated ten of them into his troops.^ 

In the years from 1130 to 1133 although the imperial forces had been able 

to hold onto the major cities in the south, the countryside was more or less 

completely at the disposal of the rebels and bandits. In the sixth month of 1130, 

a man named Zhang Qi led his forces to disturb Xuanzhou S[W. Emperor 

Gaozong ordered Han Shizhong to lead 3,000 soldiers to capture this man.^^ 

One month later. Fan Ruwei MtkM, a salt merchant, staged a rebellion. 

His forces first defeated the imperial troops in Jianzhou and then 3,000 

soldiers of the regular military troops sent by the imperial court. Fan's forces 

increased rapidly and soon the number of his soldiers reached one hundred 

thousand.^^ 

The imperial court adopted a strategy of using both hard and soft tactics. It 

sent Xie Xiang WW, Si Kui i&M and Lu Tang civilian officials, to go to Fan 

Zhongwuwangbei. p. 107. 
Yaolu, juan 12. p.277; Houbian. 'yaaR 106; Yishi. juan 15. p.787. 
Yaolu, juan 45. p.811. 
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Ruwei's camps to issue an imperial edict to offer amnesty and enlistment to the 

rebels. However, upon reaching Fan's camps and seeing the rebels' great 

strength and impetus, they joined Fan Ruwei and became his aids and staff, 

forming strategic plans for him.^'^ 

Under the influence of Fan Ruwei, Yu Ruilin and Yu Sheng 

revolted in Nanjianzhou and Liao Gongzhao also rebelled in 

Congan County. In the fall of 1131, the above rebelled forces merged with 

Fan Ruiwei. This merger made the Fan Ruwei's forces more powerful and 

influential. They defeated the regular military forces led by Li Shan ^lii. Shortly, 

Fan's influence spread throughout Jiangdong tLM, Jiangxi Zhedong 

Zhexi and Huguang 

Eliminating Fan Ruiwei became a main priority of the imperial court. In the 

eleventh month of 1131, the imperial court appointed Han Shizhong as 

Pacification Commissioner of Fujian Jiangxi and Jinghu South Circuit 

who would assume the responsibility of suppressing Fan Ruiwei's 

forces. 

Han Shizhong realized that the revolted forces would plunder more places 

easily for they had occupied the upper reaches of the Min River where they 

could effortlessly sweep the lower areas of the river; therefore, he moved 

Bai Gang and Xiang Xianghai have provided a concise e.\ainination of Fan Ruiwei's rebellion. See 
their book. Zhong Xiang, Vang Yao Oiyi Shimo ftffi • pp. 30-38. Also see }'ao/M. juan 37. 
p.7I I; Shengzheng. juan 8. p.362 and Sftv. juan 932. pp.24-26. 

}'ao/M. juan 38. pp.726-727. 
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quickly.^ He moved his troops which were stationed in Jiangxi to the region 

between Guangze County and Shaowu Military Prefecture to block 

Fan's possible route of retreat. Then he led his main forces to Jianzhou via 

Taizhou #'>H, Wenzhou and Fuzhou 

When Han Shizhong arrived at Fuzhou, Cheng Mai ^il, the defending 

official, turned to persuade Shizhong to stay there and wait for a while for Cheng 

thought it was impossible for Han Shizhong to defeat Fan's forces. Han 

Shizhong said to him with a smile, "I will have a triumphant return and meet you 

here at the eve of the Lantern Festival After moving his forces to Yanping 

Han Shizhong used tactics to attack Fan Ruwei. He induced Xie Xiang, 

Shikui and Lu Tang, Fan's die hard followers, out of their camps and had them 

arrested, sending back to the capital."^ 

In order to block Han Shizhong's attack. Fan Ruiwei ordered his soldiers to 

build bamboo and wood roadblocks, dig many pits to trap horses and insert 

many iron puncture vines in 100 // outside of Jianning. He also ordered his 

forces to dismantle all bridges over the Jianshui River tK. However, all these 

measures could not stop Han Shizhong's forces. Under his direction, his forces 

Ibid., juan 48. p.865. p.868. 
Huibian.juan 149. pp.8-9; i'aolu.jvan 49, p.872 and Shijiang. 
5̂ 5. juan 364. p. 11363. 
Wang Mingqing. Huizhu Houlu and Deng Guangming. Han Shizhong nianpu. pp.77-78. 
Yaolu. juan 51. p.894. 
SS. juan 364. p. 11363 
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went to Fenghuan MM Mountain through trails. The next day they arrived at the 

wall of the city and soon encircled it.^ 

By the fourth day of the first month of 1132, Han Shizhong's forces had 

completely encircled Jianzhou, the headquarters of Fan Ruiwei. However, Fan 

Ruwei had yet to surrender. Han Shizhong* s forces attacked the town by using 

weapons and instruments, including Duilou Huopao 'K (Canon ), 

Tianqiao (Overpass) and Yunti (Scaling Ladders) After continuous 

fighting for six days and nights, the rebels felt their energy slacken, Han's 

generals and soldiers climbed the wall with ladders under the cover of the night 

and occupied the town. Zhang Xiong a forceful leader of the rebelled 

forces, was killed. Seeing his days were numbered. Fan Ruwei committed 

suicide in a cave called Huiyuan Cave The remnants led by Ye Liang 

Lu Biqiang and Xiong Zhiyuan Fan's die hard followers, 

were conquered shortly.^ 

As a result of this campaign, Han Shizhong destroyed Fan Ruiwei, the 

serious threat to the empire. Li Gang, the hero of fighting against the Jins, was 

moved by Han Shizhong's courage and loyalty to the nation. Hearing that Han 

Shizhong had stopped the rebellion, he presented to Han Shizhong a war gown 

made of silk, the Songwen Sword, the spear decorated with gold and silver, and 

Yaolu. iuan 51. p.894. 
SS. juan 364, p.22362; Yaolu. 'yasav 51, pp.894-895 mA Shengzheng. yaan 10, pp.454-455. 
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the shield with gold flowers, all awarded by the Emperor. He encouraged Han 

Shizhong to fight for the restoration of the glory.^ 

The year of 1132 saw the return of the imperial court to Hangzhou, by then 

renamed Linan (Approaching peace).What made Han Shizhong really happy 

was that, by the end of 1132, Qin Gui Utt had been forced to step down from 

office. In order to please the generals, the Emperor not only sent Qin Gui away 

from the political center, but also made it clear that Qin Gui would never be 

employed in high office again.^ 

Han Shizhong must have been satisfied by the political changes in the 

capital and implemented the imperial policy of completing the pacification of the 

whole south. In the seventh month of 1132, Han Shizhong was ordered to 

suppress Liu Zhong fj,®. in Yuezhou On the eighteenth day, Han 

Shizhong marched to Changle Ferry where the bandits dug ditches and 

built barriers front in order to fight against the imperial forces.^ On the twenty-

second day, Han Shizhong ordered the central, rear, left and right armies to 

cross the river and to approach Liu's castle. When his forces had approached 

the bandits, Han did not start to attack, but instead drank wine and played 

" Liang xi shi ji 569135. juan. 28 and Deng Guanming. Han Shizhong S'ianpu, p.82. 
^' [fuibian. juan 150. p. 1. 
^ Yaolu, juan 57. pp.998-999. 

/A/c/., juan 56. p.985 and Shengzheng. 12. pp.507-508. 
juan 56. p.985. 
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chess. Several days passed and both the bandits and the imperial forces did not 

know Han's plan.^^ 

In plain clothing Han Shizhong took Su Ge one of his trusted 

generals, and went through the bandits' camps in the evening. The night guard 

asked them the password and Shizhong randomly answered, "It is me." Thinking 

that Han and Su were their own fellows, the guard let them into the camp. As a 

result, Han Shizhong learned the code word of the bandits. Then, he and Su 

reconnoitered the enemies' camps.^^ The following day, Han Shizhong ordered 

2,000 soldiers to march towards the camps under the cover of the night and 

ambushed in the mountains nearby. Shortly thereafter, Han Shizhong led the 

Xuanfeng Army and the Front Army to attack the bandits. The hidden 

soldiers ascended the watch tower in the center of the enemy forces and raised 

the banners. When they turned and saw the banners, the bandits were 

frightened and escaped in disorder. The strongpoint in the Baimian Mountain 

W® LU that Liu Zhong had occupied for three years was taken by Shizhong.^®^ 

The suppression of the bandits, rebels and the coup d'etat consolidated the 

newly formed political power and allowed the imperial court to gather its energy 

and mobilize all sources to deal with the Jins' invasion. It is certain that, despite 

the distracting rigors of the campaign against Fan Ruwei and the remaining 

ibid, 
ibid, 
ibid 
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bandits in the south, Han Shizhong had not forgotten his ideal of recovering the 

north. 

Politically, the suppression of the rebellions, especially the coup d'etat 

cleared the way for the change of political power of the court. Han Shizhong 

became a major general whom the emperor could depend on. Wang Yuan, the 

most powerful general whom Emperor Gaozong relied on , was dead and Miao 

Fu and Liu Zhengyan, the generals who had protected the Emperor since the 

Prince Kang ascended the throne, were also killed. In the eyes of Emperor 

Gaozong, Han Shizhong became a general whom he could trust. According to 

Teraji Jun this was the reason that Han Shizhong and Yue Fei were 

treated differently when both of them opposed the imperial policy of making 

peace with Jin. Han Shizhong survived the punishment; Yue Fei was eradicated. 

Also it explained the reason why Han Shizhong dared to kidnap the Jin 

ambassador when the Southern Song and Jin almost signed the peace 

treaty. ^ 

Teraji Jun S'ansong Chuqi Zhengzhi shi Yanjiu p.80. 



Chapter Six 

The Fighting at iHuangtiandang H 
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For the Southern Song, the initial years were of vital importance. Domestic 

troubles and foreign invasions followed one after another. When the empire was 

struggling to suppress the coup de'tat, bandits and mutinies, the Jins, 

meanwhile, started their invasion of the south. Hoping to destroy the Southern 

Song in its initial period, the Jins recruited huge amounts of military forces from 

Nuzhen Bohai and the Chinese who had joined the Jins. The Jins 

gathered over several hundred thousand soldiers to cross the Yangtze River. At 

this critical time General Han Shizhong fought a major battle with the Jins at 

Huantiandang^ 

This Battle of Huangtiandang became the turning point of the Southern 

Song. The significance of Han Shizhong in Huangtiandang not only lay in that it 

was the first battle that brought humiliation on the overweeningly arrogant Jins, 

but also in its inspiring of the morale of the Southern Song. Emperor Gaozong 

started to believe that the Southern Song could be defended. After the news of 

the victory, the Emperor told his ministers that since the Jins invaded the South, 

all of the Southern Song armies had fled at the mere sight of the Jins. "Today, 

General Han Shizhong had achieved victory. If the Jins dared to invade the 
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south in the winter, it would be reasonable to predict a victory.^ To symbolize 

the hope for the consolidation of the Southern Song, the name of the imperial 

year period was changed from Jianyan (established brilliance) to Shaoxing 

(continuous prosperity). At the same time, since the Jins did not dare to cross 

the Yangtze River, the Southern Song took a "breathing spell.In this sense, 

some authors think that Han Shizhong "made important contributions in 

shielding the south of the Yangtze River." (pingbi jiangnan).^®® 

The Huangtingdang Battle also further changed the Emperor's impression 

of Han Shizhong. Before the Battle, he did not have a positive view of Han 

Shizhong, but after the Huangtiandang Lake battle, the Emperor realized that 

Han Shizhong was a great general whom he could trust. In the ninth month of 

1130, when the imperial court needed someone to protect Huaidong, Emperor 

Gaozong had told his ministers that he "wants to give the task of protecting 

Huaidong to Han Shizhong because this general is both loyal and courageous 

and dares to fight against the Jins."^ In the third month of 1131, when Empress 

Dowager Longyou died. Emperor Gaozong appointed Han Shizhong as the 

General Manager ttW in charge of the funeral ceremony.^ 

Benmo. pp.357-360; Zhao Tiehan cd.. Liao Jin Shi jishi benmo iSand some 
contcmporan' scholars have proN-ided detailed e.\amination. For instance. Wang Shang Zhenjiang 
shihua 1984. pp.lOl-lO?; Li Jie Songshi 5lc5t. 1964. pp. 123-124. 

Yaolu. 'yuan 32. p.632. 
Chi Jingde "Gaozong >-u Jin Gouhe shimo p.84. 
Bian.\iezu Zhongguo Junshi Shi "t* Jiangfangjun Chubanshe. 1988). p.381. 

}'ao/M. juan 38. p.728. 
juan 43. p.789. 
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In the tenth month of 1129, Wanyan Zongbi led his forces across 

the Yangtze River from Chaishi (a suburb of Maanshan City in 

Anhui Province). Du Chong the general in charge of defending 

Jiankang surrendered, and, as a result, the defending line of the Yangtze 

River collapsed. Emperor Gaozong withdrew from Linan to Zhedong. The 

commoners and officials were put in a tight spot and escaped in a disorderly 

fashion.^^ 

After crossing the Yangtze River, the Jins swept through Wuhui In the 

east, they chased Emperor Gaozong in Mingzhou (Ningbo City in 

Zhejiang Province) from Jiankang. Emperor Gaozong sailed to Wenzhou 

The Jins pursued the Emperor at the sea. However, they were forced to return 

to the land due to heavy storms and attacks from the Song navy.^ 

After this forces return, they followed Empress Dowager Longyou to Fukou 

n of Qianzhou ;H|; in the west they plundered the border of Chu ^ and took 

Yue S (Yueyang SBi in Hunan Province) and Tan M (Changsha in 

Hunan Province). Wuchang was not too distant, so they could easily take it. 

At that time, to the south of the Yangtze river, no city or town could be defended 

by Song forces.^ Few Song people believed that the Southern Song would last 

for a long period of time. 

ibid., juan 29. p.575; 5S. juan 364. p. 11360. 
Vao/u. juan 38. pp.597-603. 
Wang Fuzhi Song Lun Juan 10." Gaozong 
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Thinking that Emperor Gaozong had sunk to the bottom of the sea, the Jins 

declared that they had finished "searching the mountains and examining the 

sea."^ In their eyes, the Southern political power had been eliminated. After 

plundering Linan and looting its nearby areas, the Jins prepared to return to the 

north with their booties. 

However, the Jins rejoiced too soon. When they reached Huangtiandang 

Lake, they suffered a surprise attack from Han Shizhong. Since this famous 

battle of Huangtiandang Lake was the first significant victory of the Southern 

Song, it deserves careful examination. 

As early as the time when the Jins attacked the Yangtze River, Han 

Shizhong had realized that his force could not defend the river and stop the Jins' 

attack, for he only had eight thousand soldiers at that time. In order to save his 

main forces, Han Shizhong moved his forces to Jiangyin In the eighth and 

ninth months, when Han Shizhong withdrew from Zhenjiang 0l?I, he took away 

all war materials in boats from Zhenjiang and burned the city.^ He figured out 

that the Jins would not stay to the south of the Yangtze River for a long time. 

Accordingly, he made preparations to beat the enemies when they would 

withdraw to the north.^ 

By the first month of 1130, Han Shizhong had completed his preparation for 

the fighting. He divided his troops into three groups: the Front Army, the Central 

}V7o///.juan31. p.608. 
ibid., juan 31. p.605 and Shengzheng. juan 6. p.298. 
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Army and the Rear Army. The Front Army was stationed in Tonghui Town iiic 

(Qingpu County the Central Army was stationed in Jiangwan tLM 

(Jiangwan Town in Shanghai) and the Rear Army in Haikou (Wusong Town 

in Shanghai).^ Then he went to the imperial court to request that the 

court permit him to go to Zhenjiang 01?! where he would fight against the 

returned enemy and fight a life-and-death battle for the nation. The Emperor 

approved his request. 

In the first month when the Jins were plundering Yurao County, Han 

Shizhong used the Lantern Festival in Xiuzhou (Jiaxing County in 

Zhejiang Province) as an opportunity to confuse the enemy by celebrating the 

holiday with a big party. At that same time Han moved his troops to Zhenjiang. 

Having learned that Han Shizhong was marching towards Zhenjiang from 

Jiangyin Wanyan Zongbi, who was in Linan, worried about his escape 

route being cut off. Therefore, he moved his troops to Wu Mountain ^ lii and 

Qibao Mountain -tlCliJ. Meanwhile, he ordered his soldiers to set fire to 

Linan.^^° Then he did not dare stay in Zhejiang for a long time and instead 

returned with his soldiers to the north along the Grand Canal 

SS. juan 364. pp. 11360-11362. 
Yao/u, juan 30. p.591. 
ibid, juan 31, pp.597-598. 
Ibid, p.602. 
ibid, p.610. 
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By that time Han Shizhong had recaiited more than 100 ships. With these 

ships, Han Shizhong was able to form a huge fleet.^^^ He took his fleet with 

grains and weapons and hurriedly returned to Zhenjiang to intercept the Jins. He 

sailed with his fleet to Mount Jiao ^,ilj and at the foot of Mount Gold ^lii in the 

middle of the Yangtze River, while enjoying topographical advantages, Han 

waited for the enemy's coming. Throughout these preparations, Han Shizhong 

had kept his forces together and was determined to block the Jins' retreat 

route.^^ 

Around the fifteenth day of the third month, when the Jins had reached 

Zhenjiang, where the Grand Canal met the Yangtze River, they found that the 

mouth of the canal had been blocked by the Southern Song troops. Wanyan 

Zongbi ordered his soldiers to clean up the river immediately.^" 

Before the Jins' arrival at Zhenjiang, Han Shizhong had told his generals 

that the enemy would definitely ascend the Dragon King Temple on Mount Gold 

to evaluate the actual situation. Then Han sent General Su De with 

two hundred soldiers to prepare an ambush inside the temple. He also sent 

another two hundred soldiers to ambush outside of the temple. He warned them 

"that the soldiers outside of the temple would first attack after hearing the 

fighting drum from the boat in the river, and then the soldiers inside the temple 

^ ' } ao/w, juan 30. p.59l. 
^ • ibid., juan 30. p.591. 
^ ^ JS. juan 74, p.3. 
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would rush out."^^^ As Han Shizhong expected, five Jins on horseback came to 

the temple. The soldiers inside were so excited that they rushed out prematurely. 

The Jins rapidly escaped. Two of them were captured and three of them 

375 escaped; one of them in a red gown with a jade belt, was Zongbi. 

The Jin forces, who were waiting to the south of the river, tried to break 

through the blockade line and fought against Han's troops dozens of times at 

the foot of Mount Golden. Han's navy gave full play to its fighting skills and 

defeated the Jin troops several times. Having no way to get out, Wanyan 

Zongbi, the Jin marshal, sent a letter to Han Shizhong in which he begged Han 

to "let me return to the north", and for this purpose he "would like to return to 

Han Shizhong everything that the Jins had plundered in the south". Han 

Shizhong refused his offer. The marshal, in return, promised to give Han 

Shizhong five hundred of his best horses. Nevertheless, Han also refused this 

o f f e r ' ' '  

Finally, the Jins were driven into Huangtiandang Lake M: Han 

Shizhong ordered his naval forces to anchor their boats at the foot of Mount 

Gold. Simultaneously, he ordered technicians to make long iron chains with big 

hooks. Next, he divided his boats into two groups and ordered them to attack the 

Jins' boats from the rear. Strong Southern Song soldiers used the big hooks to 

' ̂ }'ao/w. juan 32. p.623 and Shengzheng. jusm 1, p.318. 
^ " }V7o/«, juan 32. p.632; Gu Fang>n. Dushi Jiyao juan 25. 
^ ^ "Lin Quan Ye Ji in Huibian, juan. 281 and Yaolu. juan 32, p.623. 
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pull the Jins' boats over. Seeing that their boats were overthrown and captured 

by the Song soldiers, the Jins could do nothing except watch.^^ 

Having no way out, Zongbi begged Shizhong to negotiate with him. Seeing 

Shizhong was drinking the classical wine in a golden cup, Zongbi became even 

more depressed. In desperation, he begged Han Shizhong to let his troops cross 

the river. Han Shizhong told him that" It would be a difficult thing to grant. If you 

return the captured emperor and ex-emperor and our territory, I will let you return 

to the north of the river. 

After being surrounded for over twenty days in Huangtiandang Lake, the Jin 

marshal was at his wits' end. At that time, a Chinese merchant told him that 

since the river was rising, it was a good time to dig a canal in the reed marshes. 

The canal would link Huangtiandang to the Yangze River.Following his Idea, 

Zongbi ordered the Jin soldiers to dig the ditch in the south corner of the lake. 

After one night, the canal was completed. The next morning, seeing that the Jins 

were sailing to Jiankang, Han Shizhong was greatly surprised and ordered his 

forces to pursue and attack the enemies. As a result, the Jins were still unable 

to escape.^ 

Seeing Han Shizhong's boats rapidly moving on the river, riding the wind 

and cleaving the waves, moving like birds, Zongbi was baffled. 'They use boats 

" Yaolu. juan 32. p.630 and Shengzheng, juan 7, p.322. 
^ Yaolu, juan 32. pp.630-631. 

Ibid., p.635. 
ibid., pp.634-635. 
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like [we use] cavalry. How can we break the ring of encirclement?" Zongbi 

exclaimed to his staff. General Han Chang said, "It is true. But if they saw 

our armed soldiers, they would escape away."^^ Zongbi ordered Han Chang to 

lead the Jins' boats in a fight against Han Shizhong's naval forces. During the 

fighting, most Jin boats were sunk into the river. Han Chang escaped to the 

headquarters and kneeled down in front of Zongbi, asking to be killed for his 

failure in battle. Realizing that it was not Han Chang's fault, Zongbi pardoned 

him.^^ 

At the end of his rope, Zongbi posted an announcement which declared 

that he would give a great award to anyone who thought of a strategy for the 

Jins' escape from Huangtiandang Lake. A Chinese grain merchant, from 

JIankang surnamed Wang i provided a strategy to the Jins. Following Wang's 

strategy, the Jins filled their boats with dirt and laid smooth plates of wood on top 

of the boats. They would sail out only when the winds died down and they would 

not sail when the winds blew. The sea boats of Han Shizhong's naval forces 

could not move fast without wind. At this point, the Jins would light arrows on fire 

and would shoot them towards the covers of the sea boats.^ Delighted by the 

Idea, Wanyan Zongbi ordered Jin soldiers to fill the boats with dirt and to make 

fire arrows at night.^ 

}'ao/w. juan 32. pp.634-635 and Shengzheng.^uanl.p.'ilA. 
I'aotu. juan 32, pp.634-635. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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The next day the winds subsided and, the waves calmed down. The Jins 

took this opportunity to sail out their boats. The sea-boats could not move at all 

due to lack of wind. The Jins shot fire arrows towards the covers of the sea 

boats. Smoke and fire covered the river. It was a very hot day, so the fire caused 

by the fire arrows made the situation go from bad to worse. In order to be able to 

fight either on water or on land, there were not only soldiers and horses in Han 

Shizhong's sea boats, but also all kinds of weapons. The horses were scared 

and ran away. Soldiers fell into great disorder. Many of them drowned. The Jin 

soldiers paddled their boats with long oars to pursue and attack Shizhong's sea 

boats. The Southern Song generals and soldiers bravely fought the Jins. Sun 

Shiyu the Commissioner for Military Training in Chengzhou J®;H| and 

Yan Yongji the Defending Commissioner of Jichuan Will died in 

battle.^ Han Shizhong and the remaining fighters discarded the sea boats in 

Guazhou and returned to Zhenjiang On the thirteenth day of the 

fourth month, the Jins escaped from the lake after being besieged for over forty 

days in Huangtiandang Lake.^ 

Learned that the Jins were following Han Shizhong's forces, the Monks Pu 

Lun Pu Lian #51 and Pu Bin from the Changlu Chongfu Temple 

led other monks and over 1,000 strong commoners to rush to the 

river bank and assist Han Shizhong. They divided themselves into three groups 

ibid. and. " Zongbi Zhuan." in JS. juan 77. pp.2-4. 
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and stationed themselves in the Yanjiazhou Holding red flags, sailing 

small boats, and wearing red clothes and red scarves, they charged towards the 

Jins.^^ The Jins did not dare pursue Shizhong and aossed the river in a hurry. 

During the period from the fifteenth of the third month to the twenty-fifth of 

the fourth month, the Jins suffered a great loss. In the fighting Liang Hongyu 

personally assumed the duty of drummer to enhance the morale of the Southern 

Song soldiers.^ After the battle, Liang reported her husband's faults to the 

Emperor without withholding any facts. She recommended to the Emperor that 

Han Shizhong should be punished because he lost the opportunity to destroy 

the enemies.^ The battle was lost by Han finally, However, the result was to the 

advantage of the Southern Song. 

The Huangtiandang Battle was the greatest success in the fighting between 

the Southern Song and Jin. Han Shizhong, with only 8,000 soldiers, fought 

against 100, 000 Jin soldiers for over forty days. Han not only destroyed many 

Jin forces, but also got back much property and young women that the Jins 

seized to the south of the Yangtze River.^ Han Shizhong ordered his men to 

record the women's names and to find their homes.^^ 

The disaster in Huangtiandang Lake was a heavy blow to the Jins' 

arrogance. It left Wanyan Zongbi with a very deep impression. Wanyan Zonghan 

//M/A/a/7. juan 138. pp. 1-3. 
Yaolu.juan 32. p.623. 
Luo Dajing . "Qiwang Furen ffiJiA. " in He Lin Vu Lu juan. 12. 
Huibian, yxan 217. p.7. 
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(Nian Han went to the impenal court to discuss the affairs of invading 

the Southern Song. Wanyan Zongbi used his own personal experience to tell 

Zonghan to discard the plan. He said that the land south of the Yangtze River 

was wet. "Nowadays our soldiers and horses are tired and we don't have 

enough grain; therefore, [I am ] afraid that we will not achieve success." After 

the Huangtiandang the Jins became "alert in the invasion of the Southern 

Song."^®^ The Jin forces never stepped on the soil to the south of the Yangtze 

River.^®^ 

The Jins realized that they could never realize their goal of eliminating the 

Southern Song by military forces only.^ They had to resort to other strategies. 

Thus, the Jins adopted three new policies. The first one was to reuse the old 

strategy of using Chinese to fight against Chinese. In the seventh month of 

1130, the Jins set up a puppet state named Qi 0. They put Li Yu (1073-

1146), the surrendered Jinan Governor, on the throne, hoping that Liu Yu 

could provoke the Southern Song surrenders, so that the anti-Jin forces would 

be weakened. The Puppet Qi could simultaneously act as a buffer zone. 

Because of this buffer zone, they had time to suppress the Righteous Forces 

that were fighting against the Jins in the Lianghe area and to consolidate the 

Muzhiming. in Huibian, juan 218. pp. 1-2. 
"Taizong Ji in Da Jin Guo Zhi juan. 6 and "Liu Yu Zhuan." in JS. juan 77. p. 11. 
Jing-shcn Tao, Zhongguo Jigushi. p. 137. 
Zhongying Da Shi Ji in }ao/u. juan 32. 
Da Jiguo zhi juan 24. 
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rules in the newly occupied territories.^ The Jin's second policy was to send 

Qin Gui (1090-1155) back to the Southern Song to sabotage the anti-Jin forces 

there in the tenth month of 1130.^^ Third, the Jins concentrated their military 

power in Shanxi preparing to enter Sichuan 0jll from Qinlong fUM and to 

control the upper reaches of the Yangtze River.^ More importantly, the Jins 

began to consider making peace with the Southern Song. Before the battle, the 

Jins never sent their ambassadors to the Southern Song. However, after the 

battle, Jin ambassadors often crossed the Yangtze River to negotiate the peace 

treaty with the Southern Song. 

Han Shizhong's victory in Huangtiandang Lake won a valuable breathing 

spell for the nation, for the northwest was quite distant from the political 

center^®®. The Southern Song won valuable time to suppress the rebellions, 

mutinies and bandits in the south, which had occupied various prefectures and 

counties, and were spreading through the Southern Song, disturbing the stability 

of the nation. In order to consolidate the imperial rule in the south and to resist 

the Jin's invasion in the north, the imperial court needed time and resources to 

suppress them. 

For the Southern Song, more importantly, this fight greatly advanced the 

national morale of the military and civilians. The myth that the Jins were 

Shengzheng. ivan 7. p.328 and juan 8. p.350. 
}'ao/w. juan 38. pp.718-721; S5. juan 473." Qin Gui Zhuan p.l3749 and Shengzheng.yaan 8, 

pp.372-374. 
Zaji. iuan 19, p.292. 



unbeatable was destroyed. In this sense, the Huangtiandang Battle was "the first 

battle that gave the hope for the Southern Song's Restoration (zhongxing)"^ 

Emperor Gaozong had found the significance when he told his officials that 

since "the Jins started to invade our country, all of our armies have fled at the 

mere sight of the oncoming Jin forces. Han Shizhong used his victory as an 

example to show the nation that the Jins could not only be resisted but defeated 

as well."'*°^ Under the encouragement of Han Shizhong's victory. Emperor 

Gaozong was so excited that he issued an edict which declared that the 

Emperor would personally fight the Jins' forces.^^ 

After the Huangtiandang Battle. Jin concentrate its forces to attack the northwest of the Southern Song. 
Jin Yufii ^tlK. "Nansong Zhongxing zhi jiNiin p.9. 

juan 32. pp.632-633. 
55. jun 26, p.477: Shengzhenng. juan 7. p.322 and Yaolu.juan 32. p.630 



Chapter Seven 

The Great Wall of the Dynasty: Defending Hualdong ^JlC 

The Emperor's goal of making peace for the Southern Song greatly 

restricted Han Shizhong's capability to fight for his ideal. This goal had drawn a 

circle around Han Shizhong and curbed his initiatives. All his military actions 

were restricted to defending the Southern Song. For instance, in 1140 when the 

Jins, led by Wanyan Zongbi, broke the peace treaty and Han Shizhong was 

pushing his northern expeditions, Qin Gui ordered him to withdraw his troops 

from the front, to stop fighting and to return to his own camps.^ 

In the early years of the Southern Song Emperor Gaozng had clearly 

decided that the generals' main task was protecting the Southern Song. In an 

edict, the emperor told the generals that the Jins "invaded the south" and he 

worried about "Jiankang and the south of the Yangtze River." Therefore, the life 

and death of the empire rested in the defense of river.^ In order to make sure 

that the military forces protected the territory of the Southern Song, the imperial 

court felt it was necessary to divide defending regions among the great generals 

and forbid the generals to go "beyond their defending borders," and permitted 

55̂ , juan 29. p.542 and juan 473. p. 13757. 
) ao/M. juan 8. p. 1323. 
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them to fight only on the condition that the enemies encroached upon their 

defensive areas.'*°® 

Since Huidong was the gateway to the capital, it was the key area for the 

safety of the imperial court. The Grand Canal, which had been used as the main 

northern invasion route, was in this region. General Yue Fei submitted a 

memorial to the imperial court to emphasize that the area should be strongly 

defended."*®® The senior officials, including Lu Yihao and Zhou Wang, tried to 

persuade the Emperors to assign them to defend Zhenjiang. In Emperor 

Gaozong's mind, no one but Han Shizhong could assume the position. 

Emperor Gaozong had high expectations of Han Shizhong in defending the 

country. He assigned Han Shizhong to the most important defending area, for he 

had realized that Han Shizhong was not only loyal to the Emperor but also 

courageous in facing the Jins.^ The Emperor told his ministers that Han 

Shizhong was a minister "like my teeth and hands," and, as a great general, Han 

Shizong would win "every time he fights the enemy." "He had made great 

contributions to the empire.""*®® Based on the Emperor's praise of Han Shizhong, 

Deng Guangmig and Qi Xia. Hang song zhengzhi jingji wenti p.44. 
SS. juan 365. "Yue Fei Zhuan." p. 11378. 
}'flo/z/, juan 27, p.532. 
ibid., juan 38. p.728. 
Xinganxian Xianzhi Wenyimen Wemnlci iSlSXI and Deng Guangming. Han 

Shizhong S'ianpu. p. 102. 
However, the emperor realized Han Shizhong was a general whom he could depend on through 

struggles in fighting against the Jins. It was Han Shizhong's fighting spirit for the empire that changed 
the emperor's stereotype on him. During the early period of the Southern Song. Emperor Gaozong did not 
have a very positive impression on Han Shizhong. Emperor Gaozong thought that Han Shizhong was only 
a general whom he could use but not trust. Therefore, he appointed Du Chong Shangshu Youpushe 
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in the same month, the imperial court issued its order that Han Shizhong would 

defend Zhenjiang/^° In 1132, Emperor Gaozong gave the full responsibility of 

defending Jiankang to Han Shizhong and ordered Han to reposition his 

headquarters to Jiankang/" In this region, Han Shizhong shielded the Southern 

Song from the Jins like a great wall. 

1. Han Shizhong's Region of Defense 

In the ninth month of 1133, the imperial court formally assigned the 

defending areas among the generals. Han Shizhong's headquarters were 

assigned to Zhenjiang, and as a result, his defensive region expanded to the 

as Jianghuai .\uanfiishi and took 100.000 soldiers of imperial armies to defend 
Jiankang (See Yaolu. juan 27. p.549.) 

When in the ninth month, when the emperor had an inspection of the water forces outside of the 
Dengj-unmen SSPT. the scouts reported that the Jins had occupied Dengzhou SW. Laizhou and 
Mizhou and were making boats in Liangshanpo Lake S llj preparing to attack Jiangzhe 
Jiankang was the key point to the safet>- of the capital. There was only about 1.000 // from Jiankang to 
Hangzhou the temporary capital. If Jiankang fell, it would be a disaster to the capital. Realizing the 
importance, a minister recommended the emperor to appoint Han Shizhong as Liangzhe jianghuai 
rang>'ushi and to defend the area from Zhenjiang to Suzhou Changzhou 

^ and the important strategic placcs such as Chuishanj'^llj and Fushan IK LU . However, the emperor 
denied the minister's recommendation immediately b>- saying that " No. This fellow (Han Shizhong) did 
not have a deep understanding of justice and principle. If he has more power and right, he will be in 
rivalrj- with Du Chong in the fiittu'e. " (See Yaolu. juan 28.p.553.) 

However, when the Jins came to attack Jiankang. Du Chong escaped away. Han Shizhong fought 
heroically against the Jins. Seeing Han Shizhong's dev otion of himself in the cruel death-and-Iife 
struggles for the surviving of the dynasty, the Emperor changed his opinion on Han Shizhong. He realized 
that Han Shizhong was the general he could trust. 

Yaolu. juan 27. p.549. 
ibid., juan 55. p.969. 
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Zhenjiang and Jiankang areas/^^ Zhenjiang IKHl belonged to 

Liangzhe West Circuit and Jiankang ii0 belonged to Jiangnan East 

Circuit which included three prefectures and one military prefecture/" 

In the tenth month of the same year, Pingjiang Superior Prefecture and 

Jiangyin Military Prefecture of Liangzhe West Circuit were 

assigned to Han Shizhong for the purpose of defending the sea coast. 

After Han Shizhong suppressed the bandits in Fujian Mil, Jiangxi and 

Hunan Han Shizhong was appointed as the Pacification Commissioner of 

Jiangnan East-West Circuit in the ninth month of 1132.'*^® The region 

included two circuits; Jiangnan East Circuit and Jiangnan West Circiut 

The Jiangnan East Circuit included two superior prefectures 

Jiankang and Ningguo 9^8 (also called Xuanzhou five 

prefectures, Hui Chi Rao H Xin fa and Taiping :*:¥•. It also included two 

military prefectures M, Nankang and Guangde fffM. The Jiangnan West 

Circuit included one superior prefecture W, Longxingg itil, six prefectures W, 

Jiang K, Gan lt(Chuzhou Ji W, Yuan Fu Si and Rui ^ (Yunzhou), 

"Gaozong benji 4," in SS. p.507. 
The three zhou were Taiping Xuan M. Hui flc and the one Jun was Guangde Aft. See "Dilizhi 

Jiangning Fu JfiPi#." in SS. 
' ' '  S / i v .  Bing juan 29. 

) i£7o/M.juan 58. pp. 1010-1011. 
Ninggu fii was the town of Xuanzhou. In the second year of Qiandao (1166). Emperor Xiaozong 

promoted it as a fu. Sec "Dilizhi Ningguo Fu in SS. 
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and four military prefectures^, Xingguo HH, Jianchang itS, Linjiang Bill and 

Nanan 1^^. Han Shizhong established his headquarters in Jiankang. 

In the third month of 1133, Li Heng the Commissioner of Suppressing 

and Offering Amnesty in Jingxi planned to send an expedition against Qi 

0, and the imperial court decided to station a great general in Huainan in 

order to support Li Heng. Realizing that Han Shizhong was the best choice to 

assume this responsibility, the court ordered Han Shizhong to exchange his 

defending region with Liu Guanshi the Pacification Commissioner of 

Huaidong Han Shizhong was appointed as the Pacification 

Commissioner of Huainan East Circuit M so then he moved his 

headquarters to Sizhou Therefore, his defending area was also changed 

from Jiangnan East-West Circuit to Huainan East Circuit 

which included nine prefectures ^ and four military prefectures. The nine 

prefectures included Yang Chu Hai Tai #, Si fH, Di Andong 

Zhen M and Tongzhou and the four military prefectures included Gaoyou 

1^^, Zhaoxin Huaian and Qinghe Although Han Shizhong 

established his headquarters in Sizhou, the main forces of his troops were 

stationed in Zhenjiang 0(iL. His real headquarters thus, were in Zhenjiang 

Longxing fu belonged to Hongzhoou. See "Dilizhi juan 4 in S'S and S'ansong 
Zhifu \ianbiao There are some differences benveen names of places between "Dilizhi 
IftSlife. juan 4" in SS and S'ansong Zhifu Nianbiao According to the former. Jiangnan 
Donglu included one fii; Jiangning (Jiankang). seven zhou; Xuaiu Hui. Jiang. Chi. Rao. Xin and Taiping 
and two jun: Nankang and Guangde. 

V0..63. p.1077. 
S'ansong Zhifu S'ianbiao 
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In the tenth month of 1134, the joint annies of Jin and Qi invaded the 

Southern Song. The Emperor ordered Han Shizhong to meet the enemy head on 

to the north of the river. Following this battle, Han Shizhong's defending area 

expanded to Yangzhou In the eleventh month, when the Jin forces 

occupied Dizhou and attempted to cross the river, Han Shizhong returned 

to Zhenjiang. In the twelfth month the Jins withdrew. 

In the first month of 1135, the imperial court re-assigned the defending 

areas. Han Shizhong remained the Pacification Commissioner of Huainan East 

Circuit ^ and his headquarters were still in Zhenjiang. As a result, his 

defending area was reduced to and limited within Huainan East Circuit 

In the second month of 1135, the imperial court ordered Han 

Shizhong to enter Chuzhou from Zhenjiang in order to protect Shandong 

iJUSC. Following the order, Han Shizhong moved his headquarters to Chuzhou."*^^ 

In the third month, Han Shizhong was appointed as concurrent the Pacification 

Commissioner of Zhenjiang Superior Prefecture Due to this 

appointment, Han Shizhong Included Zhenjiang into his defending area besides 

the defending area of Huainan East Circuit M 

"Gaozongbcnji 4," in SS. p.512 and }'ao/M. juan 81, p. 1323. 
"Gaozongbcnji 4" inSS. pp.513-514. 
yao/u.juan 84. p. 1380. 
Zhongxing , juan 86. p. 1425 
"Gaozong benji 5." in SS. p.519 and }ao/M. juan 87. p. 1440. 
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In the third month of 1136, the imperial court appointed Han Shizhong as 

concurrent the Pacification Commissioner of Jingdong Circuit 

However, this position did actually not increase Han Shizhong's defending area 

because Jingdong was under the occupation of the Qi state. Since Han 

Shizhong could not control that area, his real defending areas were still Huainan 

East Circuit and Zhenjiang Superior Prefecture 0101. 

Nine months later, the imperial court ordered Han Shizhong to move his 

headquarters back to Zhenjiang and to leave some troops to defend Chuzhou. 

Thinking that Chuzhou could be a bridgehead in the future offensive against the 

Jins, Han Shizhong requested the Imperial court to allow him to stay in Chuzhou. 

Despite their refusal, Han Shizhong did not follow the edict which ordered him to 

return to Zhenjiang.''^® 

The Jin's ambition helped to enlarge Han Shizhong's defending area. When 

in the sixth month of 1140, the Jins broke the peace treaty and invaded the 

south. The imperial court appointed Han Shizhong, Zhang Jun 36^ and Yue Fei 

as concurrent Bandit Suppression Commissioners In Henan to fight 

against the enemy.'*^'^ In the eighth month of 1140, the Southern Song recovered 

four prefectures: Su Hao f§., Xu ^ and Hal The Emperor Issued an edict 

SS. juan 364. p. 11365. 
Yao/u. juan 117. p. 1892 and Shengzheng. juan 22. p. 1037. 
Song Zhongxing Sangong .Vianbio Shy. zhiguan IKW. juan 42: Yaolu. juan. 136. 

p.2177: Huibian. 'yaan 200. p. 12 and "Gaozong Bcnji 6." in SS. p.544. 



that ordered Su 1W, Hai M and Xu tk to be under Han Shizhong's control/*^® As a 

result, Han Shizhong's defending zone was increased to Su and Xu ^ to the 

north of the Huai River. This was the largest defending zone since Han 

Shizhong was stationed in Huaidong, and it lasted until the fourth month of 1141 

when the Emperor removed Han Shizhong's military power. 

2. Han Shizhong's Military Achievements in Huaidong 

In the period from the third month of 1133, when Han Shizhong switched 

his garrison with Liu Guangshi's and was appointed as the Pacification 

Commissioner of Huainan East-West Circuit to the fourth month of 

1141, when Han Shizhong was removed from his position, he defended 

Huaidong for eight years. In those eight years, Han Shizhong achieved great 

military successes and made great contributions to the consolidation of the 

Southern Song. 

Having heard about Han Shizhong's military achievements. Emperor 

Gaozong recognized that Han Shizhong's military achievements and 

contributions to the consolidation of the Southern Song "are by no means 

minor."''^® Basically, Han Shizhong had four great military achievements; (1) The 

victory at Dayi ( Jiangdu County CEfP in Jiangsu Province) in the tenth 

"Fang Yu juan 6. in Sfiy. 
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month of 1134; (2) The victory at Huaiyang Nl in the second month of 1136; 

(3) The defeat of Liu Ni WIS at Huaidong in the tenth month of 1136; and (4) 

The victories of the northern expeditions in 1140 and 1141. 

(1) The Victory at Dayi in 1134 

The victory at Dayi was one of the greatest military achievements during 

the initial years of the Southern Song. In fact, the officials of the imperial court 

regarded this victory as "the first military achievement of the Southern Song.'"^ 

For contemporary scholars, the victory was the turning point of the Southern 

Song from the passive position to the initiative position.^^ The victory was 

significant not only for the fact that it defeated the first offensive by the Jin and 

Qi jointed forces, but also for the entire history of the war between Song (both 

the Northern Song and the Southern Song) and Jin.""^ 

After the Huantiandang Battle, the Jins used the Puppet Qi to pin down the 

Southern Song. At the same time, they sent their main forces to take Shanxi, 

through which they hoped to enter Sichun and finally march toward the political 

center along the Yangtze River, eliminating the Southern Song.^ In order to 

realize the strategy, the Jins started their offensive in Shanxi. During the period 

from the ninth month of 1130 to the second month of 1134 the Jins occupied 

Yaolu. juan 81. p. 1338. 
'^".S'.S'.juan364. p. 11364. 

Wei Junru "Guan\-u Zhang Jun de pingjia wenli Lishi Jiaoxue 
1990, No. 12. p.3.' 

Zhao Xiying tfl#^ and Jiang Xidong "Nansong Da>i Zhcn zhi zhan Shuping 
in HebeiXuekan p.82. 
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over half of the Shanxi territory, however, they were still unable to enter 

Sichuan.'*^ 

In the seventh month of 1134, a serious struggle over seizing the national 

political power occurred in the Jin imperial court. After Woliwen SfifJEiS, Talan 

iiM and others seized national military and political power from Wanyan 

Zonghan (Nianhan they started to invade the Southern Song, hoping it 

would help to consolidate their power. Talan and Wanyan Zongbi established a 

united forces composed of the soldiers from Jin and Qi and turned their sights 

on the Southeast."*^ In the tenth month, Talan divided 100,000 soldiers into two 

groups: cavalry and infantry. The cavalry marched from Sizhou towards 

Dizhou and the infantry attacked Chengzhou from Chuzhou 

(nowadays Huaian in Jiangsu Province).'*^ 

In the same month, hearing that the enemy forces had crossed the Huai 

River, Emperor Gaozong was so nervous that he wrote an edict to Han Shizhong 

which ordered him to block the enemies at any cost.'*^^ The Emperor told Han 

Shizhong that he worried about the Jins, who, equipped with "small and light 

boats" and "have swollen heads," would cross the Yangze River and invade 

Zhexi If the enemies took the region, "which is just several blocks away 

from the imperial capital" the empire would be in a dangerous situation. 

Zaji.juan 19. p.292. 
ibid. 
ibid. 
ibid, p.293. 
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Understandably, the Emperor "was quite worried about the situation." He told 

Han Shizhong that "Jiankang and other strategically located areas were the 

most likely places for the enemies to attack. Therefore, they were the lifeline of 

the empire. In the event that they were occupied by the enemies, the empire 

would be in danger."^ 

Moved to tears by the Emperor's edict, Han Shizhong ordered his forces to 

march from Zhenjiang to Yangzhou to meet and fight the enemy. He ordered Xie 

Yuan Mtc, one of his subordinate generals, to stop the invading infantry in 

Gaoyou. Then he himself led the cavalry to Dayi where he ordered his 

soldiers to chop wood and build a fence to block their own route of retreat. ̂  

With the support of Emperor Gaozong, Qin Gui, the prime minister, sent 

Wei Liangchen the Vice Director of the Personnel Ministry, and Wang 

Hui an academician of the imperial court, as ambassadors to go to the Jin 

camps to negotiate peace.^ Wei Liangchen and Wang Hui met Han Shizhong 

on the Yangtze Bridge in Yangzhou on their way to the Jin camps. Upon seeing 

Han Shizhong, Wei Liangchen and his retinue showed Han Shizhong the 

imperial order calling him to withdraw his troops to Zhenjiang. Han Shizhong told 

the two ambassadors that he would retreat according to the order. Then 

" ) juan 81.p. 1323. 
S/tengz/ieng. juan 16, pp.681-682 and Yaolu, juan 81. pp.1322-1323. 
Yaolu. juan 81. p. 1323; Shengzhneg. yaaa 16. pp.681-682 and 55". juan 364. p. 11363. 

^ SS, juan 364. p. 11363 2mA Shengzheng, juan 15, p.671. 
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Shizhong ordered his troops to open the eastern gate and to withdraw to 

Zhenjiang.'*^^ 

Seeing that Wei and Wang had left the area, Han Shizhong ordered his 

troops to change their course and march towards Dayizhen (to the 

Northwest of Yangzhou) in the north. When the troops reached Dayi he once 

again ordered his soldiers to cut off their own escape route by chopping wood 

and building wood railings, and then he picked five groups of the best soldiers 

and secluded them in twenty places. Han Shizhong ordered them to fight at the 

sound of the drums. 

Having learned from the Southern Song ambassadors that Han Shizhong 

had withdrawn to the south, Nieer Bojin the Jin general, was very 

happy and ordered Deye to lead 500 soldiers to march towards Yangzhou, 

hoping to make a surprise attack on Han Shizhong's forces.'*^ 

When the Jin troops arrived in Dayi, Han Shizhong personally challenged 

the enemies, who were on horseback, and lured them into the ambush area. He 

ordered the soldiers to beat drums. Hearing the drums, the ambush soldiers 

rushed out from all directions. Han Shizhong's flags were visible among the Jins" 

flags. Holding big axes with long handles, Han Shizhong's soldiers slashed the 

Jins' chests and cut the legs of their horses. Han Shizhong's forces drove the 

Wang Hui £1#. Jiachen tongzhi lu sec Huibian. juan 162. pp. 1-11; Shengzheng. juan 
15. p.686. 

Yaolu.ivan 81. pp. 1329-1330; Lidai Mingchen Yanxing Lu juan 10. 
Huibian.ium 162. p.3; }ao/u. juan 81. pp.1329-1330. 
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enemy soldiers into chaos , and many fell into the mud. Together with over 200 

officers, such as the Head of Ten Thousand Household, the Head of a Thousand 

Households and the Leader of a Hundred Households, many soldiers, were 

captured. Han Shizhong's troops also captured several hundred horses and 

2,000 weapons.'*" 

Han Shizhong had ordered Xie Yuan Mtc and others to hide in Chengzhou 

(Gaoyou in Jiangsu Province). When the Jin troops entered the ambushed 

area, the Southern Song soldiers attacked them and captured 148 Jins, among 

them one was the Head of a Thousand Households."^ Han Shizhong then 

pursued the enemies to the Hui River The Jins stepped on each other and 

many drowned in the river.Meanwhile, Xu Shian Wang Quan 

and Dong Min IfHan Shizhong's subordinate generals, also defeated the 

enemies in Zhenzhou (Yizhang iBW. in Jiangsu Province) and in Tianchang 

(in Anhui Province). 

The battle in Dayi Zhen stopped the southward movement of the Jin forces. 

The first attack organized by the Jins and their puppet state was defeated. 

Hearing the news of the victory, the Southern Song imperial court was delighted. 

" ' )Vjo/w. juan 81, pp. 1328-1331. 
Zhongxing Zhangong Lu "t* Aand Yaolu. juan 81. pp. 1328-1331. 

1-16 Shizhong Zhuan." in SS. juan 364. p. 11364. 
SS. juan 364. p.l 1364 and Tao/u. juan 81. pp. 1330-1331. 
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Emperor Gaozong declared that he would go to fight the Jins personally. Zhang 

Chun 56® came to Inspect Han Shizhong's forces in Jianghuai."*^ 

The enormous disaster of the Jins at Dayi dealt them a heavy blow. At that 

time, Talan was in Sizhou (in the northeast of Xuyi If in Jiangsu 

Province), Wanyan Zongbi, Liu Lin Wil and Li Niu were in Zhushu Town 

ft Wanyan Zongbi, the Right Supervisor, sent Han Shizhong a letter of 

challenge."*^® Han Shizhong sent Zhang Zhen 36# and Wang Yu the 

officials, to go to the Jin camps to send his letter of acceptance. In the letter Han 

Shizhong wrote: 'The marshal and his soldiers were suffering. In this difficult 

situation the marshal sent me a written challenge, so how could I not do 

everything to prepare for the challenge?"^®" 

The weather seemed to be against the Jins when they went to fight. A 

mixture of rain with snow kept falling and there were no grain for the Jins, for 

Han Shizhong's forces had cut the Jin's transportation line. Since all food 

supplies had been removed, the Jins could plunder nothing in the fields. They 

had to kill their horses for food. The Jin soldiers were complaining about the 

war."*®^ The Jin General Han Chang found out that the Jin soldiers and 

officers had no fighting will left. He told Wanyan Zongbi that if they crossed the 

Yangtze River, "all except my force may rebel." He used the illness of the Jin 

Yaolu, juan 81. p. 1336. 
ibid., jmn S3, p. 1369. 
ibid. 
ibid. p. 1370. 



ruler as an excuse to persuade Wanyan Zongbi to withdraw the Jins' forces. He 

said, "I am afraid some political change may occur in the imperial court. So, the 

only choice for us is to return to the north." Acknowledging the situation, 

Wanyan Zongbi used his recommendation to save face and led his troops to the 

north.''®^ 

Only after the Jins forces had left for the north under the cover of the night 

did Wanyan ZongtDi inform Liu Lin and Liu Ni, the Qi generals, of their departure. 

Liu Lin was so scared that he led his troops to escape for 300 U, moving north at 

day and night.^ As a result, Han Shizhong seized huge amount of weapons and 

supplies left by the Qi forces.'*®^ 

The victory at Dayi could be regarded as a turning point of the war between 

the Southern Song and the Jins. Beginning this year, the Jins gradually lost their 

advantages while the Southern Song forces gained strength. After the victory, 

the Emperor said, "Shizhong is both courageous and loyal to the empire. I know 

that he will defeat the enemies.''*®® He approved Han Shizhong's request and 

ordered Shizong to move his forces to garrison in Chuzhou. Han Shizhong 

happily moved his forces to Chuzhou and prepared to launch an offensive 

against the Jins.'^ 

ibid. 

"Taizong Ji in Da Jin Guo Zhi juan. 8 and rao/w. juan 83. p.l370. 
"Han Shizhong Dayi Zhcn Zhi Sheng " in Zay7. juan 19, pp.293-294 and Yaolu. 

juan 83. pp. 1369-1370. 
Shengzheng. yuan 16.. p.688. 
Zhongxing Xiaoji. yaan 86. p. 1380. see Jao/u. juan 86. p. 1425. 
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(2) The Victory at Huaiyang Pi in 1136 

By the spring of 1136, the rebellion led by Yang Yao (?-1135) had 

been suppressed by General Yue Fei/*®^ During this period, anti-Jin forces were 

in the ascendancy In the areas occupied by the Jins. The imperial ministers such 

as Zhang Chun, Zhao Ding (1085-1147), Li Gang and Lu Yihao 

SUrS, all recommended to the Emperor that the imperial court should recover 

the Central Plain.^ 

With his ministers' encouragement, the Emperor decided to start a northern 

expedition, hoping to force the Jins to accept peace. In the second month of the 

same year, the Emperor ordered Zhang Chun to inspect the military 

troops.'^ The imperial court formulated the plan to attack the Jins. According to 

the strategic plan, (1) Han Shizhong would attack Huaiyang 1^ (Pi JP 

County) from Chuzhou (2) Liu Guangshi would stay in Hefei 

and recruit the northern armies; (3) Zhang Jun 36ft would train troops in 

Jiankang (4) Yue Fei would move to Xiangyang XPi in order to take 

'' ffuihian. juan 16S. pp.9-l0. 
Ibid., juan 169. pp. 1-2. 

'''Ibid. 
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Jingxi and (5) Yang Yizhong would lead the Central Army to act as 

reinforcements. 

Planning to attack Liu Yu's forces In Huaiyang, Han Shizhong secretly 

led his troops to Huixi Han Shizhong ordered his troops to stay to the north 

of Fuli Yue Chao Sitg, Han Shizhong's general, led a scout team of 200 

soldiers as vanguards to take Huaiyang Military Prefecture."®^ Having learned 

that Han Shizhong was planning to seize Huaiyangjun, All the 

Commander-in-chief, sent 8,000 soldiers there. The Jin forces met Yue Chao on 

the way to Huaiyang. Yue Chao and his soldiers rushed towards the enemies. 

The Jins were stunned by the surprise attack and quickly retreated.^ 

The next day, Han Shizhong arrived with his main forces at Huaiyangjun. 

He ordered Hu-yan Tong "fiiii, a commander, to be the vanguard. Hu 

Yantong met the enemies, bravely fought the Jins and captured Belle Yaha 

, the Jin general.'^ By the twenty-first day of the same month, Han 

Shizhong's forces surrounded Huaiyangjun for six days. Liu sent his agents to 

Wanyan Zongbl, the Right Deputy Marshal of the Jins, to seek assistance. After 

Huaiyang Military Prefecture had been surrounded for six days, Wanyan Zongbi 

and Liu Ni fJIS arrived."*®" 

"Gaozong Bcnji 5." in SS. p.533; Huibian, yuan 169; pp. 1-2 and Joo/m. juan 98. p. 1615. 
Huibian, juan 169. p.5. 

juan 98, pp.l616-l6l7; Huibian.iwm 169. p.5 and "Gaozong Bcnji 5." in .SS.. p.524 
ZhongxingXiaoji. }\ian 20; SS, Gaozong Beji 5. p.524; Huibian, juan 169. pp.5-6; 
Huibian. jvan 169. p.6. 
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Assessing the situation, Han Shizhong sent some men to seek assistance 

from Zhang Jun. However, Zhang could not come to their rescue/®® Knowing 

that there would be no help from Zhang, Han Shizhong returned to Chuzhou. On 

his way to Chuzhou, he encountered the Jin forces. Shizhong ordered Hao 

Yanxiong, an officer, to march towards the enemy shouting," The general 

standing before you in a silk gown is none other than General Han." All of his 

generals and soldiers complained to Shizhong that he should not identify 

himself. Shizhong replied, "If I do not then the enemies will not come to us." He 

barely finished speaking when the enemies rushed over. Han Shizhong rushed 

with several cavalrymen over to the enemies and killed two Jin officers. His 

soldiers followed him in hot pursuit and defeated the enemies. When he 

returned to Chuzhou, thousands of Huaiyang residents joined his army, cheering 

him on and following him to the south."*®® 

As a reward for his victory, Han Shizhong was promoted and the Emperor 

awarded 170,000 of Shizhong's soldiers.'^'^ 

(3) The Victory over Liu Ni KM in 1136 

In the spring of 1136, learning that the Southern Song imperial court 

planned to start a northern punitive expedition, Liu Yu f!i% decided to take the 

Huibian. juan 169. p.7. 
"Gaozong Bcnji 5," in SS,, p.5224; Yaolu, yaaxi 98, pp. 1618-1619. 
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opportunity to overthrow the Southern Song. Knowing that without the Jins' 

support he could not realize his goal, Liu sent some representatives to request 

assistance from them. Thinking that this was a good opportunity for making use 

of Qi to invade the Southern Song, the Jins sent their forces to form a joint force 

with Qi.'^ 

The Jins ordered Liu Yu to start his attack on the Southern Song first. 

Wanyan Zongbi marched his force to Liyang *1# ( Henan Province) and 

prepared to act according to the circumstances.^ Liu Yu divided his forces into 

three armies; central, eastern and western. Li Lin mm, Liu Yu's son, 

commanded the central army and attacked Hefei "^11 from Shouchun ## 

(Shou County); Li Ni WIS, Liu Yu's nephew, led the eastern army and marched 

toward Wokou n (to the northeast of Huiyuan fICaS County) from Zijing shan 

(to the northeast of Shou M County) and attacked Oingyuan Xuan 

^ and Huizhou (She County in Anhui Province); Kong Yanzhou ?L 

(1107-1160), a surrendered Song general, led the western army to attack 

Liuan 7\^ from Guangzhou it^. The three armies started their invasion of the 

Southern Song at the same time."*^® 

Han Shizhong's task was to block the eastern army. His hold on Huidong 

played the key role in the Southern Song's victory. Realizing that it would 

Yaolu. juan 100, pp. 1638-1639: "Gaozong Benji 5," in SS, . p.524 and Huibian. juan 170. pp.4-5. 
"Liu Yu Zhuan." in 75. juan 77. pp.9-10. 
Zq/Y. juan 19. p.293. 

^ 55, juan 364, p. 11366-11367;juan 111 andjuan 170. pp.5-6. 
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Shunchang US (Fuyang County in Anhui Province) to take Huixi ft®. 

Yang Yizhong defeated Liu Ni in Outang (to the southeast of 

Dingyuan County Liu Ni was then forced to withdraw his forces. 

Because Liu Nin could not break through the eastern army's blockade, the 

invasion initiated by Qi was thoroughly defeated. 

(4) The Victories in 1140-1141 

In 1138, Jins decided to dethrone the Qi emperor and return the Qi territory 

to the Southern Song. However, the ink of the treaty was hardly dry when, in the 

fifth month of 1140, the Jins broke the treaty and began invading the Southern 

Song once more.'*^ They were defeated by Han Shizhong. Later history has 

proven that the victory was significant to the Southern Song peace plan. 

Wanyan Zongbi, the Marshal-in-chief, divided his forces into three groups; 

Niehu Beile led one group to attack Shandong iJLi Kf; Wanyan Gaoxing 

the Deputy Right Marshal, and Sa-li-qian the Right 

Supervisory Commissioner of the Army, marched from Hezhong (Yongji 

^ ' SIS, juan 364. pp. 11366-11367; ffoubian. juan 111; Huibian. juan 170. pp.5-6 and Vao/u.juan 106. 
p.1721. 
^ " Huibian, juan 200. p.4. 
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County in Shanxi Province) to Shenxl ; and Li Cheng planned to 

enter Henan 

Wanyan Zongbi commanded the main forces and marched from Liyang 

to Bianjing and Nanjing In the same month, he occupied the 

Bianjing iYM area, and then attacked Shunchang, but was defeated by Li Qi, fU 

Due to his failure, he returned to Bianjing/^'* 

After the victory of Shunchang, Emperor Gaozong ordered Han Shizhong 

to march northward. In the sixth month of the same year, Shizhong crossed the 

Huai River and defeated Zhou Taishi and Hela Bojinf^^M in 

Huaiyang ft In the same month, Han Shizhong sent Wang Sheng iJH, a 

commander, to lead Cheng Min jsRH (1094-1174), the general of Han 

Shizhong's guards, in an attack against the Jins. Wang Sheng's forces met the 

Jins' forces in a place which was twenty // to the south of the Huainanjun 

Prefecture They fought the Jins both on water and on land. Soon the 

Jins were driven into the Yi River. Numerous Jins were drowning. Han 

Shizhong's forces proceeded to defeat the enemies and seized over two 

hundred boats.^'^® Han Shizhong then led his forces to surround Huaiyang 

Military Prefecture. He ordered his generals to attack the enemies after the 

completion of the encirclement. Xu Shian a commander, and Cheng Min 

^ ibid., pp.4-6. 
^ ^ Ibid, pp.11-12 and juan 201. p.l. 
' ' Yaolu, juan 136, p.2188 and Huibian, juan 202. p.6. 
•* ^ Zhongxing Xiaoji, juan 28; Houbian, juan 114 and Yaolu, juan 136. p.2188. 
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a general, destroyed the city gate and rushed into the city ahead of the 

soldiers. They fought the enemies fiercely. Cheng Min was wounded in over 

thirty places on his body and Xu Shian was also hurt twice, but they still fought 

bravely. Xie Yuan a division commander, attacked the enemies in 

Tancheng County in Yizhou r/f^. Numerous enemy soldiers drowned. Han 

Shizhong returned victoriously."^ 

On the twenty-fifth day of the sixth month, Han Shizhong ordered Wang 

Sheng iJH, the Commander-in-chief of the Pacification Commissioner" 

Command, Jingdong Huaidong to lead the commanders, Wang Quan 

and Wang Sheng iff-, in an attack against Haizhou Wang Shan 

iiJj, the Jin general in charge of defending the city, sent his soldiers to march 

sixty // to fight Shizhong's forces. After hearing the second drum of the night, 

Wang Sheng sent naval forces to sail to the north of the city. Wang Shan 

used the city wall to defend the city. Wang Sheng £1^ ordered his forces to 

attack the city from all different directions and to use firearms to target the city 

through the northern gate. Zhong Cheng MM, a soldier, entered the city first 

and captured Wang Shan.'*^® 

In the eighth month of 1140, Han Shizhong surrounded Huaiyangjun. The 

Jins came to rescue Huaiyang Military Prefecture from the siege. Han Shizhong 

sent the commanders, Liu Bao mm, Guo Zongyi Xu Shian to 

' Yaolu, juan 136. p.2207 and Huibian, juan 204, pp.6-7. 
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lead the naval forces to Qianqiu Lake where they met several thousand 

enemy soldiers. Liu Bao led his forces to fight the enemies head-on and 

achieved a great victory. They captured two-hundred Jin boats.'*̂  Xie Yuan Htc 

defeated the Jin forces in Tancheng County In Yi Prefecture iff 

Despite a series of failures, Wanyan Zongbi still had not lost his hope of 

defeating the Southern Song and launched another invasion in 1141. Emperor 

Gaozong issued an edict to gather troops in Huaixi in order to meet the 

approaching Jin forces in a head on attack.'*®^ The Southern Song forces 

defeated the Jins at Zhegao However, the Jins surrounded Haozhou 

The Emperor ordered Han Shizhong to assist Haozhou. Han Shizhong led 

his naval forces to Zhaoxin JSfs County. During the night, Han Shizhong sent 

cavalry to attack the Jins and defeated the Jins in Wenxianyi 

Before Han Shizhong reached Haozhou (to the northeast of Fengyang 

County Hrfii ), it had been occupied by the Jin forces. Han Shizhong then led his 

forces to fight the enemies on the bank of the Hui river, and many Jin 

soldiers and officers were killed. Having suffered such a large disaster, the Jin 

^ Vaolu.juan 136. p.2195; Zftongxing Xiaoji. juan 28; f/uibian. juan 204. pp. 1-3 and Shengzheng. juan 
26. p. 1204. 

^ "Han Shizhong Zhuan. " in SS, juan 364. pp. 11366-11367; Huibian. juan 202. pp.9-10; Houbian. juan 
114 and Vaolu.juan 137. pp.2207-2208. 

}ao/M, juan 137. p.2207. Huibian, juan 204. p.7; S.S. juan 364. p.ll366; Shengzheng, juan 26. p.l2l7. 
Ffuibian. juan 205. pp. 1-2. 
Ibid., pp.3-4 and Shengzheng. juan 27. pp. 1233-1234. 
Yaoiu. juan 139. p.2239 and Shengzheng. juan 27. p. 1240. 
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forces returned to the north from Wokou ^ P, and did not again invade the 

Southern Song for over twenty years.^ 

When in Huaidong, Han Shizhong united the Righteous Forces in the 

Shandong lii and Lianghe areas. Using Chuzhou as his base, Han Shizhong 

together with the Song troops in Huaixi and Chuanshan jlll^ continuously 

fought against Jin forces. He pinned down the Jin forces in Huaibei and 

Shandong and repulsed the enemies' attacks supported by the Qi forces many 

times. By 1140, other Southern Song forces stationed in Jianghuai, such as 

Zhang Jun 36ft and Liu Guangshi moved back to the south of the 

Yangze River, whereas Han Shizhong still remained to the north of the river, 

functioning as a wall to protect Jianghuai 

Qin Gui, for the sake of the safety of the military forces' family members, 

suggested that Zhang Jun's and Yue Fei's forces move to the south of 

the Yangtze River. The Military Bureau ordered Han Shizhong to move his 

headquarters from Chuzhou to Zhenjiang. However, Han Shizhong refused to 

comply with the order. He argued that the Jins were harboring evil intentions 

which were difficult to predict. Instead, he requested that the imperial court 

permit his forces to "remained to the north of the Yangtze River in order to 

protect the Jianghuai area. I swear I will fight the enemy to the end of my life." 

Moved by his loyalty to the empire, the Emperor approved his request. 

)aolu, juan 139. p.2239 and SS, juan 364, pp. 11366-13367. 
"Zhongwuwangbci," in Huibian. 'yua.n 217, p. 12. 
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Consequently, Han Shizhong's army was the only force remaining to the north of 

the Yangtze River.'*®® 

Since Han Shizhong was defending in Huaidong and his forces protected 

the nation like a great wall, the safety of the Southern Song was maintained. 

Han Shizhong's contemporaries realized that the reason why the Jins did not 

dare invade the Southern Song was that Han Shizhong was defending the 

region.'^^ Chen Liang 1*^ (1143-1194), a famous philosopher of the Southern 

Song, wrote that Huaidong was safe because Han Shizhong protected the 

important strategic places in Jianghuai.'*®® 

ibid 
}V7o/m. juan 107. p. 1742. 
Chen Liang " Wushen Zai Shang Xiaozong Huangdi Shu fX ^ W." in Chen 

Liang Ji junan 1. 
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PART III; FIGHT FOR HIS IDEAL; HAN SHIZHONG CHALLENGED 
THE EMPEROR 

Chapter Eight 

Opposing the Humiliating Peace with the Jins 

Emperor Gaozong's goal was to preserve the reality—the existence of the 

Southern Song as an independent empire. Therefore, he wanted to stop the 

fighting and make peace with the Jins provided that the Jins accepted the reality. 

However, until the Jins returned all the conquered Northern Song territory, 

including the Yanyun area, Han Shizhong refused to stop fighting the Jins. His 

Ideal was to rebuild the Southern Song into a powerful empire, even stronger 

than the Northern Song. We have found the conflicts between his ideal and the 

Emperor's goal in the above chapters. Han Shizhong successfully persuaded the 

Emperor to approve the stationing of his forces to the North of the Yangtze River 

In 1137. The imperial court later tried to move his forces back to the south of 

the Yangtze River. Yet, Han Shizhong refused the order on the excuse of 

defending the Southern Song. The reason that Emperor Gaozong allowed Han 

Shizhong's forces to stay in the north was that he did not want to dampen Han 

Shizhong's enthusiasm for fighting the Jins. As soon as the Jins showed their 

inclination to make peace with the Southern Song, the Emperor would not need 

ra/w.juan 117. p. 1892. 
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Han Shizhong's enthusiasm. Thus, there would be a conflict between Han 

Shizhong's ideal and the Emperor's goal. 

In the Initial years of the Southern Song, the Jins looked down upon 

Southern Song military forces and never considered making peace with the 

Southern Song. After the 1130s, the newly established Southern Song went 

through several turbulent years and then established a firm foothold after the 

difficult struggles of Han Shizhong and other great generals against the 

enemies. Emperor Gaozong then realized that he could finally force the Jins to 

accept a peace deal. For the Emperor, the Southern Song's strength had been 

improved great deal, so now had capital with which to make a deal with the Jins, 

and the Southern Song's military forces had enough power to deter the Jins.^ 

Inspired by the Southern Song's stability. Emperor Gaozong quickened his 

efforts and tried every means to realize his ultimate goal of making peace with 

the Jins'^^V Meanwhile, he watched the generals closely and did not allow 

anyone to provoke the Jins or to break the border of the Southern Song. The 

court forbade any attempts to provoke the Jins.'*®^ For instance, in early spring of 

1136, Zhang Chun the Right Grand Councilor, tried to organize a punitive 

For instance. Zhang Jic Jiancha Yushi (Supenising Censor)*, asked the emperor why 
did the Jins would like to return the Southern Song the Central Plain, which the>' used ten years to take. 
The emperor answered firmly: "[the JinsJ could not defend it." See Yaolu. juan 19. P. 1924. 

Tlie translation of the title is adopted from Charles O. Hacker's A Dictionary of Official Titles in 
Imperial China, p.. 151. 

Before this period. e\'en court officials were unaware that the emperor "was secretly promoting peace 
negotiations with the Jins." See James T.C. Liu, China Turning inward. p.71. 

For instance, in 1136, Yue Fei's attempt to fight the Jins was stopped by the court. See Deng 
Guangming and Qi Xia, Hang song zhengzhi jingji wen ti. p.44. 
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expedition against the Jins to recover the territory in the Central Plain. He went 

to Zhenjiang 0ICC to hold a military meeting with Han Shizhong and other great 

generals.''®^ They decided that Han Shizhong would march forward from Huidong 

and Yue Fei would march towards Xiangyang from Ezhou fPtW. 

However, since Emperor Gaozong did not want to provoke the conflict between 

the Southern Song and the Jins, he personally wrote an edicts to Zhang Chun 

ordering the Southern Song forces to return to the south and to protect the 

Yangtze River. 

For Han Shizhong, the 1130s were the time when the Southern Song 

should fight against the Jins, for the Southern Song had built up its basis and the 

military forces were strong enough to push the Jins back within their own 

boundaries. Therefore, the late 1130s saw the intensified contradictions between 

General Han Shizhong's idealism and Emperor Gaozong's goal of preserving 

reality. 

1. The Conflict of Long-Standing 

Neither Emperor Gaozong nor Han Shizhong was alone in the ideal of 

remaking the Southern Song into a stronger empire and the ultimate goal of 

maintaining the reality of the Southern Song. Since the founding of the Southern 

f^/uibian, juan 169. pp. 1-2. 
Ibid, and Zhuwengong H'enji juan 95. "Zhang Chun Xing.\huang SRSSffW." in Vaolu. 

juan 106, pp.326-447. 
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Song in Guidefu some civilian officials in the imperial court, such as Li 

Gang and Zong Ze, had cherished the same ideals as Han Shizhong, who 

thought that the Southern Song should fight against the Jins. In contrast, officials 

such as Huang Qianshan and Wang Boyan, believed that the Southern Song 

should make peace with the Jins^. 

Clearly, when the dynasty had collapsed and the powerful Jin forces were 

trying to occupy the whole territory, the letter's opinion sounded more attractive 

and more realistic to the young prince. In Emperor Gaozong's mind, the idea of 

making peace with the Jins had appeared as early as the time he was appointed 

as the Commander-in-Chief of the military forces. Late he admitted that 'from 

the moment the military operations began," he "had known the war must end with 

peace negotiations." He related that "Our thoughts were only of peace. Military 

force was unavoidable, [but] how could we gain pleasure from offensive 

warfare?""®® 

In the early days, when Huang Qianshan, Wang Boyan and other officials 

recommended the Emperor move his capital farther south, Han Shizhong, Li 

Gang and other officials firmly opposed the suggestion. For them, this move 

would mean that the central government was escaping and it would induce the 

Jins to follow the Emperor to the south. If this happened, the morale of the nation 

Some scholars in China, represented by Deng Guangming. has named the first group as "Kangzhan pai 
(war group)" and the sccond group as "Toujiang pai (surrender group)." Through the e.\amination of the 
original materials. I have realized that it was too simple to divide imperial oQicials into two groups. For 
instance, an oaicial's opinion would fluctuate depending on the different time and situation. 
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would be greatly weakened. As an alternative, they suggested that the Emperor 

return to Kaifeng.^^ In Han Shizhong's opinion, the capital should move to 

Changan. 

Regarding the officials' suggestions, the Emperor thought that the Yellow 

River was not a natural barrier which he could depend on. Kaifeng had been 

occupied by the Jins twice. The Emperor's returning to Kaifeng was equal to 

sending him to the Jins. Therefore, he did not even think about rebuilding the 

capital there. He realized that the area south of the Yangtze River would be the 

ideal place to build the capital, where he could avoid the Jins' invasion. To 

appease the officials. Emperor Gaozong issued orders that he would inspect 

Changan Xiangdeng and Jiankang In actuality he had decided 

to visit Jiankang. In the tenth month of 1127, Emperor Gaozong left for 

Yangzhou.'^ 

On the eleventh day of the intercalary eighth month of 1129, Emperor 

Gaozong once again solicited suggestions from military and civilian officials 

regarding where the state should build its capital. Zhang Jun the 

Command-in-chief of the Front Army of the Imperial Defense Command, and Xin 

Qizong the Commander-in-chief of the Imperial Defense Command, 

recommended that the Emperor move to Changsha 

Vao/u, juan 159. pp.2582-2583. 
" SS, juan 364. p. 11357 and Yaolu, juan 27. p.532. 

Yao/u. juan 10. p.229. 
ibid., juan 27. p.532. 
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Han Shizhong was indignant at such a suggestion. He pointed out, "We 

have already lost Hebei and Shandong iJUJK. If we discard Jianghuai tLM, 

will we have any land left?"®°° Inspired by Han Shizhong's sentiment, Emperor 

Gaozong rejected Zhang Jun and Xin Qizhong's suggestion. Thus, the 

Emperor decided to remain in Zhexi. The Emperor told Lu Yihao, the prime 

minister, "Zhang Jun and Xin Qizhong do not have the courage to fight against 

the Jins; therefore, they recommended that I take refuge in Hunan. 

By 1132, Wanyan Talan became the Marshal and the Left Supervisor 

of Jin and was in charge of the south. He sent Liu Yu to attack the south, but 

without any success for several years. The failures of the Jins in Sichuan and 

Hunan made him to change his policy. Therefore, Talan considered making 

peace with the Southern Song in secrecy.^^ In the tenth month of the same year, 

Zonghan the Deputy Marshal-in-chief, negotiated with Wang Lun (?-

1043) and allowed him to return to the Southern Song.®°^ Before that month, the 

Jins thought they could occupy the entire territory of China and eliminate the 

Southern Song. Therefore, the Jins denied all Emperor Gaozong's requests for 

peace and detained all Southern ambassadors.^ 

Wang Lun ZhuanyS. juan 79.. pp. 12-13. 
"Taizong Zhuan" in JS. juan 3,. p.64; "Wang Lun Zhuan" in 55, juan 37L p. 1523; Hu/b/an. juan 

161. 162; yao/u, juan 57. p.995. juan 58. p. 1004 and "Wang Lu Shendaobci KiHtiimt." in Lou Yao 
Gongkui Ji juan 95. pp. 1153-464. 

^ Wang Lun Yuwcn Xuzhong "t*. Wei Ke.ving Hong Hao Cui Zong 
and Zhang Shao SSSF served as envo>'S to Jin. AJI of them were detained by the Jins. See 55. Juan 371. 
page 11523. 
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The Jins had detained Wang Lun for five years, since the eleventh month 

of 1127.®^ When Emperor Gaozong heard Wang Lun's report, he was delighted 

and thought that he could go ahead with his peace plan. In the same month, he 

sent Pan Zhiyao and Gao Gonghui as the ambassadors to the 

front forces of the Jins.®°® 

In the fifth month of 1133, Pan Zhirao and Gao Gonghui returned with the 

Jins" message that if the Southern Song wanted to make peace with the Jins, it 

s h o u l d  s e n d  i m p o r t a n t  m i n i s t e r s  a s  a m b a s s a d o r s  t o  " w i n  t h e  J i n s '  t r u s t . T h i s  

showed Emperor Gaozong that the Jins formally wanted to negotiate peace with 

the Southern Song. He was so delighted that he sent Han Xiaozhou ^ 

(1075-1150), the Academician of the Imperial Palace and the Jointly Manager of 

the Bureau of Military Affairs, as the ambassador to Jin in the same month. The 

Emperor also issued an edict to forbid the Southern Song generals from 

attacking Qi's borders and welcoming the Chinese who escaped to the Southern 

Song from the Central Plain. 

Later that year, when Han Xiaozhou and Hu Songnian (1087-1146), 

the Minister of the Ministry of Works, returned from Jin, Zongwei the 

Deputy Left Marshal, sent Li Yongshou the Commissioner for Military 

^ juan 79. p. 12. 
"Gaozong 4," in SS, juan 27. p.500. 

^ SS. juan 27. p.505. 
}V7o/h. juan 70. pp. 1180-1181. 
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Training in Anzhou Wang Yi an official, and other seven Jin officials 

to the Southern Song.®°® 

Delighted by the news that the Jins wanted to make peace, Emperor 

Gaozong ordered Han Xiaozhou to return to the capital together with the Jin 

officials as soon as possible. At the same time, in order to show his respect for 

the Jin officials, Emperor Gaozong ordered Pan Zhiyao Hilled and Gao 

Gonghui to welcome and accompany the northern ambassadors. The 

Emperor immediately issued an edict to order that all prefectures through which 

the Jin ambassadors would pass should avoid using the Chinese characters, 

Cheng jS, and Min , because the two characters were Jin Taizu and Jin 

Taizong's names.®^° 

Aware of the Emperor's attitude, some senior officials came to show their 

goodwill to the Jin ambassadors. Zhao Zizhou the Vice Director of the 

Ministry of War, and Yang Yingcheng the Defense Commissioner of 

Zhongzhou + ̂ , held a big banquet for the ambassadors. In addition, all the 

governors and high officials came to welcome the northern ambassadors on their 

way to the capital.®'^ 

In striking contrast to those officials, Han Shizhong did not show his 

hospitality to the Jin ambassadors. Although he was in Zhenjiang, which was on 

the route of the northern ambassadors, Han Shizhong did not want to see the 

pp. 1180-1181. 
ibid., p. 1182. 
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Jin ambassadors when they passed through the region. He raised a memorial to 

the Emperor, upon which he inscribed, "this minister's duty is to lead military 

forces and has no obligation to northern ambassadors."®^^ The Emperor 

understood Shizhong's feelings and issued an edict releasing Han Shizhong 

from the responsibility of welcoming the northern ambassadors.®^^ 

However, not all Jin leaders wanted to make peace with the Southern Song. 

Some military generals still attempted to destroy Southern Song military forces. 

During the second and third months of 1134, Wanyan Zongbi and Wanyan 

Salihe directed massive forces to wage a vigorous attack on the 

Xianren Guan Pass fill AM (in the southeast of Hui Wl County in Gansu 

Province) in the frontier area of Shanxi and Sichuan IH jll. Wu Jie 

defeated the Jins.®^"* In the period from the fifth month to the sixth month of the 

same year, Yue Fei defeated the joint forces of Qi and Jin and recovered six 

commandaries flP, including Xiangyang and Yingzhou 

In Jin, the military failures strengthened the trend of the peace settlement 

with the Southern Song. Serving as an ambassador to Jin, Han Xiaozhou had 

found that the Jins were weary of the war and wanted to stop the fighting.®^® The 

Jin essay topic of the civil service examination for the Jinshi (Ph.D) degree was 

ibid., p. 1180. 
ibid. 
ibid. pp. 1180-1181. 

juan 157. p.6. 
ibid., juan 159. pp. 1-2. 
} flo/z/. juan 87. p. 1462. 
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"A Nation Cannot be Managed on Horseback", (Tianxia buke mashang zhi 

) which reflected the Jins' war-weariness and hope for peace.®^^ 

In the spring of 1135, the Jin Emperor Wanyan Wuqimai M 

(1075-1135) died of an illness. Wanyan Dan ^ (1119-1150, the grandson 

of Wanyan Aguda), succeeded the throne.®^® Under pressure from the emperor 

and Talan iifll, the power of Nianhan the military chief, was reduced 

significantly. By the autumn of 1137, Gao Qingyi iVftiGF, the figure on whom 

Nianhan heavily relied, was killed for the crime of taking bribes. Less than a 

month later, Nianhan died of depression.^^^ Talan and Wanyan Zongbi replaced 

Nianhan and became the most powerful figures in Jin. They were appointed as 

the Deputy Left Marshal and the Deputy Right Marshal, respectively."" 

It was with the support of Nianhan that Liu Yu had ascended the throne of 

Qi, so Liu Yu had fawned over Nianhan and Gao Qingyi and regularly sent 

presents to them. He looked down upon Danlan and other Jin officials. 

Therefore, Talan and other Jin officials hated Liu Yu.®^^ Talan had tried for 

several years to remove Liu Yu from his position.®^ After the death of Nianhan 

and Gao Qingyi, the Jin court adopted Danlan's suggestion and were ready to 

dethrone Li Yu and to cancel Qi's statehood.®^^ 

Huibian. juan 162. p. 11. 
ibid., juan 166. pp.3-5. 
Ibid., juan 178. pp.5-7. 
JS. juan 4. pp.2-3. 
Zhang Hui §B0l. Jinlu Jieyao sec Huibian. 'yaan 182. pp. 17-18. 
//w/A/a//, juan 187. pp. 17-18. 
Ibid., juan 187. pp. 17-18 and./5. juan 4. pp.2-3. 
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At about the same time, the Huixi Mutiny happened in the Southern Song 

Li Qiong (1104-1153) crossed the Hui River and surrendered to 

Not having realized that the Jins were about to expel him, Liu Yu sent his 

officials to persuade the Jins to aid him in his fighting against the Southern 

Song."® Realizing that it was a good opportunity for the Jins to dethrone Liu Yu, 

the Jins approved his request. The Jin imperial court instructed Liu Yu to do the 

following; (1) Gather all Qi military forces to the north bank of the Huai River, (2) 

Place Qi's forces under the leadership of the Jin marshals and generals, and (3) 

send Liu Lin #!1M to the area between Junzhou and Huazhou ft iHI to meet 

the Jin military leaders.®^^ In the eleventh month of 1137, when Liu Lin reached 

the bank of the Yellow River with 200 cavalrymen, they were captured by Jin 

forces. After that, Wanyan Zongbi and Talan led soldiers to Kaifeng and 

An author thinks that the Huaixi Mutiny was the turning point of Emperor Gaozong's policies, since 
then the emperor applied sanctions against and restrained the generals. Sec Jian Ending ff "Huai.xi 
Bingbian su Song Gaozong de Yiwu Zhengce ^ in Danjiang Daxue 
Zhong\ven.xi Zhubian ycM. Zhanzhengyu Zhongguo Shehui zhi Biandong Htt# 

(Taiwan Xuesheng Shuju. 1991). p.7l. 
Huai.xi Mutiny was caused by Lu Zhi Stf:. Dudufu canmou junshi (The Staff in the 

Area Command see Hucker-dictionary. p. 545.) In the Huixi Army Lu Zhi's overbearing 
insolence angered tlie generals and soldiers of the army. Li Qiong K4I planned to surrender to Qi. Lu 
Zhi found out Li Qiong's conspiracy and reported Li (pong's plan to the court. In the report he asked the 
court to send forces to Huaixi and removed Li Qiong's military power. However, his report was leaked to 
Li Qiong by the secretary- who wrote the report. The court appointed Zhang Chun as HuaLxi 
Xuanfushi (the Pacification Commissioner of HuaLxi) % (and General Yang Yizhong 
as Zhizhishi WCfitL (Mililaiy Commissioner). The news reached HuaLxi Army. Li Qiong waged the 
mutiny. (Sec Eguo Jintuo Cuibian 9 H juan 1. p. 18) On the 8th day of the 8th montlu Li 
Qiong killed Lu Zhi and surrendered to Qi with 40.000 soldiers. (See Huibian. juan 178. p. 1278. Yaolu. 
juan 113. pp.823-824. pp. 1826-1828 and p.l829; "Zhangweigong san zhan benmo lue. Huai.xi zhi bian 

in Oidong Yeyu juan 2. p.25 and "Lu Zhi Zhuan Sitff." in 
55. juan 370. p. 11510. 

Huibian, juan 178.p.4. 
ibid.. '}\ian 181. pp.12-13. 



arrested Liu On the eighteenth day of the eleven month of 1137, the Jin 

court issued an official edict which dethroned Liu Yu and established the 

Department of State Affairs in Kaifeng. Talan iltM was given control of the Qi 

territory.®^® 

In the winter of 1135, the Southern Song imperial court strengthened 

central control of the military forces. By changing ail of its military forces from 

Shenwu to the Army for Protecting the Imperial Abode, it further clarified 

that the task of the military forces was to protect the Emperor. ^ 

The ending of the Qi State brought disorder to the Qi territory. The people 

and the officials of Qi did not want to be directly ruled by the Jins, and many of 

them thought about starting uprisings. In the first month of 1138, Cui Hu 

the governor of Linru Military Prefecture and Liu Yongsou the 

Governor of Caizhou , appointed by the Qi imperial court, led their forces to 

Yue Fei's camps in Ezhou Song Chao the Prefect of Bozhou and 

Wang Zong a commander, of the Qi military forces also returned with their 

Ihid. 
ibid., pp. 1-14. 
Han Shizhong's Army was changcd to Qianhujun (The Front Army of Imperial Defense) and 

stationed in Chengzhou and Chuzhou : Zhang Jun 3^)$ was changed to 2nionghujun 
(The Central Army of Imperial Defense) and stationed in Jiankang : Yue Fei'a Army was changcd to 
Houhujun ^319 (The Rear Army of Imperial Defense) and stationed in Ezhou : Liu Gnangshi's 
Army was changed to Zuohujun (The Left Army of Imperial Defense) and stationed in 
Taipingzhou W; Wu Jie's Army was changed to Youhujun (The Right of Army of 
Imperial Defense) and stationed in Sichuan B9 jli and Shangan 1^"^ and Wang Yan's 3E.^ Army was 
changcd to Qianhufujun liTfllHfl W- (The Assistant Front Army of Imperial Defense) and stationed in 
Jingnan WW. See Yaolu. juan 96. pp.1582-1583 and Huibian. yaaa 168. p. 16. 
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troops to the Southern Song in the same month. Emperor Gaozong received 

Wang Zong and awarded him silver and silk.®^^ 

Regarding this situation in Qi as a valuable opportunity for the Southern 

Song to recover its lost Central Plain, Han Shizhong immediately recommended 

to the Emperor that the court take advantage of Liu Yu's deposition and launch 

an offensive to regain the Central Plain.However, his recommendation elicited 

no response from the Emperor. In Han Shizhong's opinion, the Southern Song 

should not let this valuable opportunity slip, otherwise it may never arise again. 

He tried to persuade the Emperor to mobilize all the military forces to march 

north and recover the Central Plain. However, the Emperor's answer was that it 

would not be appropriate to make any movement right now. Therefore, the 

emperor ordered him to stay in Zhenjiang.^^ 

Zhao Ding, the prime minister, told the Emperor that some civilian officials 

were also discussing the opportunity to recover the Central Plain. They 

supported an active policy towards Jin and urged the Emperor to take the 

advantage and send forces to recover the lost territories.®^ Jin Anjie 

(1094-1170), a commissioner of the imperial palace, sent a memorial to Emperor 

Gaozong in which he stated that the cancellation of Qi's state by Jin provided 

the Southern Song with a god-sent opportunity to recover the lost territory. He 

Huibian. i\an 183. p. I and yao/w. juan 117. pp. 1890-1891. 
Zhongwuwangbei. p. 119. 
ibid. 

juan 118. pp. 1900-1901. 
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urged the Emperor by saying that "we cannot afford to lose this valuable 

opportunity."®^ The civilian officials asked the imperial court to call military 

officials to discuss the strategy of recovering the lost territory, yet the Emperor 

said that it was unnecessary. He told Zhao Ding, "Currently Emperor Huizong, 

Qinzong and Empress Dowager are still in the hands of the Jins. If we do not 

make peace with Jin, how can they return them to us?"^ Clearly, Emperor 

Gaozong had decided to make peace with the Jins without considering how big 

the price was. 

Having disregarded the opposition to his peace plan, the Emperor still 

pushed forward. One indicator of the Emperor's determination was that he 

recalled Qin Gui to the imperial court in 1137. In the period when the 

}Vjo/m. juan 117. pp. 1890-1891. 
-'"Ibid., juan 118. pp. 1900-190!. 

Qin Gui was from Jiankang. He married Nee Wang, a granddaughter of Wang Gui the Prime 
Minister in the reign of Emperor Shenzong (r. 1068-1085). Wang Boyang used to be his 
teacher. (Sec Huibian .juan 206, pp.3-4 and "Wang Boyan zhuan in 5S. juan 473p. 13746. ) 
Together with other Song ministers and imperial family members, Qin Gui was captured and sent to the 
north bj- the Jins. Qin Gui started to please the Jins. When E.\-Empcror Huizong flk ^ learned that his 
son Zhao Gao mm ascended the throne as Emperor, he asked Qin Gui to write a letter for him to Wanyan 
Nianhan (zonghan who controlled the political power of Jin. Huizong persuaded 
Wanyan Zonghan to let him to conNince Gaozong to be subject of Jin. (See Huibian. juan 211. Beishou 
Xinglu pp.2-12. ) It is belie\ed that the letter was drafted by Huizong himself and was polished 
by Qin Gui. It is also believed that it was written by Qin Gui. The letter was refiised by the Jins, howe\ er, 
Qin Gui was noticed by the Jins. Under the aegis of Wanyan Talan (Wanyan Chang 
he was employed by the Jins. In 1130, when Wanyan Talan attacked Chuzhou, Qm Gui was ordered to 
write the Letter of Persuading Surrender. There are several editions as for how Qin Gui returned to the 
Southern Song. The First one was that he was "sent back in secrecy" by the Jins. ( See Wang Mingqing 

Yuzhao Ximhi juan 6, Baoyantang Miji ben and "Ewangzhuan 
in Eguo Jintuo Xubian Bl ^{^IKtil, juan 20, p. 1479. ) According to Qin Gui himself, he 

went from Yan to Chu through 2,800 li. crossing the river and sailing in the sea. (Sec "Qin Gui Zhaun," 
in SS. juan 473.. p. 13749.) The third was also from Qin Gui himself, he told that he killed the Jin guards 
who watched him. seized ship and returned to the Southern Song. (See "Xiushui Xianju Lu 
in Huibian. juan 220, pp. 1-15 and Yaolu. juan 39, pp.325-563.) After he retiuned to the south. Emperor 
Gaozong felt that Qin Gui was valuable in his making peace with the Jins. According to Deng 
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Emperor needed the generals to fight for the consolidation of the Southern 

Song, he had sent Qin Gui out of the capital and demoted him to Prefect of 

Wenzhou and Prefect of Shaoxing in 1136. When the Emperor felt that it was 

time for him to make peace with the Jins, he immediately recalled Qin Gui to 

come to the center of the political power. In the first month of 1138 after the 

news of ex-Emperor Huizong's death had reached the Southern Song, Qin Gui 

was promoted to the position of Commissioner of Military Affairs.^ By this time, 

Qin Gui had realized Gaozong's purpose of preserving the reality and his dislike 

of Han Shizhong's ideal. As a result, he removed all officials who supported the 

ideal from the imperial court.^ 

In the eighth month after Wang Lun went to the north, Qin Gui, the 

Commissioner of the Bureau of Military Affairs, followed the Emperor's edict and 

called Han Shizhong, Yue Fei and Zhang Jun to the imperial court, attempting to 

explain the imperial policy of making peace with the Jins and force them to 

implement it. Unlike Zhang Jun, Han Shizhong and Yue Fei opposed the peace 

S40 negotiations. 

Guangnung. Qin Gui had started his efifort to help the Jins to conqucr the Southern Song as early as he 
became capti\°e of the Jins. (See Deng Guangming, "Nansong dui Jin douzheng zhong de jige wenti 

" in Lishiyanjiu 1963. No. 2. p.25.) 
Huibian, juan 183. p.3; Shengzheng. ivan 23. pp. 1051-1052. 
"Qin Gui Zhuan." in SS. juan 473. . pp. 13752-13753. 
"Qi zhishi bu \-unxu reng ling qianlai .vingzai zoushi sheng zha 

in Eguo Jituo Cuibian juan 9, p. 1258; "Cimian fu .vingzai shi bu jiin zha 
in Eguo Jituo Cuibian juan 2. p.466; "Zai qi zhi shi bu >-un sheng zha 

in Eguo Jintuo Xubian juan 7. pp. 1258-1260; Huibian. '}van 184. 
p. 1332 and "Situn Zhu Dajun in Shuixin Bieji juan 12, p.783. 
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2. Time to Stand up: Han Shizhong Submitted Memorials to the 
Emperor 

As Robert Rublman has found, the hero's role in official history is to 

"awaken the Emperor to his duties."®^^ The authors of the official history tried to 

portrait Han Shizhong as a general who only played the role of reminding the 

Emperor of his responsibility. Li Xianchuan's book has provided us with a series 

of General Han Shizhong's memorials showing that Han Shizhong tried hard to 

remind the Emperor of his duty. The same materials also reveal the conflicts 

between Han Shizhong's ideal and the Emperor's goal of maintaining the 

Southern Song. 

By 1137, the Jin's main forces, such as Wanyan Zongbi's, Talan's and 

Salihe's, had suffered heavy casualties. Because of continuous fighting, Jin 

generals had become tired of the war and wanted to negotiate peace with the 

Southern Song.®^^ Talan, who controlled Jin's central power, had shown his 

desire to make peace with the Southern Song. Accordingly, he asked Wang Lun 

and Gao Gonghui the Southern Song ambassadors, to tell the 

Song court that there would be no obstacle in the way of negotiation from then 

on.^ Wanyan Zongbi also told the Emperor through a letter taken back by the 

ambassadors that if Emperor Gaozong met the Jin's conditions, then not only 

Robert Rublman. Traditional Heros in Chinese Popular Fiction, p. 149. 
- " H e  Z h u  Z h u a n . "  i n  SS. juan 380.. p. 11709. 
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the remains of Zhao Jie and Wei Shi •K, Emperor Gaozong's mother, but also 

the territory in Henan controlled by Liu Yu would be returned to the Southern 

Song.^ 

Hearing the news, Emperor Gaozong was so happy that he awarded Wang 

Lun some special gifts.^ In order to show his desire to make peace 

according to the Jin's terms, the Emperor sent Wang Lun back to Jin on the 

following day and asked the Jin court to send official ministers or ambassadors 

to come to the Southern Song and decide the terms of the peace treaty.^ 

At the same time as the Emperor sent Wang Lun to negotiate with the Jins, 

Han Shizhong was preparing to launch an offensive against the Jins. He made 

an effort to strengthen his forces and weaken the enemy forces by recruiting 

and summoning men in the Central Plain.®^^ 

After Wang Lun, an academician of the imperial palace, notified the Jin 

court of Emperor Gaozong's intention to make peace, the Jin court sent Wuling 

Simou the academician of the Jin court, and Shi Qing as 

ambassadors to visit the Southern Song with the title of the "Ambassadors 

Issuing the Jin Imperial Court Edicts to the South of the Yangtze River. 

Hearing the news, Emperor Gaozong urged Wang Shu (?-1142), who 

was inspecting the military troops in Huaishang Ji, to come back to the capital 

} ao/M. juan 117. p. 1894. 
ibid., juan 119. pp. 1924-1925. 
Ibid., juan 117. pp. 1894-1895. 
Huibian. juan 177. pp. 3-4. 
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and arrange negotiations with the Jin ambassadors.®^ Like Han Shizhong, 

Wang Shu opposed the peace negotiations.®®® After he returned to Linan, Wang 

Shu further advocated his own point of view. He attempted to persuade the 

Emperor not to make peace by stating that the Southern Song had achieved 

great success and gone through difficult times. At that point, the country had 

great generals and strong military forces. He told the emperor, "If you negotiate 

peace with the Jins, it would disobey the will of heaven and offend the will of the 

people."^^ Nevertheless, the determined emperor did not listen to his 

objection.®®^ 

Hearing that Wuling Simou would arrive at Linan there were outcries 

among the civilian and military officials of the imperial court. Many of them 

pleaded to see the emperor personally and showed their suspicion of Jin.®®^ Han 

Shizong felt it was time for him to stand up and oppose the humiliating peace 

treaty.®®^ Having learned that the Jin ambassadors who came to the Southern 

Song bore a humiliating title, Han Shizhong handed in his memorial in which he 

said that the fact that the Jins had sent their ambassadors to the Southern Song 

•\vith the title of Zhaoyu (Issuing Imperial Edict)," was "by no means a minor 

affair. I am afraid that the enemy will send huge forces to our border to blackmail 

Yaolu. juan 119. p. 1923. 
ibid .iwn 122. p. 1976. 
//w/A/flw, juan 183. pp.6-7. 
Ibid., pp.8-9. 
Ibidi. 
Ibidi. 
ibid, pp.1-9-. juan 184 and juan 188. 
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your majesty." So, the imperial court should to "ponder it over and over" and 

"should never promise anything" to the Jins. The problem between the Jins and 

the Southern Song could only be settled through "a war." He went on to request 

that the Emperor send him to "the place where the Jins' power was most 

concentrated" if the war between the two sides occurred. He even prepared to 

go to the imperial palace to explain his position. The Emperor refused his 

request.^ For Emperor Gaozong, what was important was to maintain the 

Southern Song territory and his position as its supreme ruler. Thus, he was 

determined to accept the unacceptable conditions of the Jins. 

After Wuling Simou arrived in Linan, he did not want to hand in his national 

letter (Guoshu) in the Grand Councilor's office to negotiate with civilian and 

military ministers of the Southern Song. He asked the Prime Minister of the 

Southern Song to go to the guest house in which he lived. Later, considering the 

rapidly approaching date of his return to the north, he had to go to the Prime 

Minister's office to negotiate with the Southern Song prime minister.®®® 

Zhao Ding, Qin Gui and Wang Shu participated in the negotiations. In the 

negotiations, the two sides decided upon the ceremony to be performed when 

Wuling Simou went to have audience with Emperor Gaozong. Despite the 

agreement, when Wuling Simou and Shi Qing were guided by a Southern Song 

prime minister to see Emperor Gaozong, they displayed their arrogant attitudes. 

Shengzheng. juan 23. p. 1083. 
Yaolu, juan 122, p. 1976. 
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After they handed the letter to Emperor Gaozong, they demanded that the 

Emperor make known his position on the spot. Emperor Gaozong told them to 

return to their guest hotel, and he would notify them when the imperial court 

made its decision.®®^ 

In the seventh month of 1138, Emperor Gaozong sent Wang Lun to Jin as 

an ambassador to express to Jin the Southern Song's determination to make 

peace with the Jins.®®® In the eleventh month, the Southern Song court learned 

that the Jin had approved the resolution of the negotiations between Wang Lun 

and Wuling Simou. The Jin also sent Zhang Tonggu and Xiao Zhe to come to 

the south with Wang Lun to sign the formal treaty on the basis of the previous 

negotiations.®®® 

Han Shizhong was not happy to hear the news. Fearing that Han Shizhong 

would give the Jin ambassadors a difficult time and that as a result, the peace 

plan would be affected. Emperor Gaozong personally wrote an edict to Han 

Shizhong to further elaborate on his purpose for making peace with the Jins. 

Realizing that Han Shizhong was a loyal general, the Emperor tried to persuade 

Han Shizhong to follow him by stating that filial piety was the reason he would 

like to make the humiliating peace deal with the Jins. He told Han Shizhong that 

he had not seen ex-Emperor Huizong, Emperor Qinzong, the Empress Dowager 

ibid., juan 120. pp. 1945-1946. 

Huibian, iuan 184, p.4. 
ibid., juan 185. pp. 1-2. 
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and the imperial relatives, who had been captured by the J ins, for over ten 

years. The fact that he wanted the JIns to return them to the Southern Song 

caused him to attempt making the peace treaty with the Jins. By writing this 

edict, the Emperor hoped that Han Shizhong would control himself and protect 

the incoming Jin ambassadors.®®® 

However, the Emperor did not convince Han Shizhong. Unable to criticize 

the Emperor directly, Han Shizhong directed his criticism to Wang Lun and Lan 

Gongzuo the civilian officials who supported the Emperor's negotiations 

with the Jins.®®^ Qin Gui felt that Han Shizhong's criticizing of the peace treaty 

was a great insult to him. 

The titles of Zhang Tonggu (1088-1156) and Xiao Zhe , the 

Jin Ambassadors, were humiliating to the Southern Song. The meaning of 

Zhang's tittle was "the Ambassadors issuing the Jin imperial edicts to the South 

of the Yangtze River," and Xiao's title was "the General Demonstrating the Jin's 

Prestige [to the Southern Song]."®®^ The Jins tried to demonstrate the Jin's power 

and prestige to the Southern Song. However Emperor Gaozong did not care 

about the titles. What he considered was the reality, the independence in reality, 

of the Southern Song. In his mind, as soon as peace could be realized and once 

the boundaries were fixed, there would be no need to exchange embassies 

yao/t/.juan 123. pp. 1899-1991. 
Ibid and Shengzheng. juan 24. p. 1089. 
}V7o/w. juan 123. 1991. 
Huibian. 'yaan 185. pp. 1-2. 
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between the Southern Song except on the occasions of the Jin ruler's birthday 

and the first day of each year.®®^ 

Before they entered the territory of the Southern Song, Zhang Tonggu sent 

a Xinpai langjun to notify the Southern Song court that after the 

ambassadors entered the Southern Song territory, the accompanying officials of 

the Southern Song would kneel down when receiving them and the officials of 

the counties and prefectures should respect the edict of the Jin emperor. Even 

more humiliating to the Southern Song was when the Jin edict reached Linan 

and Emperor Gaozong had to take off his imperial yellow robe, put on a 

ministerial gown to receive the edict. Emperor Gaozong had to regard himself as 

an official equal to Zhang Tonggu and Xiaozhe in the process of receiving the 

edict. They told the Southern Song court that the Jin court had decided on the 

ceremony and could not be changed.®®® 

For Emperor Gaozong, this was a valuable opportunity for him to make a 

peace treaty with the Jins, therefore, he would try every means to realize it. 

Accordingly, he planned to accept the humiliating ceremony. He declared that in 

order to "keep the people from suffering, from wars and live peaceful lives" he 

would not mind enduring the humiliation.®®^ 

Yaolu. juan 124. p.2009. 
Yipailangjun was a Jin ambassador with a siher badge, on which Jin emperor's name and the task of 

the ambassador were inscribed. See Cai -cidian. p.443. 
 ̂)V7o/m. juan 123. p. 1985. 

Ibid., p. 1999. 
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The coming of the two Jin envoys caused great indignation in the Southern 

Song court and commonality. On the twenty-sixth day of the eleventh month, the 

Jin ambassadors arrived at the Southern Song border, and Fan Tong the 

welcoming and accompanying ambassador, kneeled down towards the north 

before the Jin ambassadors. The Southern Song civilians and military men who 

witness the ceremony could not stop their tears from flowing down their 

cheeks.^ 

Han Shizhong continuously showed his opposition to the Emperor's policy 

of accepting the humiliation and making peace with the Jins in the eleventh 

month. He continuously sent memorials to the Emperor, in which he argued that 

the Southern Song should not make such a peace with Jin.®®® When the Emperor 

was insulted by the enemies, he said, the subjects of the empire should fight to 

death. He then told the Emperor that he "will fight to death for the emperor. In 

order to encourage generals and soldiers [to fight the enemies], I will be the first 

to fight the enemies."®^° 

In his memorial written on the twelfth day of the eleventh month, Han 

Shizhong systematically examined the Jin's purpose in making a peace treaty 

with the Southern Song. He analyzed for the Emperor that the Jins had spied out 

the Southern Song's land for ten years in order to accomplish its schemes of 

annexing the country. By no means would the Jins want to return the land they 

ibid. 
He raised to ihe imperial court over ten memorials in a row. 
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had seized from the Southern Song. Although the Jins promised that it '\vould 

return the Guan and Shan M territories to us", the promise only served as a 

strategy by which the Jins hoped to divide the Southern Song military forces. He 

told the Emperor: "Shanxi is the basis of military forces from where horses and 

soldiers are produced, so how can the Jins want to return it to us? Will Jin 

support our military forces by returning Shanxi to us?" He told the Emperor not to 

believe the promise because "this is blatant cheating." He also told the Emperor 

that after careful consideration he realized that the Jins wanted to get military 

men and civilians in Shandong and Hebei as well as the Nuzhen ix:%, Qidan 

Bohai and Haner Qianjun who had sought refuge from the 

north within the Song empire. He further argued that the Jins " will carry out their 

plan in the name of returning the above mentioned territories to us. The Jins will 

use it as a way to frustrate our fighting morale. " At the same time, the Jins would 

mobilize their military power to threaten the Southern Song and force it to pay 

indemnities to them under the pretense of returning the territory to the Southern 

Song. "If that happens", Han Shizhong warned the Emperor, "it would exhaust 

our national treasure. As a result, your majesty will lose the support of the 

people and the nation will not be able to exist in such a difficult situation."®^' In 

Han Shizhong's eyes, the Jin's purpose for making peace was to treat the 

Emperor of the Southern Song like Liu Yu, the puppet. Therefore, all ministers of 

^ " Yao/u.juan 123, pp. 1985-1986. 
Ibid. p. 1987. 
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the nation would become puppet ministers. If this happened, the soldiers and 

masses would be very disappointed; thus, the imperial government would lose 

all popular support and sympathy. 

As for the reason that the Jins wanted to make a peace treaty with the 

Southern Song, Han Shizhong explained to the Emperor that the basic fact was 

the Jins "were scared by our military power and prestige." After the Jins 

"suffered such a heavy loss and could not figure a way out, they came to make 

the peace with us." After the failure of their military invasions, the Jins realized 

that "they had to take precautions against our military forces." Furthermore, 

since the Jins did not possess the military power to destroy the Southern Song, 

they "could make no move without careful thought even though they decided to 

annex us." Therefore, Han Shizhong told the Emperor, "Peace is so important 

that it impacts the destiny of our nation. 

On the tenth day of the eleventh month of 1138, Han Shizhong learned that 

the Jin ambassador had pointed out that when he arrived at Linan, Emperor 

Gaozong had to respect the Jin emperor's edict and treat the ambassador with 

the edict as Liu Yu had done.^" This information made Han Shizhong unable to 

sleep at night and he could not make himself calm down during the day. He 

worried about the situation. He wondered how Emperor Gaozong would deal 

with the problem. What he worried about most, though, was that the Emperor 

^ " 5'5'. juan 364 and Vaolu.juan 123. p. 1986. 
Vaolu.juan 123. p. 1987. 
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would bow his head in front of the Jin imperial edict under the pressure of the Jin 

ambassador.^® 

Han Shizhong pierced the truth with one pertinent remark. He told Emperor 

Gaozong, 'The Jins' real purpose is to make your majesty their subject in the 

name of respecting the edict. He lay bare the Jins' lies and sophistry by 

stating that if the Jins really wanted to build good relations with the Southern 

Song, they would not demand that the Emperor participate in such a humiliating 

ceremony. The Jin ambassadors' behavior had demonstrated that the Jins tried 

to subdue the Southern Song.^ 

Han Shizhong warned Emperor Gaozong to realize that there would be 

negative effects if the Emperor accepted the Jins' term. He told the Emperor that 

If that happened, the imperial court world "lose all popular sympathy." If the 

people did not trust the government, it would be very difficult to change their 

attitudes. He also told the Emperor not to look down upon the national power. 

After several years of fighting against the Jins, "the fighting strength of our 

military forces and civilian's support have grown." Jin had attempted to eliminate 

the Southern Song for a long time. Since 1134, however, it was scared by the 

Southern Song's forces, and had no way to defeat them; therefore it adopted the 

" ' Yaolu. iuan 123. pp. 1985-1986. 
-'Ubicl.. p. 1985. 
^'^ibUL. pp. 1985-1986. 

Ibid., p. 1985. 
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Strategy of negotiating with the Southern Song because if the Southern Song 

mobilized all forces, it could defeat the Jin forces.®^® 

Han Shizhong even warned the Emperor to think about his vital interest. He 

said that generals and soldiers had fought against the Jins for the restoration of 

the dynasty for a long time. "Facing this humiliation, how can they not show their 

indignation?"®^® This statement seemed to indicate that the military might rise up 

and oppose Emperor Gaozong's succumbing to the Jins. It was almost a threat 

to the Emperor, who must have felt the danger of the military forces to his 

imperial rule. 

Han Shizhong predicted that Southern Song military power would be 

destroyed if the Emperor accepted the Jin's demands. He told Emperor 

Gaozong, "If your majesty respects the Jin's edict, the military men and civilians 

will think of their home town." Then, they would not want to fight for the dynasty, 

and the soldiers and officers would go back to their home towns. "When they 

leave, it will be hard to gather them back." In this event, the Southern Song 

would have no military power at all.^ 

Han Shizhong further pointed out to the Emperor that the peace treaty with 

Jin was not only a humiliation to China, but also an economic burden if the 

Southern Song accepted the Jin's economical demands. In the eleventh month 

of 1138, Han Shizong said that following the Jin's edicts, the Jin ambassadors 

-'''ibid., p. 1987. 
'"'/fe/W.. pp. 1985-1986. 
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"will come to China continuously. As a result, gifts and presents for them alone 

will exhaust our nation's treasures." Consequently, the country could not support 

its own military forces. "By the time the Southern Song loses its capability to fight 

against the Jins, the only choice for the Southern Song would be 'surrender 

without war"."®®^ 

As a last resort, Han Shizhong realized he had to put his own destiny on 

the line in order to make the Emperor change his mind. Han Shizhong told the 

Emperor that if he could not defeat the Jins, he would give up his ideal of 

recovering the lost territory of the nation and have no further objection to the 

Emperor's peace plan with the Jins.®®^ In another memorial, Han Shizhong told 

the emperor," this subject has raised several memorials opposing the peace 

treaty. They have offended your majesty. If all my memorials are proved to be 

meaningless later, I hope your majesty will punish me according to the legal 

code of the nation."®®^ 

Despite these appeals. Emperor Gaozong turned a deaf ear to Han's 

opposition to his peace plan, for his determination to make the peace treaty with 

the Jins was unshakable, in order to speed up the pace of the peace treaty 

negotiation and to eliminate outside influences, the Emperor entrusted Qin Gui 

Ibid. 
ibid., p. 1981. 
ibid., pp. 1985-1986. 
Yaolu. juan 123. pp. 1990-1991. As for Han Shizhong's memorials opposing the humiliated peace, see 
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p. 1565; Zhongwuwangbei: "Han Shizhong zhuan." in Shijiangzhuan. juan 5 and "Han Shizliong zhuan." 
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with all power to deal with the matter related to the peaceful negotiations with 

Jin.^ The Emperor also approved Sun Yu Qin Gui's accomplice, to 

replace Wang Shu as the Commissioner of Military Affairs.®®® 

By then, Han Shizhong warned the imperial court that if the Southern Song 

made peace with Jin, "the national morale would wither." He requested that the 

Emperor permit him to talk with the Jin ambassador personally when the 

ambassador arrived at Linan. The Emperor refused his request. Han Shizhong 

sent another memorial to the emperor, in which he pointed out that Qin Gui was 

harmful to the nation.®®® 

With the approaching of the Jin ambassadors, the oppositions to the peace 

treaty with the Jins became even more acute among the Southern Song people. 

On the twenty-fourth day of the twelfth month of the same year, Southern Song 

officials welcomed Zhang and Xiao to Linan and arranged for them to live in the 

mansion of the Left Grand Councilor. Both the civilian and military officials in the 

imperial court and the residents of Linan were full of indignation toward the Jin 

ambassadors. The slogan that Qin Gui was Jin's spy appeared on the wall of 

In the tenth month of the same year, Qin Gui seized the supreme and monopoly power on the 
peace negotiation with the Jins. After an acute debate among the officials, he told the emperor 
that "the two sides had their own arguments. If your majesty really wanted to make peace with 
Jin, give me the monopoly power to deal with this matter. In this way. the peace could be 
realized." Hoping to realize the peace treaty with the Jins, Emperor Gaozong approved Qin Gui's 
request. Zhao Ding was removed from his position and was appointed as Shaoxing Zhifu and 
Liangzhe Donglu Anfu ZhizhiShi. (JFfuibian, juan 184. pp.5-6; I'ao/w, juan 122. p. 1974. 

Yaolu. '}\ian 123. pp. 1988-1989; Huibian. '\a3in 188. pp.1-2. 
I'no/w. juan 142. p.2285. 
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Linan.®®'' Some people stated that if the Emperor knelt down before the Jin 

ambassadors during the ceremony, they would protest it with radical action. 

This indignation soon spread to nearby areas such as Changzhou 

Zhenjiang and Huiji 

Without considering Han Shizhong's and other civilian and military officials' 

opposition, the imperial court just continued to push ahead with the peace treaty 

negotiations. In order to avoid the resentment of the people, on the twenty-

eighth day of the twelfth month, Qin Gui paid an official call to Zhang Tonggu in 

the Zuo Pushe Guan (The Mansion of the Left Grand Councilor) and knelt down 

before the Jin ambassadors instead of Emperor Gaozong when receiving the 

edict^ Thus, the Southern Song court completed its process of making the 

humiliating peace treaty with the Jins. In the first month of 1139, the Southern 

Song and Jin concluded the peace treaty.®®° 

3. Last Resort: Han Shizhong Took Action to Oppose the Peace 
Treaty 

By the time the peace treaty was concluded, Han Shizhong had realized 

that it was no longer possible to make any headway against the Emperor's 

Zhuzi Yulei 131. 
Li Mi.vun Yunxiji at the ending of the Yunxiji ^9^%. see the appendi.\. Li 

Mixunjiazhuan i . 
"Qin Gui zhuan." in SS. juan 473.. p. 13755. 
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peace initiative through personal appeals. Seeing that it was no use to send 

memorials to the Emperor, Han Shizhong risked everything on a single venture. 

Having learned that the peace treaty had been signed and the imperial court 

would send ambassadors to Jin together with the Jin ambassadors to finalize the 

terms of the treaty, Han Shizhong planned to capture the Jin ambassadors as a 

means to destroy the peace deal.^®^ 

Emperor Gaozong worried about Han Shizhong's actions rather than his 

memorials. He remembered that the Jins had already complained through Wang 

Lun about agents sent into the Central Plain by Han Shizhong and Yue Fei for 

the preparation of a northern offensive. Sine the imperial court should be doubly 

cautious about causing any further offense,®®^ as an added precaution, the 

imperial court ordered Han Shizhong and Yue Fei not to take in any recruits from 

the areas north of the old boundaries. Any soldiers who came to the south for 

this purpose were to be sent back.^^ 

The Emperor had realized that Han Shizhong, as a great general, had the 

power to disturb the peace process. The Emperor worried that Han Shizhong 

might do something to sabotage the peace treaty. If this was the case, it might 

produce large-scale political repercussions. Hearing of Han Shizhong's intention 

to capture the Jin ambassadors in order to sabotage the peace negotiations, 

juan 125. p.2033. 
Huibian. 'iuan 191. pp.2-3. 
Yaolu. ]\ian 119. p. 1923. 
Edward Harold Kaplan. Yue Fei and the Founding of the Southern Song, p.386. 
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Emperor Gaozong broke out in a cold sweat and felt uneasy about their safety. If 

the ambassadors were kidnapped or even killed, the Jins would break the treaty. 

He then ordered Han Shizhong to send soldiers to protect the Jin ambassadors 

and to make sure that the ambassadors were safe. If there were any minor 

mistakes, the generals, officers and soldiers would be severely punished.^ 

In order to convince Han Shizhong, Emperor Gaozong personally wrote an 

edict to him, in which the Emperor defended his policy. He told Han that his 

father and the Empress Dowager were still in the hands of the Jins, so his 

brother and relatives could not gather together. The soldiers and civilians had 

not rested for over ten years. The reason why the Emperor wanted "to submit" 

himself "to seek the peace treaty" was that he hoped for a reunion "day and 

night." In addition, the Emperor worried about the misunderstanding of the 

military generals who opposed his policy. He told Han that the realization of the 

peace would depend on Han "being of one heart and one mind" with him. He 

hoped that Han Shizhong would restrain himself and protect the Jin 

ambassadors as well as make sure nothing dangerous happen to them."^ 

However, this edict did not shake Han Shizhong's determination to oppose 

the humiliating peace treaty. Contrary to the Emperor's order to protect the Jin 

ambassadors, he planned to kidnap Zhang Tonggu in order to break the 

peace treaty. He sent his troops to pretend to be the Red Scarf Army, a 

Yaolu. iuan 123, p. 1986. 
ibid., p. 1990. 
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Righteous Force, and to ambush in Hongze Town of Huaiyin County 

in Chuzhou (Qingjing city in Jiangsu Province).^ 

Han Shizhong's plan was aborted. Hao Bian Han's subordinate 

officer, disclosed Han Shizhong's plan to Hu Fang the Deputy Fiscal 

Commissioner of Huaidong. Hu Fang then reported it to Han Xiaozhou 

who immediately informed the imperial court of Han's plan. The court changed 

Zhang Tonggu's return route at once. Zhang went back to Jin by way of Huaixi, 

Zhang Jun's defending area,®®^ instead via Huaidong, Han Shizhong's defending 

_ _ _ _  5 9 8  area. 

In the twelfth month of 1138, the Southern Song and Jin signed the Song-

Jin Peace Treaty. Afterwards, Han Shizhong tried to find out the Emperor's 

mindset and future plans. In the third month of 1139, he sent a fine horse to the 

Emperor. However, the Emperor ordered that it be returned to Han Shizhong. 

Han said, "Now the peace treaty has been signed. Are there any wars in the 

future?" The Emperor understood Han's meaning and told him that although the 

imperial court had signed the treaty with the Jins, it would still need strong 

military forces to guard the border areas and should still be prepared for war.®®® 

Four months later, in the seventh month of 1139, when Qin Gui was 

boasting about Jin's great grace to the Southern Song by giving up Henan, a 

Wang Cun i#. Yuanfengjiuyu Zhi juan 5. pp.l94-l95; Huibian.ixasv 191. pp.2-3. 
Edu°ard Harold Kaplan was not correct when he pointed out that Zhang Tonggu passed through Yue 

Fci's defending area after Han Shizhong's plan was discovered. Sec his dissertation. Yue Fei and the 
Founding of the Southern Sung. p. 
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coup d'tat occurred in the Jin court. Wanyan Zongbi overthrew Taian, the deputy 

marshal of Jin military forces, and canceled all the terms of Talan's peace treaty 

with the Southern Song.®°° In the following month Talan was killed. There was 

great turbulence in the Jin imperial court.®°^ 

Realizing that the Jin court disorder would create a good opportunity for the 

Southern Song's military offensive, Han Shizhong recommended that the court 

take the opportunity to attack the Jins.®°^ However, at that time. Emperor 

Gaozong still believed that the internal turbulence would not affect Jin's peace 

treaty with the Southem Song. He reproached Han Shizhong; "We just signed 

the peace treaty with the Jins. If we attack Jin in their turbulent time, how can we 

make them keep their promises?"®®^ 

In order to please the Jins, Qin Gui wanted to send Zhao Rong M#, the 

governor of Suzhou of Qi, and Wang Wei 3EI®, the governor of 

Shouzhou who had surrendered to the Southern Song, back to Jin.®^ Han 

Shizhong protested Qin Gui's behavior. He condemned Qin Gui; "[Zhao] Rong 

and [Wang] Wei having not forgotten the imperial court, returned to the 

}'ao/u. juan 125, p. 1037: //uiAia/j. juan 191. pp.2-3. 
}'ao/u. juan 127. p.2071. 
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motherland. Their parents, wives and children were killed by the enemies. How 

can the prime minister be so hardhearted as to want to return them to the 

Jins?" He asked Qin Gui whether the imperial court was so heartless, "do we 

have hope to recover the Central Plain?"®°® Qin Gui was greatly shamed. 

Fearing that Han Shizhong would block his move, Qin Gui had carefully chosen 

the route for sending Zhao Rong and Wang Wei to Jin. In order to avoid Han 

Shizhong's defending area, Rong and Wei were escorted to Jin by way of 

Huaixi 

After Wanyan Zongbi killed Talan tttH, Zongpan and other Jin 

generals who had maintained that Jin should return Henan and Shanxi and 

make peace with the Southern Song, Jin Taizong ordered the Jin forces 

to reclaim the territory.®®^ Zonggan and other Jin officials told Jin Taizong, "If we 

do not retake Henan, there will be no opportunity later."®°® 

In the fifth month of 1140, the war between Jin and the Southern Song 

broke out again. In the same month, Wanyan Zongbi divided the Jin forces into 

four groups. Wanyan Zongbi attacked Dongjing and Meng Yu the 

Regent, surrendered. Li Shixiong the governor of Xingren Superior 

Prefecture Hfz, Li Zhengmin ^JEK, the governor of Huining Prefecture 

and other prefectures in Henan surrendered one after another. By the sixth 

Shengzheng. juan 25. p. 1161. 
ibid, p. 1162. 
Huibian. juan 200, pp.4-5. 
"Zongbi Zhuan." in JS. juan 74.. p.4. 
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month of 1140, the Jins controlled the territories of Henan and Shanxi, which the 

Jins had returned to the Southern Song according to the peace treaty.®®® 

However, the Jins, who were lured by minor victories at first, continuously 

suffered disasters. The Southern Song forces, commanded by Han Shizhong, 

Yue Fei and Wu Jie (1093-1139) defeated the Jin forces.®^" To illustrate, Han 

Shizhong's forces alone captured, killed and wounded 20,000 Jin soldiers and 

seized over 600 horses, 400 ships and many other weapons in the period from 

1140 to 1141At the same time, other generals also defeated the Jin forces. 

Liu Qi (1098-1162) defeated the Jin forces at Shunchang |gg in the sixth 

month. Yue Fei recovered Xuchang Luoyang and other cities, and 

defeated the Jin forces in Yancheng in the seventh month. Also, Zhang Jun 

Yang Yizhong and Liu Qi defeated the Jin forces in Zhegao 

15:^ in the second month of 1141.®^^ 

These continuous Southern Song victories caused instability in the Jin 

central government. Wushi ILM, the remaining confederates of Nianhan tt?, 

and Xiao Qing ilrft seized the opportunity to wage a rebellion.®^^ In order to 

suppress the rebellion, the Jin forces hurriedly crossed the Huai river from 

Wokou M n in the third month of 1141.®^^ Beset by difficulties at home and 

abroad, Wanyan Zongbi realized that the days when the Southern Song would 

JS". juan 4. p.75: Yao/u, juan 135. pp.2165-2168; Huibian, juan 200. pp.4-5. 
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tremble at the information of the Jins' coming were gone forever. The treaty, 

which had provided the Jins with what they would not obtain from the battle field, 

was a smart move. Thus, the Jins abided by the peace treaty.®^® Zongbi wrote a 

letter to ask the Southern Song to reopen negotiations, and the latter agreed.®^® 

The Jins' face had to be saved in the peace treaty, which was in the form of 

a communication from an inferior nation (the Southern Song) to a superior nation 

(Jin).®^' It is interesting to compare Jin's attitude towards the Southern Song 

before and after the fights of 1140 and 1141. Prior to the battles, the Jins were 

very firm on the terms they addressed in their credentials (national letters) to the 

Southern Song in which the Jins called the Southern Song "Jiangnan (the South 

of the Yangtze River)." The Southern Song court urged the Jins to call Southern 

Song by the name of Song. The court ordered Wang Lun to negotiate with the 

Jins on the matter. However, the Jins turned a deaf ear to this request.®^® After 

the fighting, the Jins changed their term for calling the Southern Song from 

Jiangnan to Song. This change reflected the fact that the Jins had accepted the 

reality of the Southern Song's existence. 

Two major offensives by the Jins in 1140 and 1141 seemed to provide a 

new opportunity for Han Shizhong to realize his ideal. However, his hope proved 

elusive. Emperor Gaozong ordered the Southern Song forces to withdraw from 

''' V.S-.juan 73. p.l5. 
Yaolu.iuan 139, p.2242. 
Huibian. \\jan 206. pp.6-7. 10. 
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all fighting fronts, for he was afraid that the peace treaty with Jin would be 

broken.®^® In the spring of 1141, the Jin army followed the retreating Southern 

Song forces. Han Shizhong and his forces assisted Haozhou (to the east 

of Fengyang County HI# in Anhui Province). Han Shizhong fended off the 

enemies' attacks in Wenxianyi II9R9 and occupied Haozhou Town. Not long 

after, the Southern Song court ordered him to move back to Chuzou.®^° 

By the end of the twelfth month, Emperor Gaozong and Qin Gui had 

decided to have Yue Fei executed. Hearing that Yue Fei was being persecuted, 

Han Shizhong was so outraged that, without considering his own safety, he 

went to him to address inquiries. He inquired whether there was any evidence to 

show that Yue Fei had committed any crime. Just before the execution, Han 

Shizhong went to visit Qin Gui to inquire about the case of Yue Fei. Qin Gui told 

him, "Although [we ] do not know the content of the letter given to Zhang Xian 

by Yun Fei's son, the plot [of Yue Fei's rebellion] is probably true." To 

his answer, Han Shizhong exclaimed, "Prime Minister, how can you persuade 

people across the nation to believe your accusation on the basis of 'Probably 

true' He further exclaimed, "How could the people readily believe your 

accusation?" " How can these few words appease the empire?"®^^ Han 

/bic/.. pp.6-7. 
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Shizhong was the only one who dared to challenge Qln Gui, the powerful prime 

minister. 

After the completion of the peace treaty, the Emperor provided an 

explanation for his policy of making peace with the Jins by giving the following 

explanation to his ministers in the third month of 1142; 

We humbled ourselves to discuss peace, but not because we were too 
timid to use soldiers. If the enemy state behaves badly, the empire will suffer. 
We have truly pondered this possibility. Now an armistice has been agreed on. 
The benefits of it will be broad. [Some] officials habitually take a one-sided view, 
assuming that making peace is weak and that military action is strong. This is 
not a penetrating analysis.®^" 

However, Han Shizhong still lacked the Emperor's "penetrating analysis". 

He maintained his opposition of the humiliating peace treaty with the Jins until 

the last minute of his life. Even after he had been removed from all of his offices 

and only kept some honorary titles, Han Shizhong still indirectly attempted to 

demonstrate his opposition to the peace treaty. He still tried hard to oppose the 

peace negotiations and stress that the peace treaty would bring no benefit, but 

harm, to the Southern Song. In the first month of 1144, Han Shizhong declared 

that he "has not made any contribution by the slightest amount or degree" to the 

Emperor's peaceful settlement with the Jins.®^® 

/A/c/.. juan 144. p.2317. 
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PART IV: NO CHANCE FOR THE GENERAL 'S REALIZATION OF HIS 
IDEAL 

Chapter Nine 

Han Shizhong's Removal from His Office 

The Emperor barely avoided Han Shizhong's sabotage of his plan for 

negotiating the peace treaty with the Jins. Han Shizhong's plot did not succeed; 

instead, it transmitted to Emperor Gaozong the message that Han Shizhong and 

other military generals could be both builder and protector of his empire and, at 

the same time, its saboteur. Han Shizhong had intentions, and most importantly, 

the means and power to undermine the Emperor's plan for negotiating peace 

with the Jins. These intentions strengthened the Emperor's belief that he had to 

remove Han Shizhong, Yue Pel and other military generals from their positions 

for the sake of the realization of his plan and the safety of the imperial rule. With 

the generals in power, the Emperor would never accomplish his goal of making 

the humiliating peace treaty with the Jins. Therefore, in the interests of the 

Emperor, the generals had to be removed. The necessity to make peace 

constituted the other main reason why the Emperor removed Han and Yue from 

their military positions. Han Shizhong forever lost any opportunity to realize his 
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ideal. In the ninth month of 1141, the impenal court removed both Han 

Shizhong's and Yue Fei's military power. 

Without a doubt, Emperor Gaozong "was disturbed by the political 

implications of overly successful military leaders in command of large armies."®^^ 

He often feared military men on account of the mutinies, massive defections in 

the early period and the opposition to the imperial court's peace policy voiced by 

Han Shizhong and other generals. It is natural that military men be committed to 

what they consider to be the "right" utilization of the resources of the profession 

and to use such resources "in ways approved by the profession itself."®^® 

Not only the Emperor but also the civilian officials thought that the military 

generals' direct control of the forces was an unbearable and abnormal situation 

which should be corrected right away. The founder of the Northern Song dynasty 

established the dynastic tradition that put the military under civilian control. The 

military was expected to be subordinated to civil authority. However, during the 

early days of the Southern Song, the military forces were needed in order to 

balance the Jins' ambitions. The Emperor and the imperial court's destinies were 

entirely dependent on the military generals. This critical situation hindered the 

Emperor and his court from taking further steps to solve the issue. 

"Qifahui qinbing Zazi in Eguo Jintuo Cuibian juan 12., p.876: 
"Zhaohui fahui suodai renma gui benchu tuo ba jie>i zou shengza 
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Although the generals' monopoly of the military power had always been 

problematical, the problems seemed to have grown considerably during the 

peace negotiations. With the acceleration of the Jins' invasion, the growth of the 

military forces and the power potential of the military generals had increased. 

The political role-expansion of the great generals appeared to be a phenomenon 

of major importance in the process of the peace negotiations between the 

Southern Song and the Jins. 

For the imperial court, the generals' military powers had to be checked 

since they had constituted forceful challenges to the imperial pov/er. With their 

great military achievements, the military generals had acted arrogantly and even 

despised the orders of the imperial court. 

In the Southern Song, not only military men's own destinies, but also that of 

their family members' depended on the great generals. Thus, interactions 

between the great generals and his officers and soldiers developed into very 

intimate relationships. They were loyal to the great generals and would only 

obey them.®^® On the twelfth day of the ninth month, Yin Chun a court 

gentleman, reminded the Emperor of the situation. He wrote in a memorial to the 

Emperor that only Han Shizhong was known in Chuzhou , only Zhang Jun 

in Sizhou and only Yue Fei in Xiangyang The imperial guards 

were controlled by Yang Yizhong. In the case of a critical event, every soldier 

Bengt Abrahamson. Xlilitary Professionalization and Political Power, p. 18. 
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would only listen to his own general. Then, who would know your majesty?"®'® 

Later, Wang Zhidao the Zuo Xuanyilang (The Left Court 

Gentleman for Manifesting Rightness) also pointed out the same concern 

that the imperial armies needed a unified leadership. In a memorial to the 

emperor he related that the Southern Song had fought the Jins for over sixteen 

years, during which the soldiers had been under the command of the same 

generals. Naturally, some relations had been established. "Nowadays, the 

soldiers of Zhang Jun's army are called the Army of Zhang. Yue Fei's force 

is called the Army of Yue, and Han Shizhong's force is called the Army of Han." 

He then recommended to the Emperor that the national forces be put under a 

unified leadership.®^^ 

The situation really worried the civilian officials in the imperial court. The 

principle of civilians control over the military was one of the most important 

policies of the Northern Song. The Emperor and the civilian officials never forgot 

the tradition and had been attempting to implement this principle throughout the 

Southern Song. Later, after the peace treaty. Emperor Gaozong admitted, " it is 

really difficult to restore the glory of the dynasty (zhongxing), and at the same 

time, [ I ] have to consider the ancestors' law."®^ In other words, the Emperor 

Yao/u. jmn 114. pp. 1842-1843. 
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considered two things; making peace with the Jins and removing the great 

generals from their military powers at the same time. 

The fact that the military generals encroached upon the power which 

belonged to civilian officials motivated the Emperor to remove them from power. 

The imperial court had adopted a generous policy towards the generals in the 

early period of the Southern Song. The great generals were given administrative 

power in their defending areas. The court even allowed them to engage in 

business and collect taxes.®^ In a critical time, the military would achieve 

"extended political functions." This achievement was due to the military's 

administration of controlled areas, police tasks, and counter-bandits warfare. 

The overall effect of this tendency was to "further erode the distinction between 

civilians and military initiatives."®^ The increasing similarities created by the 

critical situation between the military and civilian occupational structure made 

the military capable of administering a number of societal services, such as 

communications and transportation.®^ This was the case in the early period of 

the Southern Song. The imperial court even gave Han Shizhong the power to 

deal with his own defending affairs.®^'^ The Emperor entrusted him with political, 

financial and administrative power. He told the general, " I entrusted all national 

Liu Zijian. "Bcihaiiiguo." p.8-9. note 30. 
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affairs with you."®^ In order to suppress the bandits in his defending area, the 

court also gave the general judicial power.®'® In order to make sure that the 

military forces receive necessary supplies, the general was given economic 

powers.®^ All of this extra power given to Han Shizhong as well as other 

generals enraged the civilian officials. 

The political tradition of the Northern Song provided the Emperor with 

weapons to remove the generals. The civilian officials' efforts to restore the 

tradition helped the Emperor to remove Han Shizhong and other great generals 

from their military powers. The desire of civilian officials attempting to restore 

the tradition was so strong that even in the critical time when the Jin military 

forces could attack the Southern Song, some officials and even commoners 

pointed out the negative consequences of the military power in the generals' 

hands. In the twelfth month of 1132, Wu Shen a commoner in Huanzhou M 

'>H, sent a memorial to the Emperor to warn him to correct the abnormal situation 

that the military power was controlled by the generals. He told the emperor; 

According to this subject's observations, no single Emperor or king since 
ancient times who had an insurgence would allow the military powers to fall into 
the hands of other people. Now your majesty has less military forces than the 

sjs -lYue Pei Guifu zhong>Tian in.Song shi jishi bennio juan 70. 
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military generals. I am extremely worried about this situation. I hope that your 
majesty will use the imperial authority to reduce [the generals'] military forces.®^^ 

The recx)mmendation to reduce military forces was not appropriate in that critical 

time. However, the warning was very impressive to the Emperor. Emperor 

Gaozong issued an edict to call Wu Shen to the imperial court and appointed 

him as Jiangshilang (Court Gentleman for Ceremonial Service).®^^ 

It was clear that the Emperor had thought about how to deal with the issue 

of the military powers being controlled by the generals as early as the founding 

years of the Southern Song. He attempted to put the military under the civilians' 

control as soon as he ascended the throne. He appointed military generals as 

the commanders of the newly established the Imperial Defense Command; 

however, at the same time, he put the generals under the leadership of the 

Grand Councilor. In 1130, after he returned from his voyage, Emperor Gaozong 

tried to restore the Northern Song's tradition and to put the imperial forces under 

the control of the Bureau of Military Affairs.®^ 

Sticking to the dynastic tradition, the civilian ministers also attempted to 

control the military forces. In the sixth month of 1127, one month after the 

founding of the Southern Song, Li Gang ^iP!, the Grand Councilor, wrote a 

memorial to the Emperor that the imperial court should appoint civilian officials 

as Pacification Commissioners to control the military and civilian power in a 

}V7o/«. 61. pp. 1043-1045. 
Ibid., p. 1045. Jiangshi lang was the ninth rank of civilian officials. See Dcng-Cidian, p.355. 
Yaolu. juan 34, p. 659. 
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prefecture and appoint military officers as deputy Pacification Commissioners.®^ 

However, since the civilian officials did not understand military affairs, in the 

critical juncture, the destiny of the nation was in the hands of the generals, so 

these civilian officials had to depend on the military officers when fighting 

happened frequently. Therefore, in the early Southern Song, not only was the 

real military power in the hands of the military generals in frontiers, but the 

higher governmental positions such as Pacification Commissioners and 

Commissioners in charge of local defenses were also assigned to the military 

generals. Han Shizhong, Yue Fei and other generals were appointed to the 

positions of Pacification Commissioners and Supervisors, which not only 

controlled the military forces but the civil affairs of the region as well. 

Similar to the Emperor, civilian officials who would not willingly and gladly 

see that the military powers were in the hands of the military generals strongly 

recommended the Emperor to settle the problem. In the early period of Jianyan, 

Ji Ling a minister, pointed out that the generals possessed military forces 

and protected only themselves, behaving imperiously and despotically, insulting 

civilian officials and staff."® In 1135, Zhang Shou 3^"? (1095-1165), the 

Governor of Fuzhou MiHI, submitted a memorial to the Emperor on government 

policy. He informed the Emperor, "today the great generals control the military 

power," and, as a result, "the imperial power is decreasing daily, while, at the 

Yaolu. juan 6. p. 161. 
"Jiling Zhuan in SS. juan 377. 



same time, the generals' powers are increasing."®^ Two years later, Wang 

Zhidao a civilian official, pointed out that "nowadays the imperial power 

Is In the hands of the generals instead of the imperial court. The generals 

possess military forces, and occupy important places and control everything in 

their territory."®^' 

The generals' behavior justified the civilian officials complaints. Han 

Shizhong used the unique situation and successfully resisted the emperor's and 

his civilian officials' attempts to retake the military power from him. In the third 

month of 1136, Zhang Chun, the prime minister, ordered Han Shizhong to attack 

and seize Huaibei. Han Shizhong told Zhang Chun that he would not obey his 

orders unless he got Zhao Mi (1095-1165), a brave officer in Zhang Jun's 

forces.®^ In order to meet the requirement that Han Shizhong would follow his 

order, Zhang Chun had to order Zhang Jun to give Zhao Min to Han Shizhong, 

yet Zhang Jun did not obey the order. 

Learned of the matter, Zhang Ding complained to the Emperor that as 

a prime minister Zhang Chun had the power to supervise the military forces. "If 

his orders cannot be implemented, then how can we take action? Zhang Jun 

cannot disobey the order." Then, Zhao Ding also ordered Zhang Jun to carry out 

Zhang Chun's order. Zhao Ding told the generals that Zhang Chun had the 

monopoly power to issue any orders he considered appropriate, and Zhang 

Huibian. juan 166, pp. 11-13. 
} ao/M. juan 119. p. 1932. 
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Chun did not need to report to the imperial court when he issued orders. All 

civilian officials in the imperial court considered Zhan Ding to be correct. 

However, when Zhang Jun continued to resist Zhang Chun's order, the 

imperial court controlled by the civilian officials could do nothing except move 

Zhao Mi to the Imperial Guards in order to avoid further embarrassment."® Soon 

after, on the eighth of the third month of 1136, the Emperor issued an edict to 

order Zhao Mi to the Imperial Defense Command.®®® 

In the Northern Song occurrences such as the generals' disobeying the 

imperial court's orders were unthinkable. The above example demonstrates that 

in that critical time the Emperor had to bear with the generals' behaviors and 

tolerate their rejection of the civilian officials' orders. 

Between 1136 and 1137, Zhang Chun, the Grand Councilor, attempted to 

remove Liu Guangshi's military power and put Liu's forces under his own 

control. However, Li Qiong Kik, , killed Lu Zhi S4at (1092-1137), whom Zhang 

sent to Huaixi W to seize the military power, and surrendered to Qi. As a 

result, Zhang's plan of retaking the military generals' power was unsuccessful. 

The rebellion of the forces in Huaixi led to the removal of Zhang Chun from his 

position of prime minister. 

Zhao Ding, who replaced Zhang Chun as the prime minister, also tried to 

implement the imperial court's policy of retaking military power from military 

/6/rf.. juan 99. pp. 1626-1627. 
Ibid., juan 99. p. 1627. 
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generals. He discussed strategies of realizing this goal with Wang Shu £1^, the 

Deputy Commissioner of the Bureau of Military Affairs and Zhang Jie the 

Supervisory Commissioner. They adopted different strategies from Zhang Chun. 

Instead of seizing the military powers from the great generals, they promoted the 

subordinate generals as independent leaders of military troops. Thus, the great 

generals would have too many troops to command. 

Han Shizhong not only refused to follow the civilian officials' orders, which 

he thought were not appropriate, but also dismissed the civilian official whom he 

thought did not fulfill his duties. In 1129, Han Shizhong drove Lian Nanfu 

the Governor of Jiankang, away, without informing the imperial court.®®^ When 

news of the event reached the imperial court, the civilian officials broke into a 

uproar. Zhao Ding, the Commissioner of the Imperial Court, sent a memorial to 

the Emperor. He asked the Emperor to issue an edict to punish Han Shizhong 

and his men's breaking into a governmental office and for driving away the 

governor appointed by the emperor.®®^ However, at a time when the destiny of 

the nation rested on the military generals, the imperial tradition and the prestige 

of the civilian officials were not as important as the empire's security. Therefore, 

Emperor Gaozong did not punish Han Shizhong but instead moved the governor 

to other places.®®^ 

ibid., p. 1626. 
ibid., juan 25, pp.513-514. 
Ibid.. 
ibid., p.514. 
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As early as 1138, when the peace treaty between the Jins and the 

Southern Song was signed, Qin Gui, with the Emperor's support, attempted to 

dismantle military preparations and to remove power from the military generals. 

However, because of the opposition of Li Guang's ^it (1078-1159), the Advisor 

to the court, Qin Gui had to abandon his plan.®®* Even at the critical time when 

Jin and the Southern Song were fighting fiercely, some civilian officials had 

warned the Emperor that the military generals, especially the great generals 

such as Han Shizhong and Yue Fei, possessed too much power.®®® Some senior 

civilian officials, including Zhang Chun, even tried to seize military power.®®® 

However, due to the critical situation, civilian control of the military became only 

a slogan. 

When peace with the Jins was assured, it became necessary, for the 

purpose of consolidating the imperial political power, to remove power from the 

generals.®®^ After signing the peace treaty, the civilian officials repeatedly 

reminded the Emperor to correct the situation that the imperial forces were 

controlled by various military generals. For Zhang Chun and Zhao Ding, the 

military generals constituted a threat to the imperial power, so their plan of 

removing the military generals was aimed at the security of the central power.®®® 

' SongZaifu Biannianlu juan 15. 
Yaolit. iuan 119. p. 1924. 
ibid., juan 140. p.2247. 
Huan Kuanchong It X S. "Cong Hai Han dao Sha Yuc; Nansong Shou Bingquan de Biazhou 

in S'ansong Junzhengyu M'enxian Tansou 
(Xinwctifcng Chuban Gongsi. 1990.) p. 105 
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For the imperial court controlled by Qin Gui, Han Shizhong was a 

significant obstacle to the peace plan with Jin. If the court failed in removing the 

military generals from their positions and expelling their military troops, it could 

not successfully push its peace plan. When Qin Gui was racking his brains to 

think of a plan which would make it possible for him to remove the military 

generals from their commanding positions, his diehard follower, Fan Tong 

an academician of the imperial court, offered him a plan to realize the goal of 

removing Han Shizhong and other great generals from their positions. He 

recommend to Qin Gui that the court move the three great generals from their 

garrisons to the capital under the guise of promoting them to be Commissioners 

of the Bureau of Military Affairs and the Deputy Commissioner of the Bureau of 

Military Affairs. In this way, by separating them from their troops, their ranks 

were raised but their powers of controlling their troops were removed.®®® 

Qin Gui immediately went to see Emperor Gaozong, who was distraught at 

being unable to find a way to discharge the generals from their military powers. 

Qin Gui recommended to the Emperor that since Han Shizhong, Zhang Jun 3^^ 

and Yue Fei had achieved great military merits in Zhegao they should be 

promoted. He then reported Fan Tong's trick to Emperor Gaozong. The Emperor 

gladly approved his plan.®®° On the eleventh day of the fourth month. Emperor 

Gaozong summoned the three great generals. That evening, Fan Tong and 

//M/A/fln. juan 206. pp. 1-2; Yaolu. }uan 140. p.2247. 
Yaolu. juan 140. p.2247. 
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Lin Daipin academicians of the imperial court, wrote the three 

appointing documents. 

Two days later, the Emperor dislodged the great general's military powers 

by issuing the second imperial edict to cancel the three great generals' 

headquarters. The generals' troops were transferred to the imperial guards and 

their officers were changed into the imperial officers. Now both their generals 

and forces were under the imperial court.The commanders, who used to 

belong to the Pacification Commission, now became independent commanders 

of their troops. Their military ranks were added the imperial court, which meant 

that they were under the direct command of the imperial court. At the same time, 

the imperial edict also announced that only the Emperor could mobilize troops. 

Three Departments (the Secretariat, the Chancellery and the Department of 

State Affairs) and the Bureau of Military Affairs would implement the orders.®®^ 

Han Shizhong, together with Zhang Jun and Yue Fei, was ordered to come 

to the capital to accept rewards for their victories in battle.®®^ On the twenty-

fourth day, the imperial court gave the three generals new positions. Han 

Shizhong and Zhang Jun 56ft were appointed Commissioners of Military Affairs 

and Yue Fei was appointed Deputy Commissioner of Military Affairs.®®^ The 

imperial court hurriedly issued edicts to the three great generals, ordering them 

Shy. Zhiguan. juan 32: Huibian. juan 206, p.2; Vaolu, juan 140. pp.2248-2249. 
Yaolu. juan 140. pp.2248-2249. 
Ibid and Huibian. juan 206. pp. 1-2. 



to report to the capital and assume the new positions.®®® By the middle of the 

fourth month, both Han Shizhong and Zhang Jun had arrived in Linan.®®® On the 

twenty-fifth day the imperial court announced that the three general's armies 

would be merged into one command directly under the imperial control.®®^ 

Although they assumed their new positions in the Bureau of Military Affairs, 

Han Shizhong and Yue Fei could not make any decisions on military affairs. In 

order to show his indignation, Han Shizhong made a Yizijin scarf and 

wore it on his head whenever he went to the Bureau of Military Affairs. When he 

left the Bureau of Military Affairs, Han Shizhong would play around with several 

of his body guards. Han Shizhong's behavior revealed his indignation, and Qin 

Gui and his diehard followers hated him to the very marrow of their bones.®®® 

Qin Gui still remembered that Han Shizhong opposed him when the Jin 

imperial court sent Zhang Tonggu to the south and the Southern Song sent its 

ambassadors to Jin. Han Shizhong continuously sent six memorials to the 

Emperor to protest the " peace negotiations." In the memorial of the first month 

of 1141, Han Shizhong pointed out that Qin Gui "was destroying the empire."®®® 

By the middle of 1141, Qin Gui had became the only powerful person under the 

Emperor. On the civil side, Li Gang was dead. Zhang Chun and Zhao Ding were 

}V7o/w. juan 140. pp.2248-2249: //iz/A/a/?. juan 206, pp. 1-2; "Gaozong Benji 6." in 5>S and Zhongxing 
Xiaoji. juan 29: 
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in exile. Their followers were either forced to support the imperial peace plan as 

well as Qin Gui's power or were taken out of their offices. On the military side, 

Zhang Jun had wholly committed himself to the peace treaty and embraced Qin 

Gui's power. Thus, it was time for Qin Gui to get revenge. Qin Gui decided to 

make Han Shizhong his first target of attack. At the same time, the fact that Han 

Shizhong dared to put his ideal above the imperial strategic goal and even tried 

to destroy the Emperor's plan of making peace with the Jins made Han Shizhong 

the first punishable target of the imperial court.®^° When Han Shizhong took 

thirty more body guards to the capital, Emperor Gaozong issued an edict written 

personally to order Han Shizhong to promptly send the "ones who are not 

appropriate back to Chuzhou."®^^ Han Shizhong's army was based at Chuzhou, 

and due to the location of the army it would constitute a threat to the imperial 

court should it either defect or Han Shizhong himself lead it to a rebellion. In 

order to prevent the mutiny of Han Shizhong's forces, the imperial court sent 

Zhang Jun to move the headquarters of Han Shizhong's army from Chuzhou to 

^ " Huang Kuanchong has done a thorough research on how Qin Gui targeted Han Shizhong as the first 
one to be punished. See his article. "Cong Hai Han dao Sha Yue; Nansong Shou Bingquan de Biazhou 

in S'ansong Junzhengyu IVenxian Tansou 
(Xinwenfcng Chuban Gongsi. 1990.) 
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the north of the Yangtze River to Zhenjiang to the south of the river, the Beiwei 

Army Han Shizhong's best troops were ordered to report to capital.®^ 

Qin Gui planned to destroy Han Shizhong's troops first. He employed the 

strategy of using generals to oppose generals. Qin Gui assigned to Yue Fei and 

Zhang Jun®^ the responsibility for dispersing and dismantling Han Shizhong's 

army. On the sixteenth day of the sixth month of 1141, Zhang Jun and Yue Fei 

reached Chuzhou jSI W. According the registration of the names of Han 

Shizhong's troops, they inspected all soldiers and horses. They surprisingly 

found that Han Shizhong defended Huaidong for over ten years with only 30,000 

soldiers. Yue Fei greatly admired Han Shizhong after he learned that Han 

Shizhong not only kept the Jin's forces from invading Huaidong, but he also led 

his forces to achieve continuous military victories in Shandong.®^'* From the 

bottom of his heart, Yue Fei was quite moved by Han Shizhong's capability to 

manage his troops in addition to his great military talent. He exclaimed in 

admiration "Han Shizhong is a peculiarly outstanding figure."®^® 

Having fully understood the meaning of the inspection, which was to 

dispense Han Shizhong's troops, Zhang Jun suggested to Yue Fei that they 

break down the Beiwei Army and assign the soldiers to various troops. Yue Fei 

showed his opposition immediately. Yue Fei still naively hoped that the imperial 

® • Yaolu. juan 140. pp.2256. 2257. 
^" Under the threat of Qin Gui. Zhang Jun had stood the side of the imperial court and decided to 
cooperate with it in punishing Han Shizhong and Yue Fei. ffuibian. juan 206, p.4. 
^ ^ Yaolu, juan 140. p.2257; Shengzheng, juan 27. p. 1250. 
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court would fight the Jins in the future. He argued that it was inappropriate to 

dismantle Han Shizhong's troops. He told Zhang Jun; 

only three or four generals in our country, including us, can assume the 
responsibilities in leading soldiers to fight against Jin. In the attempt to recover 
our lost territory, we are the only force which the nation can depend on. If a war 
Is approaching and the Emperor ordered Han Shizhong to fight, how can we 
face him if we demolish his Beiweijun?®^® 

Yue Fei then told Han Shizhong of Zhang Jun's plan. Han Shizhong wrote a 

memorial to the Emperor, and consequently, the plot was stopped.®^ Therefore, 

the plan to disperse Han's troops never materialized. 

Yue Fei's opposition to the dismemberment of Han Shizhong's army could 

not stop Qin Gui. He thought of other pretexts to further disgrace and demolish 

Han Shizhong's forces. In his search, he consulted with Zhang Jun on the 

strategy to demolish Han Shizhong's troops. They bribed Hu Fan ^fS^, the 

Manager-in-chief of Grain and Finance of Han Shizhong's forces, and instigated 

him to lodge a false accusation against Geng Zhu Han Shizhong's 

subordinate general. Hu Fang would accuse Geng Zhu of "starting trouble by 

being a rumor-monger" so that he would be sentenced to being beaten with a 

rod and sent to military exile in the prison in Jiyang Military Prefecture 

Qin Gui's intention was to expand the case as much as possible and to the 

'' ' Huibian, juan 206. p.4. 
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degree that it involved Han Shizhong, thus accomplishing the purpose of having 

Han Shizhong punished.®^® 

Noticing Qin Gul's intentions during the time when he and Zhang Jun were 

inspecting Shizhong's forces, Yue Fei wrote an urgent letter to Han Shizhong. 

Receiving Yue Fei's letter, Han Shizhong went to see Emperor Gaozong 

immediately. During their meeting, the Emperor expressed his trust of Han.®^® 

The next day. Emperor Gaozong demanded that Qin Gui report Geng Zhu's 

case to him. Therefore, after hearing the case, Qin Gui hastily sentenced Geng 

Zhu to military exile on Hainan Island 

Since he was unable to punish Han Shizhong, Qin Gui turned his attention 

to Yue Fei. He removed Yue Fei from his position as the Deputy Commissioner 

of the Bureau of Military Affairs, put him in the prison of the Court of Judicial 

Review, and had him murdered.®®^ 

After Yue Fei was dead, Qin Gui and his die hard followers ruthlessly 

scrutinized Han Shizhong. Having sensed Qin Gui's vicious intentions, Han 

Shizhong resolutely requested that the Emperor permit him to resign from the 

position of the Bureau of Military Affairs. On the twenty-eighth day of the tenth 

month, the imperial court removed Han Shizhong from this position. 
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Subsequently, he was appointed as the Observe Commission of Liquan 

which was just a title without any power. 

After the peace settlement with the Jins, and especially after Yue Pel's 

execution, Han Shizhong realized the dangers of his situation. Both civilian 

officials and military generals who had the same ideal as Han Shizhong were 

politically persecuted. He must have realized that Qin Gui and his adherents, 

who controlled the imperial court and were humiliated by him, would try to have 

him executed.. In order to protect himself and others, Han Shizhong isolated 

himself from his friends and previous subordinates. For the remainder of his life, 

Han Shizhong maintained an absolute silence on affairs of state, isolated 

himself, spent most of his time sailing about on the West Lake, and lived like a 

hermit.®®^ He refused to see any of his subordinates, friends and other guests. 

Sometimes he entertained himself by riding on a donkey or touring the West 

Lake with several young male servants.®®^ His motive was to avoid suspicion and 

unnecessary troubles for his subordinates and friends. Therefore, Qin Gui and 

his die hard followers could not persecute him. Han Shizhong's strategy was 

very successful for other reasons as well. To illustrate, some ministers listed 

Han Shizhong's crimes and called for the Emperor to punish him. However, the 

"Gaozong Bcnji 6." in Zhongxing Xiaoji. \aan 29; SS. p.550; 55. juan 364, p. 11367 and Huibian . 
juan 206, p. 13; Song Dachennianbiao. 
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Emperor did not listen to them.®®® From the time of his seclusion until 1151 when 

Han Shizhong died, he was actually under house arrest. 

Despite his removal from society, Han Shizhong never forget his ideal of 

recovering the territory of the nation. In his later years, Han Shizhong called 

himself "A Layman Buddhist From Qingliang Mountain Qingliang is 

the name of the Mountain in Yanan. "It shows that he felt deep sorrow at the 

reality that his home town was occupied by the enemies," and he still thought of 

recovering the old boundary of the Northern Song®®^. Han Shizhong died at the 

age of sixty-three in the autumn of 1151 after a decade of enforced retirement.®®® 

Huibian. juan 206, p. 13. 
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CONCLUSION 

Finally, by 1141, Emperor Gaozong achieved his goal of preserving the 

reality of the Southern Song. The JIns formally accepted the existence of the 

Southern Song as a reality. In the second month of 1142, He Zhu (1088-

1152), an academician of the imperial court, and the Southern Song 

ambassadors arrived in Jin and presented the Letter of Oath to the Jin 

imperial court. The letter stated: 

This Minister Gou [sent my ambassador] to draw the borderline. [ I 
suggested that] The midstream of the Huai River be our boundary. Tang 0 and 
Deng M Prefectures to the west will be ceded to Superior Country (Jin ±H). 
The territory of forty Li to the west of Deng Prefecture and of forty Li to the south 
belongs to Dengzhou. The region outside of the forty Li and the southern area 
belong to Guanghua jun. Accordingly, this region belongs to my humble state 
(the Southern Song) Wg. The cities and prefectures along the boundaries will 
allow foreigners to build their residential areas. 

From generation to generation, [we] will carefully follow the ministerial 
rites E0. On every emperor's birthday and the first day of the new year, [ I will] 
send ambassadors to celebrate. [The Southern Song ] will annually contribute 
250,000 Liang silver and the same amount Pi of silk. Starting from the year of 
Renwu SJ[X, [ the Southern Song ] will send persons to deliver the silk and silver 
to Sizhou each spring. [ I present ] this Letter of Oath. 

[ If I don't follow the Letter of Oath ], gods will kill me, exterminate my 
family and destroy my nation. 

On the day that your minister presents you this Letter of Oath, I request 
that the Superior Country issue an Edict of Oath WIS as soon as possible. 
Therefore, my humble nation will have permanent evidence [which shows that 
you have accepted the terms of the Letter of Oath].®®® 

"Zongbi Zhuan In JS. vol.77. (Bainaben). p.5-6. 
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Jin Xizong gladly accepted Emperor Gaozong's Letter of Oath. Then 

he returned the body of ex-Emperor Huizong to the Southern Song. In the third 

month of 1142, Jin Xizong also sent Liu Kuo fd , as the Ambassador to the 

Southern Song, to proclaim that the Jin imperial court "had appointed" Prince 

Kang as Emperor, and Prince Kang's country (to the South of the Yangtze River) 

as Song.®®° The Jins called the Southern Song by the name of Song instead of 

Jiangnan (to the south of the Yangtze River).®®^ Emperor Gaozong realized his 

"highest hope" of "living peacefully to the south of the Yangtze river (Pianan 

Jiangnan The Southern Song and Jin since then had "existed side 

by side and stood facing each other in Chinese history."®®^ He was allowed to 

peacefully stay to the south of the Yangtze River. 

The reality of the Southern Song was finally accepted by the Jins at the 

expense of Han Shizhong's ideal of conquering the Jins and recovering the lost 

territory as well as rebuilding the Northern Song. As the supreme leader of the 

nation, Emperor Gaozong had a great impact on Han Shizhong's achievements, 

and on certain occasions restricted Han Shizhong's behavior. In critical times, 

the Emperor did not have the will to fight the Jins and recover the lost territory, 

but he did want to hold onto the territory under the Southern Song's control. His 

"Xizongji inys. juan4. p.78; "Jiaopin l^o in J5. juan60. p.l401; "Zongbi ziiuan 
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highest desire was to maintain his imperial rule to the south of the Yangtze 

River. In order to realize this goal, he adopted two-sided policies; on the one 

hand, he encouraged the generals to fight for the nation's survival, and, on the 

other hand, he tried to negotiate a peace treaty with the Jins at any cost. The 

purpose of encouraging the generals to fight against the Jins was to show the 

Jins that the Chinese still had the capability to fight them if the Jins would not 

agree to make peace with the Southern Song. 

Under this national policy, the Emperor had depended on the Jin's mercy 

for the survival and existence of the Southern Song. He positioned his generals' 

fight against the Jins on a track which would serve his goal of making peace with 

the Jins. His principle of foreign policy towards the Jins was to try every means 

to negotiate with the Jins and fought only when his intention of making peace 

was obstructed. He never gave up his idea of making peace and continuously 

sent ambassadors to negotiate a peace treaty with the Jins. Due to the crucial 

situation. Emperor Gaozong concealed his own real purpose and secretly sent 

delegations to negotiate with the Jins.®®^ For he understood when he was 

The table of the ambassadors sent by Emperor Gaozong during the early years of the Southern Song. 

Time Ambassadors Resources 
29lh of the 5th month of 1127 Zhou Wang mm. Yaotu. juan 5, pp. 138-139 
20th of the 6lh month of 1127 Fu Fang Yaolu. juan 6, p. 160 
2nd of the 6th month of 1127 Wang Lun Yaolu. juan 10. p.240 
13th of the 2nd month of 1128 Liu Hui Kao/t/. juan 13. p.290 
13th of the 5th month of 1128 Yuwen Xuidionng Yaolu, juan 15, p.322 
I4th of the 11th month of 1128 Wei Xingke Kao/i/. juan 18, p. 368 
9th of the 2nd month of 1129 Li Junmin Yaolu, juan 20. pp.397-398 
10th of the 3rd month of 1129 Wang Xiaodi Yaolu. juan 21. p.429 
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escaping from the Jins' attack that he must keep his plan of negotiating peace 

hidden. Therefore, in public, he called for the generals and soldiers to get 

revenge from the Jins and to recover the lost territory in order to encourage the 

morale of Southern Song people. 

The peace treaty provided the Jins with what they could hardly achieve in 

war-the large territory, including Tangzhou (Tanghe 0?^ in Henan 

Province), Dengzhou (Deng County in Henan Province), Shangzhou ^;H|, 

'>H Heshangyuang and Fangshanyuan :̂ riLiĴ  in Shanxi.®®® 

Therefore, the contemporaries of the Southern Song complained about the 

peace policy. One author pointed out that "It has always been a principle that the 

defeated side seek peace. However, now the victorious side requesting peace 

and has lost land."®®® 

The conflict between General Han Shizhong and Emperor Gaozong ended 

with the General's removal from his office and the Emperor's signing the peace 

treaty with the Jins. The Emperor accomplished what he intended, but the 

General did not achieve what he strove for. The Jins recognized the Southern 

Song as an independent state. In Chinese history, the Emperor's peace policy 

8th of ih 5th month of 1129 Hong Hao mm Yaolu, juan 23. pp.482-484 
21st of the 7th month of 1129 Cui Zone mm Yaolu. juan 25. Dp.512-513 
21st of the 8th month of 1129 Du Shiliang Yaolu. juan 26. p.524 
11th of the 9th month of 1129 Zhang Shao Yaolu, juan 28. p.554 
14th of the 11th month of 1129 Sun Wu Yaolu, juan 29. p.572. 

}'ao/w.jiian 145. pp.2330-2331. juan 146. pp.2338-2339. juan 146. pp.2351-2352; juan 208. 
pp.5-6. 

Huibian, juan 161. p. 10: Yaolu, juan 81. p. 1324; Wang zengjn, gaozongzhuan. p. 169. 
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and the reality which embodied it seems to be validated by the hard facts of the 

later Southern Song history. In the Basic Annals of his reign, the Song history 

places Emperor Gaozong in the category of emperors who presided over a 

dynastic resurgence.®®'^ By the Ming dynasty (1384-1644), some historians had 

pointed out that Emperor Gaozong's policy of preserving reality was 

"appropriate."®®® During the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), a scholar named Zhao Yi 

M Jl, the author of the Notes on the Twenty-two Histories, pointed out that 

Emperor Gaozong's policy of making peace with the Jins was "obviously the 

right policy for the Southern Song."®®® For Yao Chongwu, the cause of 

Restoration was due to Emperor Gaozong's "determination to fulfill his 

aspirations and endure humiliation in order to carry out an important mission. 

Wang Zengyu also agrees that Emperor Gaozong finally realized his goal "of 

retaining sovereignty over a part of the country. 

However, the question they failed to and we have to answer is how did the 

Emperor maintain the reality of the Southern Song? Was it possible that the 

Emperor just stood by the southern bank of the Yangtze River with his hands up 

and told the Jins that he would surrender, so then the Jins would give him the 

territory to the south of the Yangtze River? This scenario was unthinkable. The 

"Gaozhongbcnji." in SS, . pp.413-6l2. 
Edward Harold Kaplan. Yue Fei and the Founding of the Southern Ssong. p.597. 
Zhao Yi ttH. shi er shi ZaJi juan 36. 
Yao Chongwu Xiansheng yizhu zhengli wciyiianhui ed.. Yao ChongMu 

Xiansheng Ouanji (3): Liao Jin Yuan Shi Jiangyi-B. Jinchao Shi O)' TC Sfe 
aH (Zhengzhong shuju. 1971), p.67. 

Wang Zcngyii. Song Gaozong Zhuan. p.250. 
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hard fact that Han Shizhong, together with other "extremely able military 

leaders," were able to blunt "the force of the Jin invasion"^°^ made It possible for 

Emperor Gaozong to achieve his goal of maintaining the reality7°^ Without Han 

Shizhong successfully blocking and defeating the Jins, the Jins would not return 

to the negotiating table. The languages which the Jins recognized did not 

include the begging words which Emperor Gaozong wrote in his letters to the 

Jins but the fighting power of the military forces represented by Han Shizhong. It 

was the military forces that brought the Jins to sit at the negotiating table. 

Without the military forces, the only choice for the Southern Song was to 

surrender to the Jins. In fact, the Jins showed their willingness to negotiate with 

the Southern Song only after that they realized it was impossible for them to 

conquer the Southern Song through military force only. The reason that the Jins 

agreed to sign the peaceful treaty was not because they pitied Emperor 

Gaozong's pitiful entreaty but because the Southern Song military forces 

represented by Han Shizhong had become an insurmountable barrier to the Jins' 

ambition of engulfing the Southern Song. The Jins had realized before they 

signed the peace treaty that the Southern Song's "present is greatly different 

from its past."^°^ Clearly, without fighting capability, peace was impossible. 

"" Brian E. McKnighL I 'illage and Bureaucracy in Southern Song China, p. 18. 
A Tormcr So\iet scholar has a ver>' detailed e.xamination on the role of the generals to the 

consolidation of the imperial power. See C. T Keranov ^ "Song Jin Zhanzheng de Kaishi 
Jieduan (1125-1127). (1125-1127)," in Wang Chengli et al.. ed.. LiaoJin 
Oidan S'uzhen Shi Yiwenji (Diyi ji) M » Jilin Wenshi Chubanshe. 1990. p.270. 

"Chen Gui Zhuan." in 5S, juan 377. p. 11544. 



In light of the above facts, do we need to refute the following opinion—since 

the "Southern Song did not have capability to fight a long drawn-out war, it had 

to make peace with the Jins after a series of victories."'®® The Jins accepted the 

existence of the Southern Song on the basis of the hard fact that they could by 

no means conquer it with military means only. Since the first day when the Jins 

invaded the Northern Song, they were determined to eliminate it. Therefore, 

after the Jins took Kaifeng, they captured Emperor Qinzong and ex-Emperor 

Huizong and carefully examined the people of imperial lineage, trying to wipe out 

the Song imperial lineage. In the initial period of the Southern Song, the Jins 

made a great effort to capture Emperor Gaozong. In later years, they tried to 

destroy the Southern Song from time and time. Even after the Jin ruler approved 

the peace treaty, some radical Jin generals still attempted to wipe out the 

Southern Song. 

Emperor Gaozong had made maintaining the reality of the Southern Song 

his priority as soon as he ascended the throne. The founding of the Southern 

Song was barely completed when Emperor Gaozong "tried to obtain the Jins' 

admission of the Southern Song political power through the strategy of pursuing 

peace [with the Jins]"'°'^ In order to make peace with the Jins he sent 

ambassadors one after another to negotiate with them. After the Miao Fu and Liu 

"• Ren Chongjiie "Luelun songjin Guaim dc jige wenti p.48. 
^ Lu Hesheng "Song gaozong jianyan nanqian bidi kao (part one). 

p. 13. 
" Xu Xuya el al.. Zong Ze Zhuan (Zhongguo shehui ke.\ue chut>anshe. 1994), p. 139. 
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Zhengyan coup de' tat, he showed the Jins that he would voluntarily cancel the 

title of Emperor (compared with the later negotiations, the Jins gave him the title 

of emperor) and would like to be a king of a vassal state/°^ In the national letter 

(Guoshu) to the Jin Marshal Headquarters, Emperor Gaozong degraded himself 

from "The Emperor of the Great Song to the Marshal Headquarters of the Great 

Jin" to "Prince Kang of the Song to the Marshal of Jin."''°® 

In a letter asking for peace. Emperor Gaozong admitted he committed a 

great mistake, for he had not sought permission from Jin before he ascended the 

throne. He wrote to the Jins that he had led his ministers and staff and shrunk 

into a far and wild area, and did not have a place to hide. He did not have other 

thoughts except to survive. He begged the Jins, "I will stay in my residence to 

await your orders; therefore, it would be unnecessary for you to chase after me." 

He repeatedly showed the Jins that "he would like to remove his title of emperor 

and adopt Jin's year of reign. He just [wants to be] a vassal and minister [of 

Jin]."^^° In a national letter asking for the Jins' mercy, the Emperor wrote: 

[when the Song ] had the Central Plain, [it] could not resist [the Jins]. 
Worse yet, [the Southern Song's] forces have been defeated. The number of 
bandits and robbers are increasing, financial difficulties are intensifying, and my 
territory is decreasing. If [Jin's] auxiliary forces came, [I] would have to allow 
myself to be seized without putting up a fight! Since I've ascended the throne, I 
moved [the capital] from Bian (Kaifeng) to Nanjing, and then from Nanjing to 
Yangzhou, then from Yangzhou to Jiangning. In the period of three years of 
Jianyan (from 1127 to 1130), [I] have moved [the capital] to three places. Now I 
am in a desolated and uninhabited area. [I] will have few routes to choose from 

yao/u.juan 23 .  p.484. 
"Zonhan Zhuan," in JS. juan 74, p. 1689. 

juan 23, pp.483-484 and juan 25. pp.506-507. 
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and smaller places to stay. The net of Heaven has large meshes, but it lets 
nothing through, so how can I find a place to stay? Currently, my situation is If I 
want to defend, I do not have soldiers. If I want to escape, but I have no place to 
go. Not knowing what to do in this small space and barren land, my only hope is 
that your majesty will give me amnesty, seeing my sorrowful plight.^" 

In the eyes of the Chinese, this letter was close to unconditional 

surrender.It was also regarded in Chinese antiquity as the acme of 

humiliation.^^^ However, the Jins with their ambition to eliminate the Southern 

Song did not consider the Emperor's request or offer. 

The fact that the Jins were unable to defeat the Southern Song's military 

forces, and especially the failures in the Jins' military adventures, brought them 

to the negotiation table. They accepted the reality of the Southern Song's 

existence not because that they wanted to, but because they had to. It was after 

the Southern Song successfully built a great military force that the Jins showed 

their willingness to accept the peace offer. When Wei Liangchen and Wang Hui, 

under Emperor Gaozong's direction, were sent to negotiate the treaty conditions 

with the Jins on maintaining the Southern Song's nationhood, the Jins did not 

call the Southern Song a nation but just a land to the south of the Yangtze River 

(jiangnan). The ambassadors told the Jins that the Emperor "will never forget the 

grace of the Jins, if [the Jins] permit [the Southern Song] a nationhood. The 

Emperor and ministers to the south of the Yangtze River will show their ultimate 

" )'ao/M. juan 26. pp.524-525. 
'• Herbert Frankc, p.74. 

Ibid. 
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appreciation to [the Jin ruler] and tell their sons and grandsons to never dare 

forget [the grace of the Jins]."'^^^ Despite Wei Liangchen's servile action, he did 

not win Jin's sympathy. The Jins told the ambassadors that the Southern Song's 

territory "would be to the South of Jianzhou." Thus, the Southern Song's territory 

would be reduced to Fujian and Guangdong. The Jin imperial court would confer 

a title of kingdom on the Southern Song. Regarding the Southern Song, it could 

no longer think about being an empire.^^® 

However, as Wang Zengyu has discovered, by the time Wang Lun 

came back to the imperial court from Jin in the twelfth month of 1137, the Jins' 

conditions of peace negotiations had shrunk greatly from the conditions raised 

by Li Yongshou three or four years previously. Due to their recognition of the 

Southern Song's military power, the Jins conditions were similar to those of 

Emperor Gaozong's peace plan.''^® 

Emperor Gaozong himself clearly understood that without Han Shizhong 

and other generals' capabilities, he would by no means establish peace with the 

Jins. In 1137, Emperor Gaozong had praised Han Shizhong as being even 

better than the ancient Chinese generals. Since the nation had ministers like 

Han Shizhong, any difficulty or disaster could be overcome.^^^ After signing the 

peace treaty, he admitted that the peace treaty was the result of the great 

Huibian. '^uan 162, pp. 1-11. juan 163. p. 1-12: Yaolu. 'yaan 81. pp. 1331-1333. 
"Zhang Chun Xingzhuang in Zhu IVengong U'enji juan 95 and Wang 

Zcng>ai. Gaozongzhuan. pp.66-67. 
Wang ZcngNTi. Gaozong Zhuan, p. 107. 
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generals' "support in critical times." In fact, Southern Song military 

forces had been powerful enough to lead Emperor Gaozong was to have 

confidence in the belief that the Jins did not dare cross the Yangtze River. In 

1141, when Wanyan Zongbi occupied four prefectures, Soucun 31# lu A, Chu 

and Bo ^ had crossed the Huai River and were Marching towards the 

Yangtze River,some officials in the imperial court worried about the 

possibility of the Jins' crossing the River; however, Emperor Gaozong told them 

the Jins would never dare cross the Yangtze River. He said, "Even [we] 

challenged them to cross the river, the enemy would not dare cross it."^° 

IronicaWy, the Jins' refusal of Emperor Gaozong's offer helped the Emperor. 

As James T. C Liu pointed out, "if the Jins had accepted the offer, there would 

have been no re-insurgence later^V At first, the Jins with their swollen ambitions 

did not accept the Emperor's offer, but later the Jins had to accept the offer. 

Clearly, General Han Shizhong played a key role in the founding of the Southern 

Song. It was Han Shizhong's suppression of the coup d'etat of Miao Fu and Liu 

Zhengyan that enabled Emperor Gaozong to reclaim his throne. It was Han 

Shizhong's victorious blocking of the Jins' escape route in Huangtiandang Lake 

that discouraged the arrogant Jin military forces and greatly raised the morale of 

Southern Song military forces and civilians. In fact, it was his victories that 

' juan 117. p. 1892. 
"Gaozong Chcnhuan " in Jiniuo Cuibian juan 2. 

" Huibian. juan 205, p. i. 
"" )'no/w. juan 139. p.2233. 
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caused the Emperor to believe that he could preserve the Southern Song's 

independent status. Last but not least, it was Han Shizhong's victory over 

Wanyan Zongbi's forces that made the J ins realize that they had to accept the 

existence of the Southern Song. Clearly, the survival of the Southern Song was 

not due to Emperor Gaozong's plan to make the humiliating peace deal with the 

Jins. Rather, the Southern Song survived in spite of his plan. Historically, any 

achievements of peace are the results of the balance between the two sides in 

military and economic power. 

Both Han Shizhong's contemporaries and modern scholars have 

recognized Han Shizhong's great contributions to the founding and consolidation 

of the Southern Song.^^ According to these contributions, Deng Guangming 

concluded that "Han Shizhong had joined Emperor Gaozong's effort to maintain 

the reality of the Southern Song."^^^ 

Han Shizhong's contribution to the founding of the Southern Song is 

documented in history. However, it is not appropriate to think that Han 

Shizhong's fight was limited to maintaining the Southern Song. As I have 

revealed in the above, Han Shizhong never thought that he should only strive to 

maintain the Southern Song. What he strove for was to realize his own ideal, 

which was not only to restore the Northern Song, but also the lost Chinese 

Liu Zijian."BeihaiUguo yu banbi shanhe de changqi wending in Zhongguo xueren't' A. p.6. 
~ Deng Guangming. Han Shi:hong Sianpu. 
^ Ibid. 
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territory before the founding of the Northern Song.^" All of his efforts aimed at 

the realization of this ideal. As the above has proved, it was General Han 

Shizhong's, together with other great generals', life-and-death struggle against 

the Jins that made the existence of the Southern Song possible. However, Han 

Shizhong was never satisfied with the Emperor's peace plan. Furthermore, he 

never gave up his ideal. The later history shows that Emperor Gaozong fully 

made use of Han Shizhong's ideal by promising he would fight the Jins. In this 

way, he pushed Han Shizhong onto the track of his efforts to maintain the reality 

of the Southern Song. 

However, when Han Shizhong realized that the Emperor's real purpose 

would be satisfied with the reality of the Southern Song, he rose up to fight for 

his (deal. As all military generals who are trying to intervene in the political 

power, Han Shizhong used strategies from influence to memorials and 

blackmail, trying to create a reality and force the Emperor and the imperial court 

to accept it.^® He pursued his ideal through various techniques, such as 

persuasion, or through means of coercion. Han Shizhong even went so far as to 

sabotage Emperor Gaozong's determined policy of making peace with the Jins. 

He dared to ambush his soldiers in Hongze Zhen to capture the Jin 

ambassadors, attempting to break the peace treaty that Emperor Gaozong 

}V7o/m. juan 32. p.630. 
S.E. Firmer, The \Ian on the Horseback: The Role of Military in Politics, p. 126. 
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pursued with all of his efforts. His plan did not succeed because of the leaking of 

information. 

According to Max Weber, an individual weighs the means, ends, and 

consequences of his actions as he makes decisions.^^^ Han Shizhong had surely 

realized the consequence of his disobeying the Emperor's will. For his ideal, he 

risked his life to sabotage the Emperor's peace efforts. As an unfortunate result, 

the emperor removed his military power. 

Han Shizhong as a great general heroically fought the Jins for the purpose 

of recovering the national boundaries. He was never satisfied with the idea that 

the nation's territory would be limited to the South of the Yangtze River. He 

would never accept the subordinate status that Emperor Gaozong dreamed of 

achieving. He tried to push the Southern Song Emperor to be the emperor of the 

entire Chinese territory. He wanted the Emperor to recover the lost territory and 

to rebuild the prestige of the nation. Although Han Shizhong failed to push the 

Emperor to act as a leader who would recover the lost territory and rebuild China 

into a powerful nation, his courageousness and selflessness in the fighting 

against the Jins greatly encouraged the Southern Song people. 

Why did the Emperor accept the humiliating peace terms? Why did he want 

to make a degrading peace treaty with the Jins just when the Southern Song 

generals had successful ly  ro l led the J ins back in some areas, thus "making 

David V. Nowlin. at al.. U a r A s A n  I n s t r u m e n t  o f  P o l i c y ,  P a s t ,  P r e s e n t  a n d  F u t u r e ,  p. 12-A. 
>V7o/m, juan 136, pp.2193-2197, juan 137, pp.2203-2205. pp.22211-2212 andjuan 139. p.2236. 



the prospect of counterattack bright"?^® In other words, why did the Emperor try 

to preserve the territory to the south of the Yangtze River? 

Wang Fuzhi a scholar of the Qing dynasty, pointed out that 

[Emperor] Gaozong made peace [with the Jins] in order to remove the generals 

from their military power." Wang Zengyu, a modern historian, regarded the 

Emperor's desire to make peace with the Jins as understandable "psychology 

and metamorphosis of  h is  character is t ics in  a cr i t ica l  s i tuat ion.According to 

James Liu, the Emperor wanted to maintain the territory because he realized that 

"the Southern Song did not have enough military forces to fight against the 

Jins."''^^ The Southern Song "had little hope of recovering the Central Plain" 

since the Jins consolidated their positions in the north; therefore, China 'Tell into 

separation for over a century.In the eyes of Ren Chongyue, making peace 

with the Jins was "the only possible realistic policy for the Southern Song," for it 

"did not have the fighting power to defeat the Jins."^^ 

Although, the above opinions appear to answer the question, they are only 

partially correct. A further in-depth analysis will lead to the conclusion that the 

Emperor wanted to ensure the safety of his imperial rule. The threat to his rule 

Liu Zijian. China Turns Inside, p.98 
Wang Fuzhi Song Lun juan 10. (Zhonghua shuju. 1964). 
Wang Zcngjoi. Song Gaozong Zhuan. p. 114. 
James Liu. "Baorong Zhengzhi de tcdian Nan Song Zhcngji jianlun zhi cr 

in Zhongguo xueren p.6. 
James Liu, "Nansong Chcngli shi de jici weiji jiqi jicjue in 

Shehui Kextte Shanxian 1984. No.4. p. 145. 
Ren ChongjTie "Nansong chunian zhengju >-u Shao.ving he\i in 

Zhongzhou Xuekan 1991. No. I.p.l24. 



stemmed from the Jins" invasions as well as the generals. As Deng Guangming 

pointed out, if the Southern Song military forces initiated an offensive against the 

Jins and achieved victory, the prestige of the great generals would be greatly 

raised. As a result, they would constitute a threat to Emperor Gaozong's 

position.Peace with the Jins dissolved the external threat and the dismissal of 

the generals' military power insured internal security. The military forces, if left 

unchecked, would run the risk of destroying the balance of the society. Qin Gui 

issued warnings to the Emperor, "now all the soldiers only know their generals 

and do not know your majesty, the son of heaven. Your majesty must take steps 

to correct this problem."^^® Therefore, in Emperor Gaozong's calculation, the 

decisions to remove the generals from their military power and to negotiate the 

peace treaty were closely related and solved the problem of security. The Jins' 

invasion made the generals necessary. The key to remove the generals was the 

peace treaty. If he could sign a peace treaty with the Jins, he would be able to 

dismiss the generals. The stronger the alarmistic atmosphere in the Southern 

Song society, the less likely the Emperor could successfully carry out his plan to 

remove the generals. In this sense, the Emperor used the peace negotiations as 

a means to dismiss the internal military threat. 

Deng Guangming. Yue Fei Zhuan p. 174. 
Hetin Yulu jiabian ¥t8. 5. Getiange p.79: "Lingquan zhanzhuza shuzhou 

tinghou zhihui qianlai zoushi shengza JL." in Eguo Jiniuo 
Xuhian Juan 12.. p.1301. 



The finalization of the peace deal with the Jins made it possible for the 

Emperor to dismiss Han Shizhong and other generals, whom he had had to 

depend on while at the same time keeping an eye on. As early as 1138, Zhang 

Jie had reminded the Emperor that the great generals possessed too much 

military power, and the Emperor should adopt some techniques to control them. 

Otherwise, there might be a mutiny like in Huaixi. In response, the Emperor told 

him not to be concerned and that he had "methods [to deal with the matter]. The 

issue [of the generals having too much military power] will be solved in one or 

two years.""® The Emperor also told him that when the peace treaty with the Jins 

was signed, he would extricate the generals. Therefore, one of Emperor 

Gaozong's purposes for making peace with the Jins was to remove the military 

generals-another threat to his rule. 

A final question worth examining is why then Han Shizhong dared not only 

disobey the Emperor's edict, but also sabotage the imperial plan of making 

peace with the Jins? Han Shizhong's loyalty reveals his character structure more 

clearly than anything else. Clearly, there is no doubt that Han Shizhong felt 

genuinely loyalty towards the Empire and that he genuinely felt himself to be a 

servant in the cause of which the Emperor was the highest exponent. Han 

Shizhong thought that his ideal was the same as the emperor's. What he did was 

not for himself but for the Emperor and the empire. However, when his image of 

the Emperor was shattered, it was his belief and loyalty to the empire that made 

juan 119. p. 1924. 



him risk his life in the open conflict with the Emperor. Indeed, after losing his 

power, it was for a similar reason that he found the way to realize his ideal—he 

used the name of his home town Qingliang under Jin occupation as his style to 

hold on his ideal for the remainder of his life.^^ 

^ He named Qingliang Mountain, which n-as in his home town Yanan. 
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